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TOKYO GAME SHOW '98: ALL FLASH, NO DASH? 
Dreamcast dominated the Tokyo Game Show, but lacked the software support it deserved 

Sonic Adventure and Godzil/Q Generations 
demonstrated what Dreamcast could do at 
TGS. The three-day event received more than 
15,000 visitors - the highest attendance ever 

r:I Of most of the 'Nestern delegates who flocked to 

... this year's TOkyO Game ShOw - held as usual at 

the gargantuan Mak.uhan Messe exhibitiOn hall - the 

debut of sega's Dreamcast console was undeniably the 

main event. ASide from the New Challenge COnference 

which took. place several days ear1ler (see pS). this was 

the place to see the machine running the software that 

will spearhead its launch on the Japanese market on 

November 27, and gauge the fon1.H'les of a company 

attempting to stage a comeback. 

Dreamcasting aspersions 

perhaps as a reflection of Oreamcast's curiously 

low-tech branding. the system's presence far from 

dominated the show floor and was every bit a Sign of a 

re-marketed, reconsidered 5ega - a company that now 

lik.es to think. before it Shouts. The software line-up 

essentially the same as the one that was trumpeted at 

Nee a few days before - was a CUriOUS miXtUre of 

high ancllOw-tech that did as mud'l to reveal the 

system's potefltlCll as raise QuestlOl1S about It. 

Edge's Quizzing of westem and Japanese 

developers revealed mixed reactiOns - although many 

expressed surprise at the speed With VoIhlch the 

company had executed the Vlrtua Fighter 3 conversion. 

Most agreed it represented an admirably accurate 

translation, not to mention a far cry from the 

underprogrammed port of its arcade forefather that 

helped scupper the Saturn's launch. 

AS the system's flagship title, however, sonic 

Advenrure naturally garnered the most interest and had 

little difficulty establishing Itself as the benchmark 

against whiCh all other Dreamcast titles will be judged. 

Technically, It nixed some doubtS about the harct.vare 

and itS potential for rendering large, detailed 

envirOOmef1ts - relatIVely (but not entirely) free of 

background pop-up. Nevertheless, thiS is a game With 

an enormous amount left to prove - if only because the 

restricted time available to actually play the game at the 

event left delegates (Edge included) somewhat 

bemused by how well its different stages, characters, 

and their respectively different play styles will gel 

• 

together. A glimpse of a potential innovation was, 

however, provided by its creator VU]I Nak:a - VoIho 

revealed the title's aspirations as an Artificial Life sim 

in a bizarrely cute mating game featuring SOnic and 

his host of liberated chums plaYing mix and matCh, 

VMs-style. The absence of sonic Adventure as a 

Dreamcast launch title could be a major blow to 5ega. 

There was disaPPOintment to be found elsewtlere 

within the Dreamcast zone, thOugh. The prominent 

placing of an undernoUrished PC port of 5ega Rally 2 

served only to emphaSise Its shortcomings. Elsewhere, 

titles such as Godzilla GeneratiOns, Pen Pen TrllcelOn, 

and Blue Stmger all did their graphical bit, but 

essentially they represented little more than a rallying 

call for the imminent Japanese launch. A more serious 

software assault is expected to coincide with ItS 

western debut. InCidentally, Edge learned at the event 

that western developers will not receJ\ie essential 
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Naturally, all of the big Japanese players (including. from left. Namco, Konami and SquareSoft) put on gliby 
presentations, although showstopping software was thin on the ground - at least on the 31/ 64bit consoles 

With Dreamcasfs Japanese launch now 
mere weeks away, public interest was high 

libraries, enabling them to exploit the system's 

architecture, until February '99. This prompted several 

to voice concerns over their ability to create effective 

software before its western introduction later in 1999. 

Small change 

If any signpost were needed for the direction in which 

most of the games industry'S devalued Yen is being 

channelled, the proliferatlOll ofTamagotchi-derived 

console data units and new handheld games conSOles 

provided it. Squaring up to 5ega's innovatiVe 

Dfeamcast -compatible VMS Unit was SOOy's 

POCketStation plug-in (previOuSly dubbed PDAl, 

compatible with forthcoming titles such as Street 

Fighter lero 3. FFVII/ and iO Final The lack of a 

dedicated software push was maSked by a gloriously 

Disneyesque stage show featunng exatable kids 

Singing and danCing wrttI CraSh BanChCOOt; the 

bankable marsupial appears to have carved himself out 

a niche as W'estern gaming's ambassador to Japan. It 

was an entertaining if transparent diversion. 

SNK's Pocket Neo-Geo appeared to a muted 

reception. although prototype models of a colour 

version revealed an exceptionally clean scrolling 

display - arret with it, the natural assumption that 

most Neo-Geo fans 'M>U1d rather hold out for its 

appearance than plump for itS uninspiring 

monOChrome coonterpart now. 

Bandai's Wonderswan was yet another new arrival 

on the handheld scene. Although it boasted support 

from a hOst of prolific Japanese developers. it looked 

destined to follow in the dubious footprints OfTige(s 

doomed Game.com system, which never escaped from 

the ShaCIOw Of Nintendo's almighty Game EkYy - still 

gorng strong, and soon to be available in colour after 

ten immensely fruitful years. 

In Sharp relief to the land of vapourware lay the 

Handheld devices were big news : in addition to SNK's Neo Geo Pocket (left), Bandai'sludicrously 
monikered Wonderswan console (right) and Sony's PocketStation (see plO) made appearances 

• 

PlayStation, occupying a vast territory that now 

encompasses an astonishing 54 per cent of the 

Japanese games market. In fact, the real backbone 

of the T~ Game Show was the sJugging match 

between heavyweights such as Namco, Square, 

Kooami and capcom as they fought to expand their 

already lucrative slices of the PlayStatlon market. 

The emotionally Charged Final Fantasy VII/led Square's 

assault, backed up with the polished fighter Ehrgeiz, 

the epic RPG sequel saga Frontier 2, and more 

ChOCObO spin-offs in the form of Chocobo Dungeon 2 

and ChocObO Racing. 

Filling the morlltor screens on Namco's incredible 

tiered arena, where Tekken 3 had premiered only six 

months before, was Ridge Racer Type 4 (without 

analogue control, strangely). consciously adhering to its 

visceral, arcade-derived playabillty - and not Gran 

TUnsmo's realism - the developer is playing safe with 

this latest effort in a series whose appeal in the 'Nest is 

in danger of runmng out of gas. Kooami, meanwhile, 

conunued to ensnare horror lovers with itS eerily 

provocatrve Silent HiII- a title to watch. 

Whither the N64? 
Christmas may 'Well belong to lelda in the ..vest, but in 

Japan the measly amount of software 00 offer from 

third partieS unoerlined the N64'S evaporation. A 

clumsy mix of turn-based combat, bland environments 

and underwhelming graphics deflected showgoers 

from Konami's action adventure Hybrid Heaven. 

C8stlevania 64 was playable enough (though the 

whip weapon is proving a problem for the designers) 

but simply lOOked sub-PlayStation Quality in visual terms. 

This years Tokyo Game Show ultimately proved a 

mixed bag. with significant developments appearing in 

the most unlikely areas. Perhaps most crucially, though, 

it failed to deliver concrete proof that 5ega's new 
format Will have the legs to bring the company ~ 

back on a level playing field with its bitter rivals. ~ 

EDG£· 07 ... 
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SEGA RISES TO DREAMCAST CHALLENGE 
New Challenge Conference 2 outlines Dreamcast launch titles - and a couple of pleasant surprises 

• n the afternoon of OCtober 6, 

sega hosted its 'New challenge 

Conference 2' to reveal the precise 

details of the Dreamcast console's 

launch. NOW set to appear in Japanese 

stores on November 27, the console 

that could be 5ega's last chance to 

succeed in the consumer market will 

retail at V29,BOO (approx. [14S). 

\"'Ihile that flgUre may seem low to 

western eyes, it is double the Japanese 

price of both the N64 and P1ayStatlon. 

I-tO'Never, sega appears to have pulled 

out enough trump cards to ensure 

Dreamcast grabs the attention of 

gamers - at leaSt in the ShOrt term. 

Tekken 4 Dreamcast? 

By far the most significant 

announcements at SNCC2 were the 

introduction of three key Japanese 

thirdparty developers. The shock as 

Capcom unveiled Bio-Hazard Cooe 

veronica (aka Resident Evil 3) was 

palpable, and the game is undoubtably a 

coup for sega - although whether it wi ll 

be exclusrve to Dreamcast isn't yet 

knOwn. Featuring realtime backgrounds 

and astonishingly detailed characters, 

Code veronica lOoks breathtaking. 

Sega chairman Ogawa-san led the march into battle (main), closely followed by president Shoichiro 'rimal' iri, 
He appeared on-stage with Namco's president (top) to announce the company's support for Sega's new p atform 

Namco's president provided the 

second big Surprise wtlen he appeared 

on stage With sega chief Shoichiro 

Irimajiri to underline Namco's support 

for Dreamcast. No specific titles were 

mentioned, though the words 'Tekken 4' 

were on the lips of most attendees. (HOw 

SOrly might react to such suggestions 

wasn't so apparent.) Another fighting 

title, Power Stone - created by Street 

Fighter producer Yoshiki Okamoto 

and set to be ported from the Naomi 

arcade system (see pages 126-128) 

rounded off the thirdparty disclosures. 

Sonic slippage 

The conference also witnessed the 

Official unveiling of sega's launch 

. t · 
~., ",,'U 

.Y· 
• . , 

.:, (apcom's revelation that Bio-Hazord was on its way to Dreamcast was 
only topped in effect by the magnificent footage of the game in action 

• 
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line·up. Dreamcast kids off wittl Virtua 

Fighter 3tb (see p22'23), sega Rally 2 

(P29), Goozjlla Generations (see E63), 

Pen Pen Tnlcelon (see EM) and a 

curious adventure game entitled JUly. 

Sadly, the Pfomising Some Adventure 

has now slipped to a December 17 

release, although this would imply that 

sega is serious about getting the game 

right. Blue Stinger (prescreened this 

issue and EM) is closer to completion, 

and set to hit shelves on December 3. 

All software is expected to retail in the 

region of VS,BOO (approx. [28). 

The online operation 

on the hardware front, several 

previously unknown quantities were 

clanfied. A 33.6f'.:bps modem will 

definitely feature in the Japanese 

Dreamcast, and some novel software 

- plus a V4,SOO ([22) keyboard - were 

unveiled to explOit the console's 

networking capability. By way of an 

IntrOCluction to the Internet, buyers 

of the mactllne Will be grven two 

applicatJons: Dream Flyer and Dream 

passport. The former is a curious 

postcard-maklng program, complete 

with a mountain of clipart, wtlile the 

latter is a more useful email and 

connectivity package which allows the 

user to access sega's new Dricas 

homepage. Online charges will be 

waIVed until the new year. 

ASide from the requisite killer 

games (lNhich 5ega is striving to 

prOVIde), the network capability of 

Dreamcast could prove to be a strong 

selling point. Japanese gamers are very 

receptive to offbeat coocepts such as 

Dream Flyer, and the popularity of an 

email fadllty goes Without saying. And 

wtlile the console's launch titleS are not 

overwhelmingly original, the added 

support of industry heaVyWeights such 

as Namco and capcom suggests that 

the best is yet to come. 
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Few consoles have been launched with such a proliferation of firstparty peripherals, The arcade stick is not the 
heavy-duty item it first appears to be, althoulh the steering wheel IS promising. and the joypad is sound enough 

Oreamcast peripherals round,up 

Visual Memory system 

Featuring an LeO screen, 5ega'S VMS unit IS 

usable as a display in the controller, or as a 

standalone miniature consoIe.lWO VMS unitS 

can be joined In oroer to exchange data. 

Release: November 27, 1998 

PMce: ¥2,SOO (£12) 

CPU: 8blt 

MemOry: 128Kb 

Weight Approx, 4Sg 

Oreamcast Controller 

Developed from the saturn's NiGHTS 

analogue CQI"ltroller, the new joypad is light 

and comfortable. Featunng both analOgue 

and digrtal controls, the pad has drawn 

criticism from some deveklpers for tts lack 

of buttons (four as ()p(.X)Sed to sega's 

traditional shO. 

Release: November 27, 1998 

Price: V2,SOO (£12) 

Oreamcast Keyboard 

Initially, SCga's anJlOUncement tI1at a 

keybOard 'oYOU1d be available came as 

something of a surprise. used to exploit the 

machine's Internet capabilitIeS. thOugh, 

the keytJoard makes perfect sense. 

Release: November 27, 1998 

Price: ¥4,5oo (£22) 

Racing Controller 

COmpatible WIth 5ega REIty 2 and an 

subseQuern Clf'Mng titles, thiS bears a maf1(ed 

Similarity to the old saturn's unit. Expect a 

slew of tI1lrdparty variants. 

Release: November 27, 1998 

Price: VS,8OO (£l8) 

VGA Box (proviSional name) 

Betraymg Oreamcast's PC-based grapl1lCS 

card and operating system, thiS adaptor will 

enable the console to be comected to a VGA 

moOltor and display Images at ~ 

Release: 1999 

Price: TBC 

Puru Puru Pack (proYisIonaI Mme) 

The second slot on Oreamcast's controller 

can be occuPIed either by a second VMS unit, 

or by this, sega's flposte to the N64'S Rumble 

Pak:. Expect a flame cha1ge for the west. 

Release: 1999 

Price:TBC 

Arcade St ick 

SUI)lXlSedIy manufactured to the same 

spedficatJOr1 as the JOYSbCkS Used In 5ega's 

arcade cabl1ets. Dreamcast's own SIX-button 

AlCacIe StICk IS rot qur.e the paragon of 

struCtUral integnty you might. elq)eCt. 

Release: November 27, 1998 

Price: VS,800 (£28) 

MiaUJAiOI e DeW:e~ ni!meI 

VoIce-recognltlOll apparatus - Edge lS(\'t 

hOlding its breath fOf this in the west. 

Release: TBC 

Price: TBC 

Fishing ControIIer..-_ 
JuSt In case you want to play Get Bass. 

Release: February 1999 

Price: TBC 

Other connectors: 

S-Video 

COmPQSIte 

RF-adaptor 

other Dreamcast software titles announced at SNCCl included (from left) beat 'em up Power Stone, Crandia 2, 
Ciant Japanese Pro Wrestling, and a new version of Virtual-On, set to be a key network-compatible title in Japan 

• 
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Modem living 

5ega is 10 supply a numbel' of 

connectIVity tools and toyS free With 

the Dreamcast console. First of these 

is Dream passport, whiCh operales as 
a basiC emsil and browser application, 

allowing users to mail each other, and 

connect to the specific DriCas 'Nebsite 

that Sega is launching on November 20. 

The second package is Dream 

Flyer, s curious IXlStcard and stamp 

creator, which will presumably appeal 

to the same facet of Japanese mentality 

that Nmteoc\o's Game Boy camera has 

successfully tapped into. 

Confirmed Dreamcast 
software (Japan) 

NOvember 27 

Godzllla Generations 

sega Rally 2 

Virlua Fighter 3tb 

Pen Pen Ttilcelon 

Dea!mbet' 3 

Blue Stinger 

December 10 

Gelst Force 

December 17 

sonic Advenwre 

oecember 23 

Incoming 

Evolution 
seventh Cross 

MOOaCO Grand Prix 

FIrst quarter 1999 

Sengoku TlIfb 

Climax Landers 

Aero Dancing 

Get Bass 

Wtlile Illumination 

COOl Boarders 

-i008 
PuyO PuyO 

Great Buggy 

Cho-Hamaru Golf 
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PLAYSTATION 2 CONTINUES TO ELUDE 
Nintendo warms up New hardware rumours implode under wave of mass hysteria 

n he whirlwind of speculation 

.. regarding the Playstation's 

successor has blown itself out. 

Instead of del ivering a cracking blow 

to Oreamcast with the announcement of 

a world-beating console at the TOkyo 

Game Show, Sony chose instead to let 

sega have its day. 

sony's meagre recompense was 

pocketStation (see belOW), a souped-up 

memory card decidedly lacking in the 

OVD department. 

The PlayStation 210VO rumour 

continues to circulate, however, and 

appears the most definite to become a 

reality, although a reliable Edge source 

seemed less convinced, claiming that, 

"I f I was a betting man, I 'NOUldn't know 

where to put my mooey,· Certainly, if 

sony cou ld bring PlayStation's 

successor to market complete with a 

DVD drive capable of playing movies on 

the format, the machine's appeal would 

be gargantuan. As yet. though, no 

manufacturer has produced a player 

that retai ls below $399 (£249), so to 

combine that hardware with a dedicated 

gaming chipset is no small challenge. 

At the time of going to press, 

none of the developers contacted by 

Edge had PlayStation 2 dev kits, which 

lXlints to a launch date on the far side 

of 2CXXl That situation may be different 

in Japan, but the Internet is Simply 

too active nowadays for sony to 

prevent some form of information 

leaking out. Edge remains watchful 

as to further developments 

SMALL IN JAPAN - BUT WHO WILL CARE? 
New Challenge Conference 2 delivers new wave of peripherals for the pocket 
,., ne of the TOkyo Game Show's large

... scale announcements was sony's 

PocketStation, a PlayStation memory card 

equipped, as is Dreamcast's Visual Memory 

System (VMS), with a tiny LeO. Unlike sega, 

sony has gifted its unit with an infrared link 

capability, a feature currently wowing owners of 

Nokia mobile phones with nothing better to do 

than beam things to each other (see p136). 

Both sega and sony are making much of the 

new miniature hand held units, but as yet only 

the former company has come up with a good 

use for its 'Personal Digital Assistant', 

The Dreamcast VMS can be used to transfer 

data between Sega's home machine and its 

related Naomi coin-op board, as well as acting 

. as a standard memory card for the console. 

Where PocketStation really seems to fail is 

that its LCD is only 32 pixels square, compared to 

Sony's PocketStation in all 
its memory card-like glory 

the Game Boy Color's 2S6x256 resolution and the VMS' 48x32. Those who have 

experienced the dubious pleasure of playing with sega's Godzilla VMS will doubtless 

ponder what can really be achieved on an even smaller screen. The real potential 

of both sega and Sony's miniature white elephants is to expand on the capabilities 

of their home consoles Any grander ambitions, such -as sony's intention to sell 

downloadable PocketStation games on PlayStation CD-ROMS, seems like little 

more than pa'ri'dering to a passing trend in the Japanese market. An N64-to-Game 

' B0y Color link, however, would be something else entirely. 

.<if 10 £DGEo • 

Sega's VMS may prove more 
useful than Sony's PDA, if only 
by virtue of its compatibility 
with the Naomi coin~op system 

WIlat does seem rather more likely 

to be announced soon, particu larly in 

light of Nintendo's recent package 

deals (see side story), is a drop in the 

PlayStation's retail price. Current talk 

is of a sharp slash in the UK from the 

current £100 10 a Mega Drive-esque 

£70, which wou ld land the ball squarely 

in Nintendo's court. This Christmas is 

going to be blood red, not white, once 

the fighting is over .. 

psygnosis cuts 

psygnosis has closed its Manchester 

office and scrapped several UK-based 

developments with the unfortunate 

loss of around 75 positions, following 

an extensive review J)focess. Landef, 

the only MallChester-based protect 

to survive the reviStOO, has two more 

months of development left, The 

company is said to be refocusing its 

effOfts primarily towards PlayStatioo 

development and investing in its core 

game brands. HOwever, it also 

confirmed its commitment to continue 

to develop titles on PC and N64, as 

well as considering the viability of 

other platforms such as Dreamcast 

AS such, Wipeout 64 is the only version 

Of the franchise that's due - for this 

year, at least. 

When contacted, Psygnosis stated 

that th is marked the majority of the 

lengthy review processes which have 

seen the company's employee numbers 

drop from 8OO-plus to somewhere 

around the current 600 mark. 

, 



NEWS 

BLOODBATH IN THE THIRD DIMENSION 
Who will survive the upcoming shakedown in the cut-throat PC 3D graphics arena? 

he PC 3D graphics scene is becoming Increasingly stormy as competitiOn 

between Chip developers heats UP. and coosumers grow increa~ngly confused 

about the choices laid before them. In fact, many now exPeCt a blQOdbath in the 

industry, wtllch is becoming a victim of its own success. 

Anyone thinking of buying a new high-performance 3D card faces a proliferation 

of optlOl'l5. First, there's the range of standard-setting 30fx VOOdoo2-based cards 

which work alongside nOfmal 20 cards as dedicated 30 accelerators, then there's the 

new generation of chips that accelerate 2D and 3D graphics, support DirectX 6, and fit 

the new AGP (advanced graphics DOrt) slots found in new PCs. The key players here 

are 53's Savage 3D, the 3Dfx Banshee chipset and NVidia's twin texel Riva TNT boards. 

Finally there are all the yet-tcrbe-released solutions including Permedia 3 from 3D 

laOS, the delayed second generation PowervR chipset (as used in 5ega's Dreamcast), 

VOOdoo3 from 3Dfx, and the savage 3D 2 which is expected to be annDUllCed at 

Comdex in Las vegas this month. 

The coofusion is compounded t:1'I the fact that all the big graphiCS card sellers 

are hedging their bets. Diamond Multimedia already has boards based on vtlOdoo2, 

Banshee, TNT and savage 3D on the marXet. German manufacturer Hercules boasts 

all the chips in its range, too, as does STB. Creative Labs neglects only the savage 

3D from its list, though It hasn't ruled out a card based on that chipset. For a 

consumer to choose which chlpset to buy, and from which velll10r - with all their 

competing bundles - can't be easy. 

The developers of the chips, therefore, find they aren't being ChampIOned in the 

martetplace and therefore shoulder all the nsk.. 'We're k.lnd of lucky in the position 

that we have,· says Eoin Leyden, brand manager for graphiCS at Creative Labs. 

'We si t back: and literally poll all the chip vendors. we dOn't act1Jally incur the sort of 

risk: that they're under. If the Chip Isn't very well receIVed, they will be in difficulties.· 

For this reason each chip mak.er has been trying to generate as much hype around 

their products as possible, often exaggerating performance results. At the end of the 

day, some are expected to go down. "The costs of development and marketing these 

chips in the new 3D game-centric arena are skyrocketin&· comments S3's Paul 

Ayscough. "I Just ask: if there will be enough business for all the new entrants, and 

some of the old ones, to make money and survive.· 

Creative's Eoin LeyOen expects the shakedown to leave us with ftve or SIX. major 

players from the 22 existing chip developers. "3Dfx will definitely be there. NVidia 

will be there. After that, it starts getting difficult. Everyone's only as go:x:l as their last 

chip and the rate of Change is so qUick: that the hottest chip today is li terally history 

in six months' time: 

Rumours are already circulating about who will go under. Even the position of 

3Dfx has been questioned, with speculation that Diamond Multimedia was to buy 

the Silicon Valley giant. Diamond, however, has dismissed this. 

European Dreams 
Edge has learned a little more about the 15-party g21l1eS currently belng created for 

Dreamcast In Europe, uncle!' close gulclance from 5ega. Although screens are unavailable. 

and gameplay details sketchy, what little Information there is Edge is happy to impan .. 

Red lemon·s flrstpefSOn shoot 'em up has gai,1lfd a name, Project: ITS. Acaxding 10 

company director Andrew carnptlell, the title cOntains a unique strategy element. And 

Dreamcast is allowing the introduction Of multiple Al-driven enemies 10 harass the ptayer 

MeanwhHe. BiZllfre Creations has confirmed a second project to follow its driving game. 
MetropolIS. This new game, dubbed Furballs, Is described as a 'cartoon action shooter", and 

features six original, playable 'cute animals', each with distinct weapons and skills. While a 

release date has yet 10 be set. Chrlstmas'99 Of possibly into 2000 seems likely. 

• 
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Texture compression tug of war 

The viciousness of the chip manufacturers' survival Struggle was recently highlighted by 

canadian company Matrox's attack on S3's texture compression technology. which Microsoft 

has built IntO Directx 6. Matrox ciles quality issues with the compression process Currently 

53's own savage 30 chipset is the only one which actually supports texture compression, 

~h works against the company. HOweVer, by squashing lexn.es cloWn 10 one sixth of 

thelr memory requirement. it's a technology capable Of Immediately improving the graphical 

quality of gall1eS. 53 has licensed the unreal engine from Epic Megagames and to pro....e the 

point has produced an Unreal level that boasts 200Mb worth of textures. (A current level 

would normally contain around 2S-30Mb). 

ThiS compression technique will mean that game developers will be able to prOduce 

environments thal look four to elghl times sharper for the same memory requirements. 

The burden now will be on the shoulders of game artists Who Will be fOfCed to produce 

higher resolution bad:ground textures. Quake Ill: Arena, W.wgBsm and KanaatJ /Ire some 

01 the upcoming titles that will exploit texture compression. with RAM prices set to creep 

up again thanks to the Asian economic crisis, S3 sees texture compression as a good way 

Of putting huge textures Into games without bumping up hardWare costs. Game setli~ 

containing 240Mb of textures can easily get by on B PC With a standard 64Mb RAM plus 

8Mb on the graphics card. At the moment, though. that card stili has to be a savage 3D. 

The ceiling decoration top left is created without texture compression. 
On the top right image. the system provides far higher texture 
resolutions_ Text on game textures currently looks lopey (left) but with 
compression and thus higher texture resolutions, it can look really sharp 

Finally, NO Cliche has revealed the (provisional) names and themes Of its two tItles. The 

first is Gut/IemJan, a driving game in which the aim is to 'drtve vehiCles through several 

breathtaking missions'. Its Sister tltle sounds more intriguing; dubbed Agartha, the protect 

is depicted as a horror adVenture and Is claimed to offer an Innovative control system. No 

Cliche lounc\ef Frederitk Reynard was involved With the AlOne in the Dark serie5, Which is 

wk!ely quoted as an inspiration for capcom's Resident EVil games. A return to roots7 
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'PRESCREEN 
EDGE PREMIERES INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT'S FRESH EST FACES 

There's no smoke without fire 
New console technology is undeniably exciting, but there 's more to come 

D t's a reatly great time to be a videogamer. 
Periods that could lay claim to being 

gaming's golden age have come and gone -
few could match the sheer buzz that is running 
through the scene right now. Cynical historians 
would argue that the shift to a new generation of 
hardware is always marked by an electric sense of 
anticipation. Doubtless the imminent arrival of 
Dreamcast and the scattersllot rumours regarding 
the next consoles from sony and Nintendo have 
fanned the flames of interest, but on the cuttmg 
edge of gaming there's a lot more to see. 

This issue's major prescreen, Black and White, 
is the latest game to seep from the bubbling 
mind of Peter Molyneux, At first, the new 
technologies that Molyneux's development leam, 
lionhead (and others such as Argonaut and 
Reflections). are adding to their titles may seem 
interminably dull, Aspects such as physics, 
tessellation, morphing, procedural textures and 
artificial intelligence have the ominous ring of a 
school timetable, but are in fact destined to set 
videogames alight once more, 

NOw that the quest for reasonable polygon 
counts has almost run its course, developers are 
realising that pumping out more triangles isn't 

gOing to make their games any better. It's no gOOd 
creating a 5,000- or 10,OOO-polygon character 
model if It then animates like a wooden doll. That's 
where the aforementioned technologies come into 
play, bringing new levels of realism to the 
videogame arena. A fine example is the character 
motion in 81ack and White: no longer is movement 
limited to a series of preprogrammed paths. 

The new generation of PC processors (and 
Dreamcast's nifty little RiSe Unit, too) have enough 
horsepower to calculate fresh animations, guiding 
outstretched limbs to the exact point required. 
'Heavy' objects are actually heavy, towers can 
tumble, hills can be laboured up and boulders can 
realistically roll. The implications of such fresh 
additions to developers' repertoires will be far 
reaching, with multiple appliCations in counttess 
titles. From platform games to racing sims, the 
realms of interactive entertainment are about to 
be redefined beyond recognition. 

However, that's not to say there isn't value 
to I:>e found in traditional animation techniques. 
Physics may add realism, but realism doesn't 
necessarily add depth to a title. And that, as 
every switched-on gamer knows, is what it's all 
about. Just ask the bods at NCl. 

Only a fool could f.il to understand the implications that physics-based animation (as shown in 
this experimental example from Argonaut) holds for game design, Especially 'SwingbaU' titles 

Afler bemg treated 10 
demo presentations In 
Loodon, the chance to 
play Sonic's latest outing 
at TGS wasn't wasted 
Beautiful ly crafted stuff 

• 

(DC)Capcom 

The world is going to go 
bankers for a new verSIOn 
01 capcom's homfic 
masterpiece, If anything 
can make the Oreamcasl 
a success, this may be it 

(PC) Llonhead 

Peter MO'Yneux's recently 
gathered clan of creatNeS 
are working the PC's Next 
61g Thing, A Dreamcast 
conversion shouldn't 00 
discounted, either .. 

(N64) Iguana US 

Edge can only applaud 
Iguana's sheer courage in 
bflflglng America's most 
outrageous cartoon to the 
N64, sample,spattered 
deathmatChes Win out 
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PRE SCREEN 

PRESCREEN ALPHAS 
SONIC ADVENTURE 

• 

-- ~--

SEGA'S SHINING SAVIOUR LEADS THE WAY 

FORMAT: DREAM CAST DEVELOPER: SONIC TEAM 

looking sharper and seXJer each time new shots are re'eased, Sonic 
AdVenture is now destined for a slightly-Iater-than-planned appearance. 

HOwever, the new December 17 release date may mean that 5ega'S 

Christmas will be taking place a little earlier than usual. Certainly, the fresh 

Images above - Showing the blue wonder flYing a biplane - are amazing. 

Hopefully, Yuji Naka and his SoniC Team will pull together all the disparate 

elements of Adventure and deliver Dreamcast's first true killer app . 

• 



EVOLUTION 

PRESCREEN 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER: SECA-sTlNC 

The firSt Of Dreamcast's new RPGS IS the responSibility of 5ega-SMg. which has little experience WIth the genre. 

However, the game has some neat touches, Including several events such as a tank: (shown above), Which can be 

grenaded through ItS open hatCh. EvoIuoon follO'HS the adVentures of 16-year-old Mag Launcher as he attempts 

to trace his mlssmg parents. LOCations Include those pesI(y 'mysterious ruins' that so often hinder an honest Quest .. 

LET'S MAKE A SOCCER TEAM! FORMAT: DREAM CAST DEVELOPER: sECA 

tt's a statement of the obviOus, but football games are perennially 

popular WIth the massmark:et. SO one as good-IOOk:ing as this is bound 

to do wonders for Oreamcast's image. and hopefully it will play well, too 

• 
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I£l'S~ABA5EMil. Tf/IM! 

Beautifully bizarre, dramatically 

different and appealingly out there, 

sega's Lets Make a Baseball Team! 

is partnered by a less eye-searing 

football version (see previous page), 

Players must build up a team to 

battle to the top of the baseball 

leagues. This title's real strength 

seems to lie in its fan tastic graphical 

style. It makes for a refresning 

change from the ranks of 'serious' 

American SjXlrts slmulatloos, 

identical In concept to Nameo's 

f\lel}'bodVs Golf, Coo Hamaru Golf 

is a IXlPUllst, cartoon simulalloo of 

the sport most favoured by thOse 

of a stylistically challenged nature, 

The emphasIs is on making gOlf 

lor DreamcaSI the accessible, 

interesting game it so clearly is 

in reali ty. Edge is hOlding on lor 

the unbridled thrills of Get Bass .. 

LANDERS 
Not to be confused With Psygnos/s' Similarly monikered Laf'/der (see p24), 

Climax's second Dreamcasl offering is rather different to the explOSion

lest that is Blue Stinger (p44), Landers is a promiSing RPG title bOund to 

del ght fans of the genre With its cOKlurful visuals and detailed heroes. 

Climax's back catalogue would suggest Significant action leanings. 

GEIST 
Termed 'a cinematiC stlOOtmg game', GelS! looks Vlsually stunrung and 

is due to hit Japanese stOfes In December. several camera angleS are 

offered, along with a variety of hOming missile and laser-based 'NCapQruy 

to help your progress from one action sequence to the next. sadly, a 

playable version was not made available at the TOkyO Game Show', 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVElOPER: CLIMA X 

FORMAT: DREAMCAST DEVELOPER : SEGA 
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TOTAL ANNIHILATION: KINGDOMS 

Few would dispute that the original Total Annrhilarion (nine out of ten, E52) 

represented a SignifICant milestone In the development of strategy gaming. 

'MletIler KingdomS, TA'S sworCls & sorcery-inspired fOlIOW·UP. Wltl deliver such 

a quantum leap IS doubtful. but Edge has high hOpeS for the title nonetheless. 

TRESPASSER 
Finally nearing release, this could represent something of a revolutiOn 

for firstpefson games. Boasting an astoundingly realistic phySICS eflglne, 

the emphasis IS very mUCh on authentiCity (except perhaps for the 

protagonist's rather slily arm), immerSing you Within a truly believable 

environment TIlinl<:: of it as taking part in a ')uraSSic Park:'~styje movie. 

• 

FORMAT: PC DEVelOPER: CAVEDO<O 

FORMAT : PC DEVElOPER : DREAMWORKS 

PRE SCREEN 

rmour2 
The original Fallout on the PC may 

nOI have made an ef)()(rTlOUS impact 

in the UK, but Interplay's posl

apocalyptiC RPG kick.ed up a storm 

in the us and certain European 

territories (indeed, it picked up a 

gong at the recent ECTS awards). The 

sequel allows players to dnve a 'SOS

Chevy, and Includes improved combat 

AI, customlsable weapoos, plus the 

opportUnity to fall In lOVe and even 

get married. HOW very lovely. Hmm. 

lOOking remarkably like a better 

developed verSlOO of Spec Ops 

(seven out of ten, E59), Novalogic's 

PC title Delta Force is described as 

an 'innovative third and firstJ)erson 

grOUnd~based action Simulation 

game'. Well that's that son.ed out, 

then. The actual gameplay revotves 

around the exploits Of a top secret 

army unit, which must be used in 

the completlQfl of over 40 mISSions. 



PRE SCREEN 

BUJI . 

All reports indicate that this is the 

long.awaited PlayStation conversion 

of Konami's understated coin·op, 

Fighting WU-SIIu. In arcade form, the 

game was a commendable take on 

the Virtua Fighter model, even down 

to being played with kick, punch and 

defend buttons. Known in its natNe 

Japan as Buji, thiS PlayStatiOn 

translation of the game should make 

for a worthy diversion for those tiring 

of Namco's popular Tekken series. 

R4 - RIDGE RACER TYPE 4 

DEEP BLUE 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATION DEVelOPER: NAMCO 

Namco's arcade-based racing experience is Shaping up impressively and 

was one of the highlights of the recent Tokyo Game Show, In additIOn to 

the features revealed last Issue, a IInk·up option IS also promised, With 

suppon for up to lour players. Furthermore, Namco will be releasing its 

JogCon force-feedback controller specifically to coincide With the game. 

FORMAT: PLAYSTATlON DEVelOPER: KONAMI 

Not the most action· packed 01 genres, bUt thiS diving title makes a refreshing 

alternatIVe to Shooting aliens or drIVing fast cars. AS an asplnng dIVer, you must 

searCh the ocean bed for valuable items With which to purChase ney,r eqUipment. 

only then can you seek out the lost treasure of the sunken Gigantic Maulda . 

• 
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oeYeloped in Japan by Koei, 

PlayStatlon.tltJe ZIII 0'/1 IS directly 

related to the Wizardry senes. 

AlthOugh ZiII is essentially ao arcade 

a<tYenture, you're able to customise 

your character's personality before 

the game begins. Then, when battles 

are woo, ~ayers are glyen 'soul 

points' to allOcate to different 

attnbutes. Out in Japan this winter. 

WWII FIGHTERS 
The latest development to emerge from .lane's combat SimulatiOns utles, 

WWlI Fighters replaces the series' usual po(ygooal recreatlOfl of hl-tech 

military air-based technology With 50-year-old eQuipment. AS ever, the 

aircraft display great attentIOn to detail Including Intricate realtlme 

damage and empty Shells belOg disposed by Wlng·mounted guns. 

RING 

• 

FORMAT: PC DEVELOPER: ELECTRONIC ARTS 

" , , • 
t 
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FORMAT: PC DEVElOPER; CRya 

AlthOugh not the sort of utle YOU'd normally expect to see in Edge's 

prevIeW section, Cryc)"s latest FMV-taden adventure is one of ItS most 

ambitious and could be one of its best to date. You contrOl four characters 

within six Yas! uniYerses (Yisualised by famed illustrator DrUlllet) With 

a plot based around wagner's epic 'The Ring of the Nibelungen' opera . 

• 
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VIRTUA FIGHTER 3T8 
In the arcades Virtua Fighter and Tekken have been in the third throes of 

battle for some time. Now the final confrontation is looming for home users, too 

The introduction of multi· layered arenas was one of VirtUQ Fighter J's 
most notable aspects. Dreamcast VFJtb replicates the feature perfedly 

~ Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: AM2 

Release: Nov·ember (Japan) 

':Dligin: Japan 

22£DQ£~ 

Ii' espite Sega EUrope's protestations about 
a:. intending to deliver Dreamcast to these 
shores with a line-up of original games, the real 
question on every gamer's mind was whether 
the console could accurately reproduce the AM 
divisions' COln-ops. Shown both at the sega New 
Challenge Conference 2 and subsequently at the 
TOkyo Game Show (see NeWS), Dreamcast Virtua 

Fighter 3tb seems to indicate that the console 
can handle certain Model 3 experiences WIth 
startling accuracy. Judging by the response AM2's 
famous fighting franchise received at the TGS, 
vinua Fighter 3tb is the title that will be sel.ling 
sega's console come the November 27 launch. 

The game's ~tb' tag stands for Team Battle, as 
featured on the original special edition arcade 
cabinet of the same name. Differences between 
cb and the standard VF3 are fairly minimal in 
terms of technology, with both coin-ops utilising 
the original Model 3, rather than an enhanced 

• 

While impressive. these shots come from an earlier version of VFJtb than the 
Tokyo Game Show demo. More representative shots will appear next month 

Iteration. As In the Kmg of Fighters games, VF3tb 

enables you to preselect a team of protagoniSts 
to use in successive rounds. 

The full character line-up includes Aklra YUki. 
sarah Bryant. Jacky Bryant. lion Rafale, Pai Chan, 
Lau Chan, Wolf Hawkfield, Jeffry McWild, Kage
Maru, Shun-Di, Aai Umenokoji, Taka-Arashi and 
the metallic androgyne Dural. Of these, Akira, 
Jacky, Jeffry, Lion and Kage were playable at TGS. 

While the selection of combatants has 
remained fairly stable since VPs inception, the 
number of available attacks for each has grown 
exponentFally And while the Tekken games have 
been criticised for Similarities between characters' 

VFJtb offers more viewpoints than VFJ -
all will be present in the DC conversion 



In terms of arcade accuracy, the most common criticism levelled at VFJtb at the 
YCiS concerned textures. A slight lack of detail should be redified before release 

fighting styles, Virtua Fighter's have always been 
significantly diverse. Fighting styles range from 
delicate (Lion, Pal) to downright dirty (Kage, Wolf). 

PRESCREEN 

sadly, the extended loading times required 
to fill the console's 16Mb RAM were all too 
noticeable during play on the TGS Dreamcast 
units, although it's believecl that final 
optimlsations have yet to be completed. 

Unlike PlayStation Tekken J , Dreamcast VFJtb will not have to make 
major compromises with its backgrounds - they'll be full1D models 

TIlose long penods of CD access are, 
however, gathering some rather impressive 
scenery from the 1Gb disc. Thirteen detailed 
and colourful settings are offered in the game, 
although sega has been slow to release screens 

confirmed that a stable 60 frames per secood 
screen refreSh has been achieved by the AM2 
team - matching the cOln.op. But beyond 

A stable 60 frames per second screen refresh has been 
achieved by the AM2 team - matching the coin-op 

from every location. Also currently undisclosed 
are the extra optiOns that the home versioo wi ll 

offer (although gamers shouldn't expect too 
much, given the brief time frame in which the 
title has had to be converted to Dreamcast). 

TIle game's striKing graphical similarity to its 
coin-op parent has already impressed excited 
attendees of the Tokyo Game Show, where it was 

~ -. -

differences In hardware platforms, the (eal battle 
is gOing to ultimately come down to gameplay. In 
the search for the best cOin-op beat 'em up, 
hardcore fighting game fans have long been split 
between Tekken 3 and Virtua Fighter 3tb. 
However, in the environment of the home, the 
decision will undoubtedly be any easier 
one to maKe come November 27. 
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virtUQ Fighter Jtb 
will feature 11 
backdrops. Their 
quality won't 
match these 
renders, though 
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LAN DER 
For all those who believe they don't make games like they used to, Psygnosis brings 

you something whose inspiration is drawn from some of videogaming's classic offerings 

The physics are one of the game's most impressive features yet. despi~ their 
complexity, the superb mouse-based control makes LondeT highly intuitive 

Format: PC/PC-DVD 

Publisher: Psygnosis 

Developer: In-house 

Release: February '99 

Prjgin: UK 

O 
here are times when the vldeogaming 
market seems at a loss for tiUes that have 

strayed from the usual racing, shooting and 
platform jumping. As good as some of those are, 
often there's little in terms of revolutionary 
game play concepts to confront you. While 
Lander can hardly claim Che Guevara-hke status 
(indeed, Psygnosis cites Thrust, GravJtar and 
Lunar lander as part of its inspiration), its gravity
respecting environment does have stern 
implications in terms of gameplay. It forces 
you to adopt a refreshingly different approach 
when pllOtlng your Lallder craft to accomplish 
the varied miSSions which range from simple 
search-and-destroy sorties to salvage recovery. 

The control system couldn't be more 
straightforward. The mouse's 36()0 degree 
movement capability has been directly applied to 
the antigravitational craft SO that, once 
familiarisation with the few other control keys 
(namely thrust, fire and tractor beam) is 
acheived, the control system becomes 
Impressively responsive. After a few minutes, it's 
surprisingly intuitive. This allows smooth 
progression through the levels as you carefully 
balance throttle use and movements of the 
mouse together with the occasional click of the 
fire button. As Edge found out, roaming freely 

• 

over inoffenSive lunar landscapes is one thing, 
but battling with enemies as well as gravity 
demands real concentration from a new LaMer 
player. And negotiating the confined corridors 
of the many subterranean space stations is 
another matter altogether .. 

This is also true of the ability to pick up 
particular objects - a crucial aspect of some 
missions - by uSing the craft's tractor beam. 
After hovering above the required item, pressing 
the respective key locks it to the craft With 
impressive consequences. Now effectively part 

Moving around outdoors 
(above) is relatively easy. 
Negotiating the confined 
corridors of the lunar bases 
proves a little trickier (left) 
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Given that there's only so much you can do with gameplay-friendly 
intergaladic terrain. the game's range of environments is commendable 

of the craft. the Item now affects Its handling, 
The seventy of the distortion depends on the 

weight of the component in tow, and the 

proceedings can unmask an interesting 
challenge should the pendulum effect take over. 
It's a perfect example of the work that has gone 
into Lander's intricate physics model. 

Lander's inspirauon may have come from 
yesteryear's ClaSSICs, but its real isatiOfl is very 

much up to cootemporary standards. Taking 
place WIthin accomplished, accelerated 3D 
intergalactic environments, which have a 
tendency to offer up wildly changing 
atmospheric conditions, you must solve puzzles, 
destroy enemy craft, and negotiate a variety of 
treacherous missions set on distant moons. 

FUrthermore, in addition to the usual CD-ROM 
format, Psygnosis has targeted Lander as its first 

Psygnosis has targeted Lander as its first foray into the DVD 
games market. No major graphical alterations are expected .. . 

Although this image (above) is unlikely to 
convince you, Landet's dramatic weather 
effects are particularly well realised 

foray Into the DVD games market. No major 
graphical alterations are expected, but in 
addition to MPEG2 video sequences, you'll be 
able to select the multiple-angle feature which 
displays the FMV images in their original 
Wlreframe construction. 

Of far more importance as far as the game 
is concerned, however, is the inclusion of a 5.1 
channel soundtrack, courtesy of the Dolby 
Digital-friendly format, which greatly enhances 
the experience, provided your equipment is up to 
the task of deCoding said digital signal. 

Lander has come a long way Since Edge 
first saw It in Its untextured form at a DVD 
videogames conference several months ago. 
With the control system and physics seemingly 
skillfully executed, psygnosis should now be left 
with plenty of time to coocentrate on mission 
struCture and other general, yet no less 
important, game play aspects. The framework is 
there - hopefully the more difficult aspects ~ 
will be implemented as convincingly. L5 

PR ESC REEN 

It may have strategic 
leanings, but Londer 
still offers up enemies 
to destroy (above) 



PRE SCREEN 

WARZON E 2100 
All eyes may well be on the long-awaited Tiberian Sun , but the next 

round of the realtime strategy war is far from decided. Enter the Pumpkin. 

Disposing with the barely-realised 3D displays of old, Pumpkin's WafZone 2'00 presents a realistically 
undulating environment. and a camera that swoops and rotates with an almost dizzying fluidity 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Eldos 

Developer: pumpkin Studi os 

Release: February '9 9 

r.:I ver since the atom bomb was invented, it 
1:1 has proved a healthy source of fun: in the 
'SOs and '60s, fear of radiation prompted a slew 
of 'Terror of the Giant Mts'-type films, while the 
'70s and '80s spawned earnest television dramas 
about the aftermath of nuclear war. warzone 
2IDO - a realtime strategy game set in a post
apocalyptic United States - is the latest piece of 
entertainment to buy in to the concept. 

Here, as is often the case with nuclear fiction, 
the war was started by accident. Or so it seemed 
at the time. Now, years later, a small group of 
survivors has discovered there may have been 
darker forces at play. It'S your jab, therefore, to 
guide this collective as they battle with tribes of 
vicious scavengers, and draw ever closer to the 
powerful private army behind armageddon. 

The story may be a little derivative, but 
warzone is an impressive addition to the c~c 
bloodline, There are over 2,000 different vehicles 
to build, three massive campaign maps to 
explore, 24 missions to take part in and an 
impressive 400 teChnOlogies to research: not 
just weapons, but radar facilities, armour, new 
defences, better power supplies and faster 
factory production. Although this is pumpkin's 

• 

first outing. the company has quiCkly learned 
that variety is the spice of realtime strategy. 

But the visuals will attract the most attention 
to begin with. The game boasts a beautifully 
accompliShed 3D engine, complete with a 
swooping. tilting, revolving camera which can 
both track individual units across the terrain, and 
soar between various SQuadrons to present a 
dynamic and uninterrupted view of the action. 
Ttle three campaigns take in three landscapes 
an undulating desert, a war-devastated city and 
the snoW)! peaks of the rocky mountains. 

The towering hills and wrecked skyscrapers 
are more than just aesthetic diversions, however. 
Scenic features play a direct part in the action 

Both urban (left) and rural 
areas (above) appear, each 
bringing new challenges 
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The flying units provide a great means 
of surprise attack. They also look 
fantastic swooping over the landscape 

only weapons such as howitzers and mortars can 
fire over tall obstacles; most units slow down as 
they climb SlOpes; movement across a road is 
Quicker than through mud; only hOver vehicles 
can cross water. Reading and understanding the 
landscape seems set to become a vital skilL 

3D acceleration has also been catered for 
with obvious enthusiasm, as chief designer, )im 

then tell his subordinates what to target, and will 
even radio back to base for reinforcements when 
the going gets tough, 

The unit design system is Similarly pared
down. There are three basic components -
turret, chassis and propulsion - but hundreds of 
different types of each. The player simply mixes 
and matches to create the desired vehicle, 
whether it be a light, fast scout vehicle or a 
lumbering battle tank. A great range of weapons, 
including flame·throwers, miSSile launchers, lasers 
and machine guns, complement this diversity. 

The fact that you keep the same base 
throughout each of the three campaigns is also 
an intereSting feature. In most realtlme strategy 
titles, you begin again from scratch at the start of 
every miSSion, so there is very rarely any need 10 
adequately defend the HQ In warzone, a few of 
the missions are actually based solely around 
enemy attacks on the base, so players have to 
learn pretty Quickly to keep their guard up. 
Similarly, military units aren't as disposable here 
as they are in similar titles. Jim Bambra explains. 

-I've always wanted to do a game wtlere 
units increased in experience and went from one 
mission 10 another. The open·ended campaign 
system makes this a reality. It'S possible for the 
first few unitS you started the game with to 
achieve elite status and still be alive at the end of 
the game. By recycling your veteran units you 
can transfer their experience to bigger and better 

The game boasts a beautifully accomplished 3D engine, 

WDrzone 2100 makes 
full use of the graphical 
bounties offered by 
current 3D cards, as 
these huge explosions, 
often consuming the 
whole screen, show 

complete with a swooping, tilting. revolving camera 

Bambra, makes clear. 
"Full use is made of 3D accelerator cards to 

create Vibrant lighting and explOSion effects: 
rockets fire With a smoke trail, artillery and 
canllOn shells explode gratUitously, flamers ignite 
enemy units and structures. When units take 
damage they emit smoke. When they explOde, 
shards of metal and concrete fly across the screen. 
You can spot where the action is by the amount 
of smoke and explOSions going ofW 

Indeed, action appears to be the main focus 
of the game. Not only combat action, but also 
eXplOratIOn and reconnaissance. Players can only 
Improve their Units by discovering and 
researching artifacts from the pre·apocalyptic 
world, and as these are Strewn all over each 
landscape you won't get anywhere by staying at 
home and waiting for the bad guys to turn up. 

The designers have done everything they can 
to get you into the action with the minimum of 
fuss and effort. Pumpkin is making a big deal 
about its i~tuitive point, click and drag interface, 
but thiS system is getting to be old news. What 
the game does do well is take all the excess 
hassle out of combat. Once you've built a few 
units you can assign a commander to the 
squadron and send them off into battle; he will 
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vehicles as the game progresses!" 
But this has merely touched the surface of 

wtlat could well turn out to be a key strategy title. 
NOt only does warzone 2100 offer Incredibly 
smooth 3D visuals and fantastic effects, but the 

gameplay IS at once idIOsyncratiC and intuitive. 
The designers have put In everythmg that custom 
dictates (PQlnt·and-click Interface, huge variety 
of units, stackable commands, advanced AI), 
but they've also twiSted the genre and made it 
look new and interesllng again. Time will 
tell if this goes more than skm deep. 

Options are presented to the player 
throughout the game via an unobtrusive 
and stylish visual overlay system 

PRE SCREEN 

Pumpkin seems to have 
based the game more 
around exploration and 
military confrontation 
than fussing over the 
minutiae of research 
and development 
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ROLLCAGE 
As the vid eogaming starting grid becomes increasingly crowded with 

seemingly indistinguishable titles, ATD's late entrant should prove refreshingly different 

of the two versions available. the PC is naturally the more aesthetically 
pleasing. boasting impressive lighting effects and a velveteen framerate 

Carry enough speed 
into a tunnel and you're 
free to drive upside 
down along its ceiling 

Format: PCfPlayStatlon 

Publisher: Psygnosls 

Developer: ATD 

Release: March '99 

·. ;origin : UK 

n:'n hile the current trelld sees publishers 
.:&:I greenlighting racing proJeCtS that promise 
ever more realistic dynamics within real world 
settings, it's encouraging to see certain 
developers prepared to face the oncoming traffic 
with a strong arcade-styled raCing offering. 

One such developer is ATD. whOSe Rot/cage 
should have pupilS from the 'no braklng' 
school of videogame racing Itching In 
anticipation. This is because although the 

game features a pleasingly elaborate physics 
mOdel, it doesn't attempt to recreate an~hing 
that currently exists within the vehicle-related 
world. As such, real world rules no longer 
apply; the six available cars travel at unrealistic 
speeds, drive upside down along tunnel ceilings 
and their deSign allows progreSSion regardless 
of which Side they land on after a multiple roll
indUCing collision. 

Furthermore, you'd be foolish to expect 
to come across any of the tracks on offer by 
popping over to Silverstone, Monza or 
Suzuka as they, like the cars, are also fictitious. 
Whether hurtling through the neon-lit streets 
of TOkyo or the split-levelled, red Martian 
dust tracks, the courses have a futuristic feel 
in keeping with the overall hi-tech nature of 
the game's content. 

The various tracks also have a tendency to 
be very wide, which promotes the combat aspect 
of the already frantic proceedings. Scattered at 
intervals throughout the tracks are a variety of 

• 
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In addition to dealing with corners, firing a variety of wear.0ns and 
generally making your opponents' life as difficult as possib e is de facto 

power-ups alld v.oeapons that can be used against 
your opponents as a methOd of gaining places. 

While SUitably impreSSive on the PlayStatlOn, 
Rol/cage understandably reaches its graphical 
peak on the PC as a resul t of higher res visuals 
and some superb lighting effects. On the other 
hand, 32bit owners should have an opllOn in the 
finished version to switch motion blur on or off, 
depending on individual preference, and there 
are rumours of a 60fps mode, although ATD is 
keeping relatively Quiet about it. Other bonuses, 
ho'Never, were clearly se!ectable from the 
options menu of the version Edge tried out. 

On current form, ROl/cage shOuld inject 
some very competent arcade-style 
entertainment into a market currently dominated 
by reality-based offerings. The action can 
occasionall1 get a little disorientating after a 
particularly violent crash, and trying to regain 
control after an over-ambitious powerslide can 
prove hard work - but there is always the 'panic' 
button that automatlcally points the vehicle 
in the right direction. Expect to use it 
relentleSSly next spring .. 

• 
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PRE SCREEN 

SEGA RALLY 2 
After challenging arcade players with its demanding, highly technical nature, Sega's superb 

rallying experience currently looks. unlikely to stun the console world when it launches alongside Dreamcast 

Given the precious little amount of time remaining before launch, these 
shots fall worryingly short of emulating the quality of the coin-op 

Video footage shown at 
the Tokyo Game Show 
was disappointing 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega 

Oeveloper: In· house 

Release: November (Japan) 

Origin: Japan 

n s good and impressive a conversion as the 
IiI Saturn's sega Rally Championship was, it 
was far from what could be termed 'arcade 
perfect' - at least not visually. Despite the age
old argument of gameplay over graphics, 
polygons nevertheless remain an indisputably 
important part of the gaming equation. 

This is where the Dreamcast's processing 
power comes in. Respected senior Sega 
employees have long maintained that. with 
proper programming, the company's 128bit 
console could display imagery match ing its 
Model 3 arcade board, polygon for polygon. 
Admittedly, Virtua Fighter 3 was developed on 
an older Model 3 version but its Dreamcast 
incarnation (see p22) looks on course to do just 
that. Admitted ly; the higher-specced evolution of 
sa id coin-op board required to power Sega Rally 
2 would make a little more work for Dreamcast 
but current form would indicate that the console 
conversion has an awful lot of road to make up 

in order 19 ~eplicate its arcade parentage 
flawlessly on television screens across the glObe. 

The odds are against success, given the time 
remaining before the launch. Such an 
achievement would be unprecedented. Yes, 
perfect arcade conversions have been achieved 
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before, but only a substantial number of years 
after the coin-op version's launch had elapsed 
(and never from propriety arcade hardware 
handling millions of polys every sixtieth of a 
minute). sega Rally 2 has only been swallowing 
£ 1 coins for five months. For a home-based 
machine to perfectly imitate a teChnologically 
leading arcade game barely half a year old is, 
frankly; unbelievable. 

AS a conversion, Dreamcast sega Rally 2 
offers more than the arcade experience; the six 
varied cars plus bonus vehicles are customisable 
according to the usual settings - gear ratios, 
suspension, brake balance, ete. In addition to the 
arcade modes the game offers a ten-year 
championship option, with each year comprising 
four full seasons over six terrains. The 40 courses 
contain treacherous roads and slippery weather 
conditions. In addition to the splitscreen, rwoplayer 
mode, an eight multi player option via modem 
(maybe even serial link) is currently pledged 

Time is runni ng out. Edge genuinely hopes 

the videogaming world isn't about to ~ 

witness another Saturn Daytona incident .. ~ 

All cars should be 
as detailed and similar 
to their real-life 
counterparts as those 
in the arcade version 

., 
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BALDU R'S GATE 
Dungeons & Dragons-style games are coming back into fashi on .. But while Ba/dur's Gate 

might follow a sim ilar storyline, Bioware claims to have updated RPGs for the mi ll ennium 

Accelerator owners 
need not necessarily 
apply: Baldur's Gate 
leads with gameplay 

·Format: PC 

Publisher: Interplay 

Developer: Blowa re 

Release: December 

p rigin: UK 

30 ....... 

... s Edge discussed in last month's EeTS 
IiI report, there seems to be a reviva l of 
interest in Dungeons & Dragons-style RPGs, 
especially among US developers. Diablo 11, 
Heroes of Might & MagiC 11/ and Lands of 

LOre 11/ are all due over the next few months, but 
perhaps none get as close to the pencil, paper 
and dice heart of the genre as Baldur's Gate. 

From the outset it seems Bioware's aim has 
been to wipe away the influence of Japanese 
titles like the Final Fantasy series and get back 
to the origins of the computer RPG genre. In 
producer Ray Muzyka's introduction to the demo 
that Edge received, he talks of admiring Ultima, A 
Bard's Tale and Wizardry - games which tried not 
only to use the same kind of characters and 
locations as dice-oased roleplay games, but also 
the same complex rules and systems. His 
ambitions are immediately palpable. 

Baldur's Gate is based around TSR's influential 
Forgotten Realms campaign world for the AD&D 
system, using many of its spellS, monsters and 
locations along with the original rules. The major 
concession to modern videogaming is the 
realtime rather than turn-oased engine. 

Although this all sounds complicated, 
8ioware has created a thoroughly intuitive 
icon-driven menu. Players start with one 
character but can control up to six: to move 
them, click on the character's portrait and then 
on their destination; to get them to perform an 
action, choose from one of the icons at the base 
of the screen. They can also talk to NPCS using a 
Monkey Island-style script menu, and there are 

Bioware claims that the audio content of 
the game will be amazin~ with over 1,200 
effects and context·sensltive soundtracks 
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plenty of hot keys and shortcuts to make it move 
smoothly, despite intricate game mechanics. 

In many ways, Ba/dur's Gate - with Its icons 
and uncompromising gameplay - is something of 
a throwback to the days of the Amiga. Indeed, 
the visuals - attractive as they are - hark back to 
an earlier era where isometric displays and 
bitmapped characters were the norm, rather 
than the exception. What Gate misses in cutting
edge graphiCS it makes up for in size and detail: 
apparently there are around 10,OCO screens of 
scenery, taking in the whole western shore of the 
Forgotten Rea/ms world. Mountains, ruins, forests 
and towns all crop up, each drawn with obvious 
understanding and passion for the source material 

The story is standard D&D stuff. Chaos is 
beginning to grip the town of Baldur's Gate, beset 
on all sides by bandits wIlo are stealing the town's 
resources. It's up to the player to find out who 
or what - is behind these attacks. Along the way 
there are allegedly dozens of SUb-plots to get 
involved in, spells to learn and traps to avoid. In 
terms of detail; setting, characterisation and 
gameplay features, B8ldur's Gate certainly seems 
to have AD&D cornered. The final test will be 
whether the gameplay feels linear, or if players 
are totally free within the game world to follow 
their own path. Only the latter will spell ..f""2 
true success for this interesting enterprise. L..=:J 

PC gamers not convinced 
by Final Fantasy VII will 
surely relish Baldur's 
Gate's old· school ideals 

In keeping with the 
game's distinctive style, 
the interface favours 
clarity above all else 
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MACHINES 
.• Acclaim is seeking to enter the teeming PC strategy market through 

the licensing of a decidedly hi -tech title, Charybdis' fully 3D Machines 

... . . . . 
- , 

-... -.'''' 

The level of detail seen in Machine's Workbots is fantastic. As in Total 
Annihilation. it proves that strategy games are better suited to polygons 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Acclaim Studios 

oeveloper: Charybdis 

Re lease:~Sprlng ' 99 

Origin: UK 

D cclaim's revival and reposi tioning in lhe 
IiI market through the shrewd acquisItIOn of 
talented developers is well documented_ The 
umbrella brand. Acclaim Studios, continues to 
deliver a steady stream of what can be 
considered general ly above-average titles. 
However, Acclaim is a large publisher which 
continues to bring th irdparty-developed titles, 
including the top-selling Constructor, to 
videogaming's shop shelves. And that's where 
Machines, developed by UK-based company 
Charybdis, fits into the picture. 

It's a given fact that the market for PC 
strategy titles is swamped with contenders, and 
that it takes either a known series of games or 
something rather different to grab gamers' 
attention. Machines fal ls into the latter category, 
as, uniquely, it allows the player to seize the reins 
of any vehicle under their command. 

• 

Although the sidebar is fairly prominent it should be switchable once the 
game is complete. Once selected, the 'bots are marked with a faint wire cube 

The game's central strategy action is viewed 
from the traditional high camera angle that 
strategy games adhere to. However, the entire 
landscape and all of the various 'Workoot' craft 
(isn't someone going to come up with a better 
name for these thingS?) that make up your force, 
are created with polygons. The system allows the 
view switching, which gives Machines its 
so-called 'USP'. charybdis intends the fi rstperson 
viewpoint to farm a core part of its title's 
gameplay, as the player is I:>etter able to deal 
with the complexities of combat. All will become 
clear once the game is complete .. 

Machines is built around a brief story which 
boils down to: Man makes robots; Man loses 
control of robots; robots meet robots; robots 
fight. Once into the game, the basic rules of 
PC strategy gaming apply, with construction 
bases, multiple vehicle and weapon types to 
play with, and ever-mare-difficult missions to 
complete. However, it's 1998, and Machines 
aCknowledges this with a 3D landscape, plus a 
research element which allows the player to 
build more advanced brains for the workoots, 
and various weather effects. 

Whether Acclaim's latest Signing has the brains 
and brawn to square up to strong opponents, 
such as the forthcoming Total Annihilation: .J""C? 
Kingdoms, will soon become evident. L...:::J 

Lighting effects are well 
implemented_ However, 
the transition from 
third to firstperson, 
while adding much to 
the gameplay, is far 
too sudden as things 
stand. Any Workbot can 
be used in firstperson 

£00£31 
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RAYMAN 2 
After the success of the original Rayman, a sequel was inevitable. But will UbiSoft's 

new 3D reincarnation offer players something new in this multiformat release? 

Like Mario and Banjo, Rayman can only survive a protraded underwater 
excursion if he makes use of air bubbles to replenish his oxygen level 

Offering a spot of 
water skiing is a neat 
idea, but proves tricky 
at this early stage 

Format: N64/ PC/PS/ DC 

Publisher: UblSoft 

Developer: In -house 

Release: spring ' 99 

; Orlgln: Fran ce 

R s one of the PlayStation's first PAL 
IiI releases, Rayman was doubly surprising. 
Not only was this a traditional 20 platform game 
on what was then a cutting-edge 3D console, but 
it proved a massive success. With sales on 
PlayStatlOfl having strolled past the 6OO,<XXl 
mark, and a Platinum release happily notching up 
yet more unitS sold, a sequel seemed inevitable. 
And so Rayman 2's eJX)nymous hero has been 
dragged into the third dimension for a massively 
multiformat release. UbiSOft has PlaySlation, 
Nintendo 64, PC and Oreamcast versions 
racked up for release In the spnng of next year. 
Edge skipped to Paris to meet N64 project 
manager Pauline Jacquey. 

"We made a new game: enthuses Jacquey. 
"The character is the same and the universe has 
the same atmosphere, but it's very difficult to 
transform a 20 platform game into 3D. In 3D, you 
cannot base the gameplay on precision, so we 

tried to base it Qn the rhythm and pace instead." 
That translateS into a series of challenging 
stages, each based around various gameplay 
devices. For example, Rayman can be hurled 
through the air by lighting powder kegs, or made 
to waterski by being towed behind a giant fish, in 

• 

Rayman 2's visuals are intense, although some gamers may actually prefer 
the fuzziness of the N64 version over the supeHrisp PC incarnation (above) 

additIOn to the usual jumping/swlmming/ 
running platform game action. 

JacQuey is shockingly honest about 
Rayman 2's design aspirations; "Nintendo is 
best at making exploration and adventure 
games, so we tried to make an action game. It 
has almost a forced 20 game play, but you have 
big 3D panoramic perspectives. ~ However, 
JacQuey does the game a disservice, packed as 
it is with 'events' to keep players on their toes. 

Rayman 2 projects an atmospheric and 
engrossing environment, each level bringing 
more depth and colour to the screen. From 
underwater sections that match BanjO-Kazooie's 
in quality, to lush green platform sections, 
Ubi soft's new title has much to offer. The only 
fly in the ointment is that the game is, as yet, 
an incred ibly challenging prospect for the 
player. But Jacquey - and the other 80 
members of the development team - have 
until spring '99 to file the rough edges 
from Rayman's 3D excursion. 

. •.•... ( ... ,p:;, •. , .. 

.. 
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Throughout the game, 
a female character, Ly, 
assists in Rayman's 
diverse quests 

Rayman's curioullack of 
limbs didn't hinder his 
ambition to join the circus 
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ELEMENTAL GIMMICK GEAR 
• Hudson Soft has jo ined th e pack of developers chasing after Dreamcast 

w ith Elemental Gimmick Gear, fus ing 2D aQd 3D into a pro mising RPG 

Debuting at the Tokyo Ciame Show, little is known about the game's play 
system, although these images suuest a classic Japanese RPCi flavour 

Format: Drea mcast 

Publi sher: Hud son Soft 

Developer: Birthday 

Release: Spring ' 99 

Origin: Japan 

D mid the neon-lit big names of the Japanese 
W videogame Industry, it's easy to forget 
Hudson Soft. However, over the years, the 
company has delivered a steady stream of 
unusual and innovative products (not least the 
mighty Bomberman franCh ise). And so it comes 
as little surprise that Hudson's first Dreamcast 
title, developed by an unknown team called 
Birthday, is a little eccentric. 

EGG (an acronym for Elemental Gimmick 

Gear) is an RPG adventure of the new school, 
mixing 2D and 3D visual elements to deliver a 
rich and colourful game world. 

As with all Japanese RPGs, the plot would 
stroll to victory in a 'we are weird' competition. 
The story begins when a team of archeologists 
from the imaginary city of Fogna excavate a 
mysterious mach ine, and a sleeping man, from 
an ancient ru'in. After reverse-engineering the 
machine, which they name 'Elemental GimmiCk 
Gear', a copy is made and set to work around the 
city. But after 100 years, tentacles burst from the 
ground and drag the city into the depths. The 
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As with other forthcoming Dreamcast titles, Elemental Gimmick Gear is rich 
in colour. The 640x480 20 sections are, naturally, rendered with much detail 

sleeping man awakens, and the player, cast as 
EGG, must save them all. 

The intermingling of 2D and 3D graphics is 
used to differentiate between exploration and 
battle phases. Once an enemy has been 
engaged, the view switches, FFVII style, to a 
closer, 3D camera, until combat has ceased. 

EGG'S art direction is refreShing amid a sea 
of polygonal games, with both 20 and 3D modes 
appearing very atmospheric. Interspersed 
throughout the game are numerous prerendered 
movie clips, as is the vogue for RPG titles 
(although the innovative blending between movie 
and action that FFVIII wil l offer was not in 
evidence at EGG's unveiling in Tokyo). With 
HudsOIl targeting spring for the game's 
release, expect more on the game soon. 

All battles take place in 3D, and make 
excellent use of the Dreameast hardware 
to generate spectacular weapon effects 

CGI movies link the 
action, doubtless filling 
the game's disk to its 
one gtgabyte capacity 
and boring many viewers 

EDG£035 
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HYBRID HEAVEN 
Konami's Am erican dream gone horribly wrong might promise plenty, but there's 

Players begin by 
controlling Dial, The 
character has plenty 
of graceful Lara Croft
style moves, but his 
fighting system may 
alienate some gamers 

•. Format: Nlntendo 64 

Publ isher: Konaml 

Developer: In -house 

Release: May '99 (UK) 

·p t lgin: Japan 

'36£DG£" 

still much work to do before the prospect of a Bill Clinton clone grabs the votes 

Genetic mutations wander the many corridors. 
Dial resembles an Indian Brave (top, centre) 

lit espite being only ten per cent complete at 
1:.1 the time. Hybrid Heaven caused a certain 
amount of excitement when previewed at E3 
earlier this year. The attractive 3D visuals and 
large, detailed lead character probably had a lot 
to do with it, but so did the promise of a game 
which would combine elements of Resident £Vii, 
Tomb Raider, Final Fantasy and Tekken into one 
mammoth sci-fi action adventure 

Since E3, Konami has revealed little about the 
game and, according to the company's UK office, 
is unlikely to do so until shortly before the 
Japanese release. At the moment, the story is 
something of an enigma. Set in the near future, 
the action revolves around a plot to kidnap Bill 
Clinton and replace him with an evil clone (some 
might suggest this has already happened). The 
underground terrorist agency involved is 
determined to prevent a world peace treaty 
being signed by the US and Russia (not that 
these countries have any say in the matter now, 
with the true nuclear threat coming these days 
from the Middle East). TIle organisation has also 
created an army of monstrous mutants, who've 
accidentally been released into an American city. 

To bring order back to the world, the player 
takes on two roles: Diaz, an American chief-like 
character who defects from the underground 
group, and Johnny Slader, a Spec Ops agent who 
must protect Bill. Gameplay is essentially Tomb 
Raider in look and execution - you get a 
thirdperson view and must run, jump, climb and 
crawl through a series of environments looking 
for keys and power-ups. When you meet a 
mutant, though, the combat becomes a weird 
RPG-style turn-based affair. you approach the 
enemy, press A to bring up a menu of fighting 
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The enemy creatures Dial encounters appear to have been inspired 
by Resident Evil. One even leaps from the ceiling and on to the player 

moves, select one and the character carries it 
out. AS the game progresses, you leam new moves 
and the character stats improve with experience 

Although Hybrid Heaven is visually competent 
and certainly interesting, it's difficult to see how 
these game styles will gel successfully. TIle use 
of character stats and experience points is a 
neat idea but, judging by the one level demo 
Edge has played, fights soon become repetitive, 
despite the growing numbers of moves to call 
upon. TIle whole system may need to be 
tweaked considerably before release to prevent 
this becoming a mutant more hideous 
than any of the ingame monsters. 

Endless corridors 
and stockrooms 
currently lack 
detail, Hopefully, 
this will be rectified 
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ANACHRONOX 
' While the wait for Jon Romero's Daikatana continues to tax diminishing reserves of 

Format : PC 

Publisher: SquareSoft 

Developer: Ion Storm 

Release:' Early '99 

Origin: us 

patience, the sprawling epic Anachronox, with its Quake 11 engine, steps into the spotlight 

Ion Storm is understandably very excited about its Final Fantasy VII-esque 3D adventure 
which makes good use of the Quake 11 engine to provide players with a very smooth title 

n fter the decidedly luke wa rm reception 
IiI handed out to Dominion: Storm OVer Gift 3, 
Ion Storm has some serious work to do if it wants 
to live up to all that early hype. With Daikatana 
proving as elusive as the second coming, 
absolution may we ll be left, in the short term at 
least, to forthcoming sei-fi epic, Anachronox 

Just as Daikatana is Jon Romero's baby, 
this bloated RPG fare is the dream project of 
Tom Hall, another of id's legendary start-up 
team. Taking inspiration from the likes of 
Final Fantasy and Chrono Trigger, Hall's vision 
is a 3D RPG in which the player has control over 
three characters at a time, from an eventual 
selection of seven. Size matters to Hall as 
much as it does to that French woman in the 
new Renault Clio ad, so there are around 100 

locations in total to explore, spread around 
an entire galaxy. 

As for the plot, Frank Herbert's lumbering 
opus, Dune, seems to have provided the core. 
The player stwts in Anachronox, an ancient city 
apparently once occupied by a dying alien race, 
infected by a hideous plague, The city exists 
within a Sender - a sort of hyperspace portal 
created by the aforementioned alien race. 
Dozens of these Senders are spread throughout 
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the galaxy, creating handy trade routes. 
unfortunately, the game's heroes, Sly Boots 
and Stiletto, have discovered that these portals 
may be part of an evil plan to make the galaxy 
implode. And it's the player's job to guide these 
dubious characters through space, battling over 
150 types of baddie and ultimately getting to the 
root of the massive interstellar conspiracy. 

AlthOugh a thi rdperson RPG adventure 
with realtime combat may not sound all that 
innovative, there are some nice touches. One 
of the characters controlled by the player is a 
mad scientist who has developed a brand new 
weapon system that makes it possible to 
combine modules and effectively create 
customised weapons, However, of more 
immediate interest to id fans is the game's 
use of the Quake 11 engine, making for a 
smooth engine and detailed scenic visuals. 
Architecture at the moment seems to draw 
heavily from 'Star wars', but with so many 
locations on offer, expect plenty of diversity to 
appear in due course. Whatever the case, this is 
certainly a more ambitious project than 
Dominion, and much more in line with what 
Edge was led to expect from this 
celebrity-strewn outfi t. 

Desp'ite their variety, 
the Star Wars' influence 
displayed by the title' s 
numerous futuristic 
settings is substantial 
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Deeply Impacted 
A strange meteorite has struck the earth and is threatening to engulf South Park with badly drawn 

zombies, robots and killer turkeys. Only Kyle, Stan, Cartman and, of course, Kenny can save the day ... 

A 
less likely candidate for 
conversion to a Nintendo format 
could not be found. 'South Park', 

the most outrageous cartoon ever to hit 
the televisual mainstream, is about as far 
from the 'kiddie console' Nintendo 64 
stereotype as could be imagined, but 
that's exactly where tt's headed. Which 

might be a problem, to say the least. 
Riddled with blasphemies of the 

highest order, 'South Park' the cartoon 
has famously caused a stir with 50 many 
strains of society. Where 'The Simpsons' 
delivered its sometimes sharp social 
commentary wrapped in a cushioning 
layer of famity values, with the 

dysfunctional household somehow pulling 
through In the end, 'South Park' is far 
bleaker. Single-parent families, religious 
divisions and social deprivation are all 
dragged through the ralor-toothed mill. 
The videogame licence could attract the 
interest of censors and concerned parents 
lik.e none before, and for that reason alone 
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Format: Nlntendo 64/PC 

Publisher: Acclaim 

Developer: Iguana US 

Release: February '99 

Origin: US 
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Let's face it. Turok 1's 
cerebral bore is no 
match for South Pork's 
sniper chicken, 'yellow' 
snowballs, alien dancing 
ray and cow launcher 

The boys' translation from 20 
cut-outs to polygonal models has 
been remarkably successful. Licensor 
Comedy Central has been highly 
watchful of the game's visual style 

Edge was keen to see hOw Iguana US was 
gomg to tackle such a controverSIal licence. 
A recent Stateside excurSion provided the 
necessary time to discover whether justice 
was being done to an outrageOUsly onglllal 
propeny at Iguana's AUstin, Texas HQ. 

Taking the recently completed TurDk 2 

graphics engine as its foundation, SOUth 

Park: DeePly Im()acteci is, predictably, a 
firstperson shoot 'em up. Five years ago 
when 2D platformers were all the rage, the 
game would undoubtedly have followed 
that route. NOw, with firstperson titles 
flavour of the month, that's the path 

'We ve achlev an in~ib~ higl;\ 
action content r.Qmpar > f n 
proCluct on tne Nlnten 0 64' 

Neill Glancy 

sometime-Scotsman and now full-time 
project manager Neill Glancy and his 

leam have taken. Utilising a completed 
3D engine has hacked months from 

the development period, and 
follows Acclaim Studios' (Of 
which Iguana US is a part) 

teChnology-sharing ethos.. 
As might be expected, then, 

South Park will feature a 
fourplayer, cuss-fest of a 

death match to rival T1.Jrok 2'S, 
but the oneplayer mode is 
destined to be faster-paced 
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than the dinosaur humer's second outing. 
~We've managed to achieve an incredibly 
high action content compared to almost 
any other product on the Nintendo 64,

Glancy explains, -and that's due to the 
artistic style of South Park being very 
Simple, very minlmalist: 

For Kenny, Stan. cartman and Kyle, the 
tranSition from 20 cut-out to onscreen 3D 

hasn't been as traumatic as m:ght have 
been imagined. Iguana's graphics staff 
have dOne stirling worlc recreating the 
bOyS, along With Mr Garrison, Chef. Mayor 
and many more Characters, as polygon 
models. However, due to the models being 
essentially flat-shaded, significant savings 
have been made in the demands of the 
graphics engine. "At the moment we're 
working on dOing some optimisations to 
pull the framerate up over what's normally 
considered acceptable for a fourplayer 
N64 product: says Glancy. -Fifteen to 20 
[fpsl is the average. I'd like to see 20 to 25: 

Glancy's rather curious depiction of 
the one player game as "a modern hybrid 
of a missile command concept," seems to 
undersell the project. It begins to make 
more sense when he adds that, "We have 
an area which is determined as a 'goal 
zone' and we have the enemies spawmng 
from the other end of the map. Their 
objectiVe IS qUite simple: get to the town 

and Wipe it out: The foes are all 'SOuth 
Park' regulars. From the 'Braveheart' 
turkeys to the Worcestershire sauce 
zombies, fans of the series will doubtless 
revel in the opportunity to replay the antics 
of their diminutive anti·heroes. 

Enemies are divided Into 'tanks' and 
'minions', With the former spawning the 
latter during combat to protect 
themselves. "we've had in excess of 15 

enemies onscreen, and that gets really 
intensel" Glancy grins. Failure to prevent a 
tank reaching the town results in it being 
removed from the map, via an appropriate 

OMA likes sheep, Iguana 
US prefers cows, okay? 
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Because the visuals are relatively 
simple, a higher framerate (around 
20-2Sfps) than most comparable N64 
titles is being aimed for in South Pork 

animation, and then tallied for later use. 
And at the end of each bOut, you have 
to play a penalty round. 

To help protect their home town, or 
to assault each other during multlplayer 
games, the kids have access to a suitably 
bizarre armoury. Interestingly, only by 
gathering the full quartet of crazed kids 
as the game progresses can all the 
weapons be carried, with different 
characters using different weapons. 
SnOWballs. sniper chickens, alien dancing 
rays, all the way up to a cow launcher 
are on Offer, all of which have secondary 
fire patterns, Similar to unreal's. Or not. 
Holding down the trigger when 
throwing a snowball results in a zipper 
being undone and ... suffice it to say, 
what's hurled is yellow. -we're really 
conscious about the multi player stuff
what's good, what's Dad. We're focusing 
on making the multi player game 
tremendous fun: declares Glancy. 

-The dialogue is tremendous: he 
boasts. -It's really gOing to be very, very 
funny. And It'S all going to be custom
obviously there will be certain phrases 
from the show - 'Oh my God, they killed 
Kenny: all the things people will expect. 
But we felt it was important to have fresh 
material and fresh laughs." Fans of the 
cartoon may blanch at the prospect of 
anyone other than Matt Stone and Trey 
Par1cer penning the script for the game, 
but all the text and visuals for the game 
have had to be approved by them. ·It'S 
been generated by myself and two other 
team members: smiles Glancy. 

According to Glancy, the once family
standards-obsessed Nintendo of America 
is, as yet. unbothered by the content of 
South Park. He's wOr1cing to the same set 
of broadcast standards that apply to the 
cartoon, although those who have seen 
the series on either Channel 4 or Sky One 
will know exactly what that entails. -we 

Mutant turkeys: all in the 
true spirit of the cartoon 

have to follow broadcast standards. SO 
anything that you hear said in the show, in 
terms of expletives that are bleeped, will 
be bleeped in the game: he claims. 
However, the US version of 'SOuth Park' 
was Slightly different to the UK'S, due to 
differing broadcast regulations. Where that 
will legally place companies that will import 
the US iteration of the game isn't clear. 

SO important is the use of speeCh in 
SOUrh Park the game, that almost half of 
ItS allottecl16Mb cartridge is being gIVen 
over to the storage of samples. And the 
same pool of vocal talent has been roped 
in for the game. HOWeVer, once Glancy 
divulges that Parker and Stone are in fact 
keen videogamers themselves, it soon 
becomes clear that talking them into 
making a digital version of 'SOuth Park' 
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A PC version is also in 
the pipeline, but the 
sheer intensity of 
fourplayer games on 
the N64 means that the 
Nintendo iteration is 
the one to watch 

Hiding down ,.;gt.:r 11 w n O)ro a sno..wua 
re~lts In.a ZI er being an 0,. UtfIC,l; to say, W a nu eu IS yellow 

can't have been too hard. 
'Mlat Nintendo - and more 
importantly the censors, public 
and press - will make of the 
final game is another thing 
altogether. For now, Edge 
reserves copyright on the 
phrase, 'Oh my God, ~ 
they killed Iguana ... ' 1..5 
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The big noise surrounding upcoming Dreamcast titles may currently concern sega 's coin-op conversions, 
but Climax Graphics' 128bit action-drenched adventure title looks set to create a cacophony of its own 

With over 200 massively varied locations, Blue Stinger makes excellent use of Dreamcast's much-touted polygon capabilities to create a deep, credible (and 
.:; .1ncredible) atmosphere. Think realtime Resident Evil on steroids (but minus the zombies) and you're some way towards understanding what irs all about. .. 
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Producer Shinya Nishigaki was 
influenced by Hollywood blockbusters 
during Blue Stinger's production . The 
evidence is ce rtainly in these shots 

C
urrently rOCke,ting from total 
obscurity to high priority In 
Dreamcasfs most-wanted

software list. Climax Graphics' Blue Stinger 
is an all-action, thirdperson shoot 'em up 
that takes 5ega's console by the scruff 
of its neck and attempts to shake the beSt 
out of it. FollOWIng E64's first look at, the 
game, Edge met with producer shlnya 
Nishigakl at Climax's HQ to talk aoout 
Blue Stinger, Dreamcast and what the 
collision of the two will offer .. 

Edge: What do you think Blue Stinger'S 
strongest asset is? 
Shinya Nishlgaki : I believe the most 
important thing is that we fully use the 
capabilities of the Dreamcast graphics 
card. We wanted to see how far we could 
puSh the Dreamcast in terms of realtime 
polygons. In terms of content, we wanted 
players to have the experience of a 
Hollywood movie in an interactive way, 
Players will become the main character of 
an action movie. 
Edge: Should Dreamcast owners expect 
pure action from Blue Stinger then? 
SN: No - half action, half adventure. 
Edge: How did the concept for the game 
come aoout? 
SN: When I was 12-years-old, I used to 
play with an 8mm camera, so naturally I'm 
a fan of movies. In Japan it's impossible to 
make HOltywood-style movies - it's too 
expenSive - but with computers many 

things became possible. All the stages of 
mOVie production have become poSSible 
for me to copy. 
Edge: Which Hollywood films influenced 
the look and feel of Blue Stinger? 
SN: I've been influenced by Kurosawa and 
Splelberg But also the newer generation 
of directors such as John carpenter and 
Joe Dante, plus specialists in visual effects. 
AS for games, I entered the game industry 
because of Dragon Quest. I think the 
emotional partS of my game have been 
influenced by Dragon Quest. 
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"In Japan it's impossible to make HOIIyvvood
style movies - it's too expensive - but with 
computers many things became possible" 

Edge: Is Blue Stinger aimed at any specific 
age group? 
SN: we're particularly targeting people 
who rent Hollywood movies dUring the 
weekend; people who do not have a great 
experience of games but who like movies. 
Because of that we wanted to make a 
movie·like game WIth an easy interface. 

Format: Dreamcast 

Publisher: Sega 

Developer: Clim8lt Graphics 

Release: December (Japan) 

The range of weaponry at the player's disposal is fantastic, and runs the gamut 
from light sabres to rocket launchers. All seem to strike home to dramatic effect 

origin: Japan 
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The gap between 
onscreen and rendered 
charaders (above) is 
starting to narrow 

Blue Stingers environments may 
appear rather garish in places, but 
you can't argue with the detail level 

Edge: You're talking a great deal about 
Hollywood. Is the game actually designed 
for the US market? 
SN: No. that's not our intention. Influence 
from the visual effects in Holtywood 
movies is strong in Japan. too. It's not realty 
a character game; Blue Stinger falls intO a 
genre that did nOt exist before in Japan. I 
want to see it as a new genre for Japan. 
Edge: Do you view warp's 02 as a game 
you'll be competing with? 
SN: Not really. Like Blue Stinger it's 
creating a new genre. I played the original 
0- I thought that more games like that 
'NOuld be a good thing for the market. 

"Influence from the visual effects in 
Hollywood movies is strong in Japan. Blue 
Stinger falls into a genre that did not exist 
here before ... I see it as a new genre" 

.. ; 
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I'd prefer to view 02 as a partner. 
Edge: Like many titles today, including 
sega's own sonic Adventure, Blue Stinger 
offers multiple characters. How does that 
affect gameplay? 
SN: You can select two characters:-
a 'standard' type and a 'hard' type, 

providing different game feelings. For 
example, the combination of Elliot and 
Dogs - they use different weapons and 
have very different characteristics. 
Edge: The game features some 
pretty spectacular explosions. HOW 
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many types oflNeapon can you use? 
SN: There are eight different types of 
weapon, wtlich you keep with you 
throughout the game. 
Edge: And wtlat about other items? 
SN: There will be many available, but I 
can't tell you which ones! 
Edge: The backgroundS are very detailed, 
but how interactive are they? 
SN: Basically, if you are close to an item 
you push the 'A' Button to search. Then, if 
there's something there, you can take the 
Object. You can eat. drink, throw away, etc. 

Technicalities 
Edge: What about ingame actions? 
SN: The character can climb - on tables, 
for example - search, walk, pUSh. SWim 
and drive vet1icles. we animated 
everything using motion capture. 

Edge: What about level deSign - what 
areas have you built for Blue Stmger? 
SN: There's a city stage and a harbour 
area, plus the character will also enter the 
'Brain centre', a power plam, and various 
laboratories. Each area will include several 
smaller areas. In the city area, for example, 
there Is a supermarket and an arcade. 
Edge: How big are the level maps? 
SN: Well, there are over 200 locations. 
It's a very large game and everything is 
interconnected. We don't know exactly 
hOw many hours of play the game will 
offer - probably between ten and 12 hOurs. 
Edge: And what kind of enemies will 
players encounter? 
SN: Players will meet huge monsters, 
called 'Dinausites'. There are several 
different types - piranha, barracuda and 
human Dinausites, plus flying and dragon 



Blue Stinger's Dinausile enemies -
especially the larger variety (right) -
look like formidable opponents. 
No wonder the designers at 
Climax considered the inclusion 
of a rocket launcher a necessity ... 

varieties, and more besides. 
Edge: How many polygons are used to 
buitd the characters in the game? 
SN: Between 2,CXX) and 3,000 polygons 
per character, although the fjgure 
obviouSly depends on each character. 

Inside Dreamcast 
Edge: sega initially claimed that all 
Oreamcast titles would run at 6Ofps, but 
that'S not the case for Blue Stinger, Is it? 

SN: we use a refreshment rate of 3Ofps. 
we could have used 6Ofps, but because 

we wanted to display lots of creatures, 
we had to rethink things. 
Edge: Dunng your time \YOrking on 
Dreamcast development, what have you 
found to be Its strongest feature? 
SN: The number of polygons it can display 
is important, and there's also the lighting 
effects. It'S also very easy to develop on 
Dreamcast; there's good support and 

some good libraries. There are also some 
impressive sound filters. 
Edge: So what kind of lighting effects are 
you using In the game? 

At last, a sensible, everyday solution for bagging 
a fluffy toy at those sideshow shooting galleries 
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SN: Basically we use two sources of 
light. One is 'Nephilim' la flying female 
character!. who is a moving source of 
light. After that we have the weapon 
effects, and we also have the regular 
map's lights. But for realtime lighting we 
use Nephilim and the weapons. 
Edge: Do you think you're really pushing 

the Dreamcast hardware? 
SN: It's difficult to S2Y. we're not USing all 
of its capabilities - for example, we're not 
using the bump mapping. but we are using 
the lighting features. There are always 
many different ways to use any hardware. 
It'S actually very hard to anS\Yer that 
particular question. 
Edge: Have you encountered any 
problems during development? 
SN: Because Dreamcast is new hardware, 
there is a kind of technical 'trial time' to 
learn. Giving a good level of detail and 
realism was the main difficulty we've 

encountered to date. 
Edge: You mentioned sound - how are 
you using the Dreamcast's Yamaha audiO 
processor with Blue Stinger? 
SN: we only use CD music in the opening 
and end sequences. In the game we use 
the sound internal chip for the music; the 
sound and surround effects are excellent. 
Edge: When will Blue Stinger be finished? 
SN. We want to finish it very soon - the 
release is very soonl we will not release 
the game at the console's launch -
we'll release it later, in December. 
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Lighting in the game is 
totally dynamic, thanks 
to the PowerVR lDC 
graphics card's built-in 
effeds. Flying female 
charader Nephilim 
lights the way for 
the player to follow 
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BLACK AND WHIT E 

Park was nice. I definitely did it because of 

Syndicate - everyone said it was horrible. And 

my mother said, 'Peter, this isn't very nice, all 

this killing people. I hear you can kill babies in 

your last game!' So much for the nice guy 

image, then, although changing your design 

ethos to keep your mum happy must at least 

count for something on the day of celestial 

reckoning. 

Game players of an altogether more 

pleasant disposition can take a different 

approach to Molyneux (although the 'nice guys' 

at Lionhead had scorn vicanously poured upon 

them during Edge's visit). The development 

teilm is working hilrd to forge the 'white' side 

of the game into a worthy opposite to the 

'black', with an alternative set of abilities, attacks 

and spells. TIeing a neat link back to Populous, 

a magical, mystical air pervades Black and 

White, and the casting of spells is one of the 

multiple facets of the game that the player 

must eventually master. 

As light first breaks over Black and lfIIhite's 

utopian world, the only mark of your sorcerer's 

influence is a citadel, standing in a state of gray 

neutrality, uninfluenced by the player's 

personality. By cajoling. treating. punishing and 

generally interfering with the population of the 

nearest tribe (including the ability to teach 

them the intricades of football), your sorcerer's 

magical powers begin to increase. At this point 

in game there are no other forces to contend 

with; the aim is simply to learn the control 

system, experiment with the various options on 

offer. And to start growing your creature. 

If the need to pigeonhole the indefinilble 

cannot be avoided, then Edge would cage 

Black and Vvhite as being Populous meets 

Pokemon. The creature thilt Molyneux and his 

crack squad of ilrtifidal intelligence officers -

Richard Evans, Mark thingy and Jonty Barnes -

are in the process of giving life to, is part virtual 

pet. part soldier. According to the player's 

behaviour, be it nasty or nice, the creature's 

appearance - and that of the entire gameworld 

- morphs to reflect the state of play. Care, 

share and join a knitting circle and you are 

rewarded with a glowing example of goodness, 

all light and upstanding. Turn to the dark side 

and the creature and landscape will twist and 

blacken, reflecting all the unpleasant effort put 

into its upbringing. 

FORWARO LOOKING 
'At the start of the game what you get is 

what you see, which is the moSI beautiful 

world in any game ever. That's the brief: 

conjures Molyneux. 'The idea of Black and 

Vvhite is that it appeals to more than just the 

hardcore gamer, and we're going to do that by 

making it look l!loriously beauti ful: As play 

," p'rogresses, the sea level will gradually fan, 

.. revealing more and more of this utopian world. 

The Circuit Racing mode confines th e 
player to a track featuring cliffs and 
unclimbable hills, Tbese elements 
also manage to curtail some of the 

To aid him in his quest, Molyneux has 

gathered a team of artists - but not necessanly 

animators - who are currently struggling to 

grasp the complexities of Black and Vvhite's 

character morphing. 'The good and evil thing 

has been so difficult to get our heads 'round: 

admits ex-2000AD artist Christian 

whatsisname, 'The evil stuff is quite obvious, 

but the good thing is a lot hard to get the hang 

of. They've got to look tough and cool, but 

th:l,ve got to look goodly at the same time: 

Irish geezer sheepishly adds, '11's a bit of a 

challenge, Maybe we haven't woken up to it 

ye!. . .' 

So far, Lionhead has settled on the player 

being able to 'grow several alternate domestic 
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and Vlild animals. Cows, sheep, lions, chickens, 

alligators and apes can all be collecte(j for 

some serious meddling with. ('I really want to 

get a slug 1n there but no one's having it,' grins 

designer Mark Ward). To make matters worse 

for the art team, Peter wants the creatures to 

not only morph from good to evil, but from 

small to large, fat to thin and weak to strong 

all concurrently. So all the character models 

must hold together visually in all the possible 



states, with some interesting consequences. 

'DaiSY the cow is gomg to be cool ...men she 

leans 10 the good skier qUips Irish geezer. In 

order that such demanding distortion of the 

skeletons doesn't fall at the first hurdle, 

lionhead's triumvirate of technical gurus, AIeJ; 

Evans, Jean Claude french bloke, and 5cawen 

scary name, have delivered a superior 3D 

engine, whim has pushed the number of 

polygons available to describe the central 

character from 600 up to 1000 per frame, at 

30 frames pel second. Irish geezer rocks back 

arid wkes his head in near.disbelief. 'AIex is 

the only programmer I've known who comes 

up and says 'Use more' and we're telling him 

we don't want that many polgonsl' 

Molyneu~ hasn't been hiring true 

animators as yet, although one may be added 

during the later stages of Black and VI'11lte's 

cievelopmentto tidy up any grapl-lIcal Joose

ends. In the meantime, Lionhead's exlSllng art 

team has been trying to build their skills in thal 

BLAC K AND WHITE 

The circuit Racing mode confines the player to a track featuring cliffs and 
unclimbable hills, These elements also manage to curtail some of the game's 

, MOST GAMES 90% LOOK TO THE PAST FOR THEIR INSPIRATION; COMPUTER 
ARTWORKS' 50 % EVOLVA SClENTlRC USES 50%COMPLEX SClENTlRC USES 

COMPLEX 90% THEORIES 09% THE STATE OF THE ORGANIC ART 
, 

area m other ways. We we're out in the car 

park trying to act out the characters, be<ause 

Peter said we're none 01 us really animators, 50 

we videoed ourselves for reference. So I was 

vying to do the CJ::IN •• ' explains Irish geezer. 

'And he actually walked like a bad animallon: 

Ward chips in. 

An overall VISUal theme for Black and 

v-hwte isn't yet sorted, which seems curious 

until Christian whiltsisname hauls out an 

explanation. 'I think at the moment we're just 

worklng arid firldlng out what we can do WIth 

the engine. There's no point in gomg off at a 

tangent and finding that you can't put half the 

work in: There is work going on, ho.Yever, as 

Ward unveils amidst hiS collection of books, 

candles and ethniC labncs, We're tlYlng to 

make the good Side look quite mystical. I'd like 

to see things sparkling with spiritual energy: 

lionhead's ambillous programffiefS are dearly 

not the only ones with high aspiratIOns lor the 

game. 

HEART OF THE MAmR 
The demanding technicalities of Black and 

'M"iite's 3D are numerous. The simple matter of 

requiring 30,000 polygons to draw just one of 

the sorce~e(s (features, and that the dOlens of 

tribes people, their buildings and all of the 

trees will also be rendered with polygons, 

seems enough of an obstide alone. However, 

droffllng all those objects with triangles does 

have advantages over the sprites of Molyneu~'s 

• 

- --.----

pdst games. 'The trouble lwith sprites] is that 

you need every different type of villager, from 

e'oIery different type of angle, doing ~ery 

different action, and every frame of that action: 

pomts out Sc.awen scary name. 'So It's real 

advantage to be domg It this way: 

Problems caused for the programming 

team by the requirements of the game's design 

document- and it's author's grourldbreaking 

ideals - seem not to bother Evans. frenm 

bloke and scary name. 'You don't know how it's 

going to pan out - each day we take new 
directions: ponders an unperturbed A1eJ; Evans. 

'Come back in a month and maybe there'll be 

something we f"leYer imagined. That's the thing 

that's sad about a lot of 3D games; they're not 

really pushing the [3D] cards: 

Starting - literally - from the ground·up, 

MoIyneux'5 latest game feawres procedural 

textures. These are texture maps that are 

generated and blended in realtime, imbuing 

the rolling hillsides with a smooth, uninterupted 

blanket covering. And as 'fOOr playing styie is 

distilled Into the game, these texture maps can 

be either blackened or enriched, a feature 

which truly illustrates the consequences of 'fOOr 

actions. Trees, too, will become chared and 

gnarled as the player trundles happily towards 

• . j, ' ~. 
----~-

The Circuit Racing mode confines the player to a track featuring cliffs and 
unclimbable hills. These elements also manage to curtail some of the game's 
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the e\i;1 end of the profi le spectrum. 

Another notable feature of the graphics 

system is the casting of realtime shadows by all 

• the: inhabitants of the Black and White's world 

'These shadows are cast perfectly: 

demonstrates a proud Evans. 'Because f?!Iery 

point in the land has its own te~tufe, I can 

literally draw the shadows as part of the texture 

of the landscape. The sun will move with time, 

and because it's all dynamic it can redraw the 

shadows to move around with the sun: 

Watching a towering mutation of a lion slouch 

Its way through a village show's the effect at its 

best; shadows curl and lick over buildings in 

perfect harmony with the character. 

Each of the programming trio has been 

working on separate aspects to the engine. 

Scary name has been tasked with bringing 

Molyneuxs twisting visions of creature 

morphing to fru ition. 'We can blend between a 

standing animation and a walking animation, so 

the stride actually lengthens as he goes along: 

Scawen is also stnving to deal the implications 

of the creature receiving injuries which don't 

entirely heal. As Peter sets out, 'When you cut 

somebody's creature, that cut will be in e~ctly 

the right place. You can have creatures that , MOST GAMES 90% LOOK TO THE PAST FOR 
THBR INSPIRATION: COMPUTER , 

ARTWORKS' 50 % EVOlVA SCIENTIAC USES 
have cuts that they had many years before that 

have turned into scars. 

'Of course, if you're feeding him a lot and 

treating him too nicely: enthuses Molyneux, 

'he's going to get lazy. And if he gets lazy then 

he's going to start putting on weight All the 

system stili works - he understands that he's 

got all this huge mass about him: Realistic 

physics of this type are fast becoming flavour of 

the month among videogaming's leading 

developers, as it arguably delivers more 

perceived realism than a higher polygon count 

Black and White's characters can be set into a 

chain of fluid motion, reaching carefully for 

objects, looking at items of passing interest and 

labouring up steep hillsides. 'They're working 

out how move across the landscape; they're 

deciding whether to run or not,' confides 

Molyneux. 'If one of these guys lost a leg. 

they'd stil l be able to move, but they'd hop or 

pull themselves along the ground: 

The Circuit Racing mode confines the player to a track featuring cliffs and 
unclimbable hills. These elements also manage to curtail some of the game's 

• 

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
Moulding the creature through various 

devices and methods to embody '(OUr playing 

style is, insists Molyneux, 'The main point of 

the game. You can pick up any living thing on 

your land, anything from a pig to a lion to a 

sheep to a person - anything that's living. and 

you can do anything you like to this creature.' 

But training a living animal is troublesome 

enough, let alone simulating Its changing 

behaviour, it's reactions, in a computer 

processor. There have been notable 

meanderings into the realm of artificial 

intelligence, perhaps most memorably with 

Creatures, a simulation of unendearing lIuffy 

mammals which is on the cusp of being 

updated. Lionhead e~mined the game before 

commencing work. on Black and White. 

We took a hard look at Creatures when we 

started off because it had some of the same 

deSign aspirations that we had.' With firsts in 

philosophy and Al, Richard Evans' has views on 

the matter that simply cannot be ignored. We 

really tried to solve the design flaws in that 

program. Some of the things they where doing 

were quite dever, but we were keen to do was 

do some of the things they were doing but 

keep it so that it's a game rather than just a 

screensaver: 

Subtly scathing stuff, but not without 

reason. Creatures is renowned for it's neural 

net technologies, which are intended to mimick 

the workings of the human mind. 'Neural nets 

are notoriously opaque: Evans stabs. 'No one, 

not even programmers, can understand what's 

The Circuit Racing mode 
confines the player to a 
track featuring c iffs and 
unclimbable hills. These 
elements also The Circuit 
Racing mode confines the 
player to a track featuring 
cliffs and unclimbable hills. 

The Circuit Racing mode 
confines the player to a 
track featuring c iffs and 
unclimbable hills. These 
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The Circuit Racing mode confines the player to a track featuring cliffs and undimbable hills. 'These elements also manage 
to curtail some of the game's worst pop-up excesses 

The Circuit Racing mode 
confines the plarer to a 
track featuring c jffs 
and unclimbable hills. 

going on inside them, it's just a load of 

numerical weights. 50 even when you've 

taught your Creature to do something. you 
can't see whether it's learnt It. It's mind is 

totally op.:!que to you: 

Consquently, Black and VI1"llle's artificial 

animals will display their behavioural 

characteristics more obviously than in 

Creatures, reacting to smacks, strokes, gifts or 

torture in an instantly recognisable fashion. 

With all of the other facets of Lionhead's game 

tha t will be crying out for attention, that rapid -

yet totally believable - response v-ifl seem 

entllely natural. Behavioural models are being 

constructed aroond the basic behavioor 01 the 

selected animal, so lions are aggresive and 

sheep are, well, sheep. In addilion, it will be 

able 10 scoop up any of the tribes people, 

before growing them into a giant with a 

personality 10 suil your requirements. 

'There's a lot 01 leedbac~ so that you 

become quite attached to your ol!atuu! -

The Circuit Racing mode confines the player to a track featuring cliffs 
and unclimbable hills, These elements also manage to curtail some of 

, MOST GAMES 90% LOOK TO THE PAST FOR 
THBR INSPIRATION: COMPUTER ARTWORKS' 50 
% EVOLVA SOENTIRC USES 50%COMPLEX 

, 
that's the ambition: says interface and AI 

programmer Jonty Bames. 'And because you 

take this oeaMe on for soch a long time, it 

reaJIy does become inoedibly individual. \'\'hlch 

1 think is the beauty of it: 

Bames is responsible for realising Black. 

and \Vhlte's back.-to-basics control system, a 

product of Peter MoIyneux's re<:enlly declared 

desire 10 make his games accessible to al1-

corners. ('Dungeon Keeper was icon hell,' 

admits Moiyneult 'If you want people to pick 

the game up and play it, that's Just not the wlfY 

to go.) Rather than offering you a side-panel 

scattered with icons, the player needs only to 

comprehend that most familiar of items; a 

hand. Floating 'National Lonery'-styIe above the 

world, this is the foundation of Black and 

IM1lle's 'gestUle system', where people, 

animals, spells and movements are intUitively 

communicated through natural movements. 00 

you want to throw a spell? Then cast the 

mouse in the dnectlon reqUired. Should it 

explode in a circle of fire? Trace oot a quick. 

hoop With the hand and your wish is granted. 

Other possible actions are intimated to the 

player thfOugh the animation of the hand on

screen. If an obJect can be collected, the 

fingers reach for it; and your (feature can be 

rev.oarded With strokes and chastised with slaps. 

Other motions of the mouse will provide 

shortcuts such as drawing oul the letter 'H' to 

take the action b.:!ck to your sorcerer's citadel. 

Barnes is planning to bury a few hidden extras 

within the gesture system, although 

understandably he's not anywhere near 

revealing what's going in. 

ATTACKING WITH AUDIO 
Music has long played second fiddle (sic], 

to the graphical requirements of a game. Now, 

as with artificial intelligence and physics 

programming, In-game audio is reaching a 

point where enough system resources can be 

allocated to aeate something beyond the 

norm. Unsurprislngly, Black. and lM1ite's audio 

score is some way past that median poin t, 

spfltely demonstrating the benefits of yet 

another cutting edge catch-phrase; 'context

sentSltlve music'. 

'The piece of musIC that you'll hear in the 

background will rela te the alignment [good or 

evil] of the land. And then all the instruments 

over the top can change depending on whal's 

happening and whim tribe they are: explains 

Lionhead muso-in-re5l<ience, Russell v.-hosil 

Pause to e~mlne the happenings at an evil 

Onental Village and the music will gently blend 

to aeate a SUitable atnosphere. Skim aaoss to 

a good Aztec settlement and the audio fades to 

a new sound set, extrapolated out from a 

matching set of melodies. 'They won't be cuts 

in music,' whosit points out. 'The same piece of 

music will change - suddenly the instruments 

wi ll start morphlng, playing exactly the same 

themes. \oVnatever you're listening to to give 

you some idea of what you are looking at: For 
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for cr~ating atmosphere. All the programmer 

has to do is can this atmosphere bank. it's all 

done for him. It WIll never loop: grins Shaw 

And he's not only Wfltlng all of Black and 

White's complex score (VIe're going to need 

about three to four thousand sound effects, 

which can be brought in and out,.' he says, 

seemingly unfazed at the prospect), but is also 

responsible for creating those algorithms. And 

"";th support for new technologies such as 

Creative's standard-setting Soundblaster Live! 

card, 1I0nhead's game is on course to sound 

as good as it looks. 

NO ESCAPE 
But none of the game's ambitious advances 

"";11 be worth a fig f lionhead fails to make Its 

neo.v project play. Too often, companies go 

blazing off on a technological rampage, 

forgetting that games are really all about haVing 

fun. Lionhead's forceful head of testing. Andy 

Robson, seems to have the matter well in 

hilfld. however. 

·Everything should be perfect," Robson 

declares with a fixed stare, sending MoIyneux 

scuttling to make a cup of tea. "If a game's 

designed well enough, you shouldn't even 

have to look at a manual. It should teach you 

as you go along. If you see a game that people 

didn't like, it's usually one that they found too 

difficult· To avoid this, he bnngs in keen worlr: 

eltperience volunteers (Edle obviously 

attended the wrong school...) to serve 1IS "Our 

fresh eyes on the g1lme, basically. If I'm looking 

at a game for two years, I go blind to it" Only 

through a tortuous and protracted period of 

tesMg will BIodr. and Whrte hit the level of 

gamep1ay refinement Robson, Motyneux and 

the rest of the Lionhead team are striving for. 

With online gaming's writhing cables about 

to reach out and potentially snare several 

million Dreamcast buyers, and general interest 

In PC network play ever increasing. MOlyneux is 

well aware of the relevance such elements 

have. "The online aspect of Black and W111te IS, 

for us, a big element of the game: he offers. 

Lionhead is attempting to make the transition 
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'Kong' towers above the tribespeo~le in this Orienblsetting {main}. The lion in its most twisted and evil form 
{top right}. Daisy the cow indulges In a little Thai boxing {above right} - a little training goes a long way, it seems 

from singleplayer to multi player as smooth as 

possible. "The game learns about you and 

looks at you constantly: he reveals. 'And so 
when you go online it can find people who are 

compatible.' In order that ontine players can 

compete fairly, the game's graphics engine IS 

totally decoupled from its logic system, so that 

those with slower machines can match the 

1 ,OOOMHz·PC owners who'll be around when 

the game is launched. 

Some gamefS may find the prospect of 

Blad. and White examlmng every <lSpect of 

your playing style, both overtly and through 

subterfuge (players will occasionally be given a 

stimulus, such as a village in distress, and their 

reaction monllOled), ever so slightly unnet'Vlng. 

MoIynew: proves such 'NOI"f1eS to be weI~ 

founded. 'At the very start !here won't be a 

computer player,' he confides, 'but as you play 

the game the water recedes and gradually 

introduced into that are these other ch.!racters. 

That's a little bit of a mek, becduse for the first 

Ex-2DOOAO artist Christian Bravery is 
hard at work creating multiple versions 
of each creature, such as this lion 

• 
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, "IF A GAME'S DESIGNED WELl ENOUGH, 
YOU SHOULDN'T EVEN HAVETO LOOK 
AT A MANUAr Head of testing. Amly RooSllfl 

feo.v levels the game's looking at you and 

thinking what sort of computer player to 

put against you.' lion head co-dlfeclor M,lrk 

w ebley adds: 'We're modifying the computer 

player based on your personality. So we can 

continually tweak how it will play.' 

As Motyneux might SClY, that's 'really 5G!ry 

stuff: If the computer can team yOUl playing 

style, won't It simply become unbeatable? 

Jonty Bames doesn't necl!Ssarily think so, 

only that, 'It will force you to ch.!nge your 

game: demanding that the player constantly 

adapts their technique. Edge isn't totally 

convinced that this meshes WIth Molyneux's 

desire to create a game playable by all. 

However, Molyneux is always watching. 

always learning. always interested In games 

and how people play them. '1 noticed that 

when they play a game: he SClYS, rolling out a 

red carpet to hiS thoughts, ' some people will 

play one level for 20 hours. They want to get it 

perfect. Wouldn't it be great to have a game 

which caters for those people?" 

Sa peffiaps that's BM and White. Not 

a virtual pet. not a strategy game, not a game 

in any traditional sense at all, but something 

new - a game for everyone, young and old 

Quid to learn, easy to comprehend, 

fascinating to watch and addlCbve to play, 

while Slmulanteausly revolutlOmsing the 

videogamlng world. 
No small feat. then .. 

, 

.. 
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The arrival of Dreamcast will give new 
impetus to the whole online gaming scene. 
Edge surveys the current online market as 

the PC continues to strengthen its global 
presence and sega confinns plans to launch 

Dreamcast with a modem in EUrope 

• 



reameast is more than Just 
• a console - It'S a concept. 

From day one Sega has 
spoken of how the new machine will 
be able to broadcast fantastic gaming 
experiences between players, through 

telephone hnes. The whole idea of 

onhne gaming. then, is crucial to 
Dreamcast's very being. Thanks to 

Dreamcast, mi ions of console 

garners are expected 10 be able to 
enjoy the Combative tholls of online 

gaming hitherto reserved to a 

relatively small community of PC 
garners. This, in turn, could lead to the 
development of a true massmarket 

for online entertainment. Dreamcast 

has a tall order before it 

• 

Since Seg<l announced the new console this 

sU'Tlmer, howeve', all sorts of questions have been 

bounCing ilround in the heads of European garners 
thinking of "1\1estlng in the machine. as well as game 

designers hoping to produce new titles for it WII it 

ship With a modem? Will Sega support the Dreamcast 

console with a dedicated multiplayer gaming service? 

\o\Ihat will the games that take advantage of the 
machine's online capacity be like? And will the quality of 

play over the Internet actually be worthwhile? 

• 

\. 
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There have been no clear answers to these questions, 
and rumours run amok in the gaming community. 
According to one individual, Sega is concerned about 
protecting a E 199 price point for the Dreamcast at its UK 
launch. Hardware costs being what they are, it's said the 
company may be forced to leave the modem out. And 
seeing as even the PC online gaming market is so small 
over here, some have concluded that supporting games 
with servers to host online matches won't be an efficient 
strategy for Sega. In this downbeat scenario, the machine 
would be launched in Europe WIth no online element to 
It at all. It VYOUld be just another console. 

More optimistic rumours claim that while the 
Japanese Dreamcast will launch With a 33.6Kbps 
(kiloblts per second) modem, the US and European 
versions will sport faster 56Kbps models. Even so, 
although Sega will be utilising on line experience and 
expertise garnered by Segasoft's US gaming si te, 
Healnet, as the ~sis for Dreamcast-onented online 
services in Japan and the US, the structure of European 
support has not yet been outlined. 

Members: 400,roJ in the US 
Find It at: w\w/.heat.net and soon at 
www.gameszone.net 
Fees: In the US Heat.net is free, 
though in the UK it wi ll appear as 
a channel on the GameSlone site 
where it will charge £5 a month for 
unlimited play. 
Importance : Started by segasoft in 
the US, Heat.net will be administrated 
by ICl Fujitsu'S GameSlone in the UK. 
It could well be the embryo that 
matures to become sega's centralised 
online support service for 
Dreamcast's European multi player 
gamers. Things are pretty hush·hush 
at the moment, but the UK online 
gaming company GamesZone and ICl 
Fujitsu are set to work with Heat-net 
to bring the service to the UK by the 
end of the year. GameSlone's Geraint 
Bungay told Edge he hopes the 
service will have attracted 100,000 UK 
members by the end of 1999. It has 
already been confirmed that Heat.net 
will be the server for Dreamcast 
games in Japan and the States 

In the us, Heat.net runs in parallel 
with another service entitled CHome. 
Running on cable rather than through 
telephone lines, it offers more than 
twice the speed of a normal Internet 

connection. JUSt as Heal.net could be 
the forerunner of an Internet service 
for Dreamcast owners, CHome may 
become a sega channel for cable 
subSCribers who purchase the 
machine. No plans for a UK version of 
OHome have been diSClOsed. 

segasoft's expertS and engineers 
will probably work directly with 
games developers to help them 
overcome some of th.e technical 
difficulties associated With creating 
code for online games. The formation 
of Heat.net two·and-a-half years ago 
could turn out to be one of the moSt 
crucial strategies in sega's hiStory. 

Heat. net is coming to the UK 
soon. It's likely to form the basis 
for sega's onllne support for 
Dreamcast in the UK 

'-

Green ~ CX1 the nlOdem 
Finally, Kazutoshi Miyake, Sega 
Europe's CEO, has made revelations 
to Edge regarding Dreamcast's 
modem. "Yes, It will definitely be 
available on the European version of 
Dreamcast from day one, but it is a 
marketing issue whether it will be 
built'ln, bundled or delivered in some 
other way: he says. 'Sega Europe is 
now working on a marketing plan 
wherein poSitioning of the modem 
will be clarified." 

As for the speed of the device, 
Mlyake-san says It win be the fastest 
available at the time of launch. At the 
same time he confirms that his 
company is still working on plans for 
supporting the online element of the 
machine. 'Sega Europe is in intensive 
discussions with potential partners for 
online gaming including server 
providers and telecommunications 
companies. Sega takes the onhne 
element as the important strategy for 
Dreamcast: he concludes. 

In his comments to Edge, 
Mlyak~n is also dear that online 
gaming will be as much a key to 
Dreamcast in Europe as it will be In 

the us and Japan. You should not 
condude from this statement that 
the European version of the 
machine will definitely contain a 
modem, but if not. one Will defiOlteiy 
be available as an add-on. Reading 
between the lines, it's almost 
certain that Sega will have some 
kind of online support for the 
machine in place by launch. 

It's more than a coincidence that 
Heat.net, the free US tnternet gaming 
seMce launched by Sega's software 
subsidiary Segasoft, is in the process 
of starting up in the UK. Edge has 
learned that Healnet will appear 
as a channel within ICl Fujitsu's 
GamesZone, and will kick off by 
offering online support for 20 to 
30 retail PC games. According to 
GamesZone's Geraint Bungay 
(formerly of Thrustworld), Heatnet 
will offer the fastest Internet gaming 
servers around and as Segasoft 
is getting involved, It'S not too hard 
to work out the most likely 
source of support for Dreamcast's 
online element 

Speaking of the Dreamcast 
launch, set for next year, Bungay is 

Sega developers should take a close look at Red Storm game Rainbow Six. 
Based on the Tom Clancy novel it's been a genre·busting hit on the Net 

I 5ega US has promised Wlat it 
calls a 'massively multiQlayer' title am although 
it's not clear What's meant 
by the phrase, many assUme it INiII 

be agcu,e~nUndreds; I 
or even thousanas of players ~ 



extremely optimistic. "'M'ten it does 
come it's gOing to cause a huge 
increase in interest In multiplayer via 
online because there's no need to 
mess about with TCPjlPX [technical 
protocols used by pes]. Just shove in 
the disc, plug it in, enter a chat server 
and play games against people on 
your TV via a telephone line: he says. 

According to Bungay, although 
the system relies on the Internet for 
delivery and is therefore inherently 
unstable, it will offer some of the 
fastest gameplay available in the UK. 

This is not only down to the fact that 
new Heatnet selVers will be based 
here in Britain, but will owe 
something to the backing of ICL The 
company has a track record in 
providing networking solutions to the 
IT Industry around the world. -Other 
games services who do it themselves 

''la " I 
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Sega has revealed that a modem 
will be available for the European 
Dreamcast, which could see Sega 
Rally 2 (top), Incoming (middle) 
and Biohazard: Code Veronica 
(above) fully networkable on 
their UK September '99 release 

call in ICL to fIX their selVers and their 
hubs,- says Bungay. 

IS it in the game? 
The provision of an online service for 
Dreamcast is one. issue, another is 
the supply of games that will compel 
players to wire up to the network and 
compete against one another. Sega 
has promised the strongest ever 
games line-up for Dreamcast's 
eventual European launch towards 
the end of 1999, and speculators 
have estimated that at least half the 
games initially available for the 
machine .... ill have a multlplayer 
element to them. Sega US, 
meanwhile, has promised what It calls 
a 'massively multiplayer' title and 
although it's not dear what's meant 
by the phrase, many assume It Will be 

a game accommodating hundreds or 
even thousands of players -
something like Ultima Online on the 
Pc. It's also thought the game may 
actually be an Internet-only title With 
no singleplayer modes, but no details 
have been released. 

Information on Dreamcast online 
games in development will probably 
flow more freely after the console's 
initial launch in Japan on November 
27. EdXe has already learned that 
Peter Molyneux's Lionhead Studios 
is considenng releasing Block and 
White for Dreamcast as well as the 
PC (see p50). This will be a game 
with a massive online element to tt. 
lM"lile at Bullfrog Molyneux was 
responsible for the Magic Carper 
games which provided excellent 
network play, as well as Dungeon 
Keeper, a game that really came into 
its own when played against human 
opponents. Though neither titles took 
off on the Internet, they were 
excellent in multiplayer mode, as 
anyone who played them across a 
network will testify. Rage Software's 
showcase in 3D graphics and lighting, 
Incoming, \vill also appear on 

• 

Dreamcas~ though thiS true's multiplayer mode has, as 
yet, made very little impact 

It's often argued that what Dreamcast may at first 
need is its own Quake or Diablo - a game generating 
a single, massively compelling reason to graduate from 
single player to multiplayer gaming. And a game that can 
hopefully generate a communal buzz among garners 
who will sell the idea on to their friends. With Quake 11 

becoming old news, the PC world simi larly finds itself 
craving a new killer game. 

Talk to Dreamcast developers at the moment, 

The existence of Battle,net will provide PC gamers with a compelling reason to buy 
Oiablo 11. The original Diablo and StarCrah have done very well thanks to the service 

Members: over 75,(0) 

Find it at: It's a dial-up service, and 
log-on software can be found at 
............... .wireplay.co.uk 
Fees: There are three ways to pay. 
For the super-dedicated there is a 
£99.95 annual subscription rate, while 
a monthly subscription costs £9.95. 

pay these and the call charge when 
you dial in drops to , .5p per minute 
during off-peak times. Alternatively, a 
pay-per-play system is in place which 
charges 2.5p per minute off peak. 
Importance: Wireplay doesn't 
actually run through the Internet; 
It'S a dedicated, dial-up, online games 
service. This means ping times are 
often far lower than they are on the 
Internet. which in turn leads to better 
quality gaming. Of course, it's Charged 
at a premium price, Everything from 
MUDs (multi-user dungeons) to 
Quake 11 to Age of Empires is 
supported, as well as simpler games 
like poker and backgammon . 

Wireplay has already exported the 
teChnOlOgy to Australia, and a 
Scandinavian Wlreplay will soon go 
live. There were also plans for the 
service to emigrate to the United 
States. This endeavour has floundered 
since Br's merger with Stateside 
telecoms firm MCI fell through. 

Because it suffers from far less lag 
than Internet-based games services, 
Wireplay offers the beSt Quake 11 

gameplay available in the UK 

£DO£·61 .. 
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however, and you're likely to find them vague, secretive, 
or both, when discussing the onhne elements of the 
games they're designing. liverpool-based Bizarre 
Creations, for instance, is currently busy on a Sega
commissioned racing game entitled Metropolis. -We're 
pretty early on in the game developmenl, so we cannot 
say a great deal about the online side of Metropolis as 
yel," says Bizarre MD, Martin ChudJey. "However, we 
do have a ft?'N interesting ideas up our sleeves which 
should appeal to the console gameplaye(' 

Having previously developed F1 and F1 '97 for the 
P1ayStation, Oludley does acknowledge several specific 
problems his team will be faced with when writing a 
racing game that will be played over the Internet. 
·Online gaming presents obvious problems with race 
games because of latency - AI and player car updates 
being the most obvious. For example, sometimes you 

Members: 4 million 
Find It at: Players log on 
automatically through SrarCraft 
or Dlablo 
Fees: Free 
Importance: With Battle.net, Blizzard 
Entertainment has proven that a 

, game developer can set up an 
onlme gaming server With 
tremendous success. This kind of 
online support for StarCraft, Diablo 
and the upcoming Diablo 11 has 
arguably enhanced the popularity, 
longevity and sales of these games. 
USing Battle.net, Blizzard can also 
market new level add-on packs 
for the games. Battle.net was the 
first online gaming service to get a 
million members. 

unfortunately; players logging on 
from this side of the pond often 
experience crippling lag times. 'We 
are defi nitely still planning on putting 
Battle.net servers in the UK and the 

rest of Europe." counters Bill Raper of 
Blizzard. ·Our goal for Battle. net is to 
create a gaming service that spans 
the world."Wlth 1.2 million registered 
users using the site at least once in 
90 days, Battle.net is the largest 
online gaming service there is. 

Battle. net not only gives Starcrah 

more longevity than other games, 
but may help the company sell 
add-on packs which include new 
multiplayer levels and more units 

could have cars appearing in front of 
you from nowhere, or you'll have 

another car appear to drift straight 
through an At car. You also have to 
make sure that the machines stay in 
synch if a packet is lost - not a fun 
problem to sort out!" 

Lighting the way 
If in need of guidance regarding the 
move to online gaming, Sega and 
its developers can at least look to 
what's been happening on the PC 
for the past three years or so. An 
increasing number of PC titles 
are appearing that have been 
designed from the ground up for 
multi player action. Quake Ill: Arena is 
probably the most celebrated 
example, with id's John urmack 
VOWIng to concentrate on honing the 
speed of its gameplay rather than 
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designing monsters and levels for 
singleplayer mode, 

Meanwhile, Europe's PC gamers 
finally seem to be heading into an 
online revolution of their own, and it 
should hit peak temperature long 
before you'll be able to join any 
Dreamcast deathmatches. This is due 
to a number of factors, including 
faster modems, bener deals on 
telephone charges, faster connections 
and games with well-designed 
mUltiplayer gameplay. No doubt the 
supply of UK-based servers has had a 
big part to play in the upsurge. 
Players of Bott/ezone and Quake 11, 

for instance, have publisher Activision 
to thank for the prOVision of UK 
servers for these games. 

The huge US gaming service 
Mplayer is about to power up 
UK-based 5elVers and has already 
signed a deal with Eidos to host titles 
like the lJpcoming 3D reahlme 
strategy game Worzone 2100 (see 
p26). By turning to Mplayer, Eidos 
can avoid the costs involved With 
keeping servers onhne, explains John 
Kavanagh, the finn's publishing 
director. "Providing server support to 
a large line of products is expensive 

Warzone 2100 sees multi player action in a desert settins (above), and 
offers more urban-based mayhem with its post-apocalyptic city levels (top) 

EUrope's PC garners finally seem to ~ headingin!O 
an online revolution of their own, and it shoulcfhit 

peak temperature long beforeYQU'1I be able to join any I 
Dreamcast deathmafcheS 

• 
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• and time consuming. Mplayer's server 
technology already provides superior 
Internet play for games that are 
written to take advantage of their 
API: he says. 

Eidos has a particularly sweet 
deal with Mplayer in that the 
publisher will get its own channel 
within the Mplayer Websile, where 
players can meet, play or chat 
Therein Eidos wilt be able to publicise 
its brands. At the same time, Mplayer 
also includes a technology that 
pushes game updates and 
improvement patches to users' 
machines if their software has 
become outdated. This greatly 
simplifies things, as it means the 
user won't have to bother seeking 
out and down loading the relevant 
software from Websites, which has 
been a problem with numerous 
online games - including Quake 11. 

Automatic updating is something 
usually only found at developer
supported sites like Blizzard's 

Members: Not disclosed 
Fees: $2 per hOur 

Battle.net or Westwood Studio's 
Westwood Chat. To be effective, 
free services like Battle.net (where 
you can play Diablo and StarCtah) 
need to be fast and y.oell-maintained, 
which makes them costly to run. 
The games they host, meanwhile, 
have to be top sellers otherwise 
the site will get few visitors and 
thus be rendered pointless. However 
the benefits of developer-run 
games services are exciting. By 
providing free, high-speed gameplay 
and chat services, Battle.net has 
been instrumental in building a 
huge, loyal fan base around StarCrafr 
and Diablo, ensuring strong sales 
for the games. 

-We have estimated that 
Battle.net increased Diablo sales 
between ten and 20 per cent,· says 
Bill Roper, Bliuard's leading games 
designer. If nothing else, Battle.net 
has helped make Bliuard one of the 
best-known and most-respected PC 
game developers out there. 

Importance: Alongside EA's Ultima Online and the old text-only mUlti
user dungeons (MUDs), Interactive Magic's WarBirds is probably the 
moSt successful 'megaplayer' gaming' service on tile Net. Rather than 
limiting games to eight, 16 or 32 players. it accommodates up to 300, 
flying all manner of aircraft in huge, colour-coordinated squadrons. 
Players with microphones can even talk to one another on channels in 
the game's virtual radio system. Championed by former USAF pilot and 
eX-Microprose boss 'Wild' Bill Stealey, the company positions WarBirds 
as a premium service for players wtlo are serious about flight sims. 

Players from over 70 countries are signed up to the US-based 
service and a satellite server has been launched in Germany. Another 
one will be up and running in the UK very soon. At the same time, 
Interactive Magic is set to release six new games through IMagic Online 
including Dawn of Aces, a INWI-based online flight sim wtliCh will also 
accommodate massIVe megaplayer dogfight sessions. It'S not all roses, 
however. The Elite-alike Planetary Raiders, which was planned for 
release at the beginning Of this 
year, was canned. 

WarB/rds is a pilot game in 
more ways than one. It's 
the first to use IMagic 
Online's proprietary 
MEGAplayer gaming system. 
Six more titles using the 
technology are to follow 

• 

Newbies VS veterans 
Battle.net isn't without its problems, though, as many 
users discover when they log on for the first time. 
Although the system is very stable and easy to navigate, 
new players are often given an extremely hard time by 

Battle.net veterans. It's disheartening enough to waste 
online time (and money) being soundly thrashed by 
experienced players. But on top of this newbies can 
often find themselves subiected to torrents of profane 
abuse from opponents. Many of Battle.net's most ardent 
members ale American teenage boys who seem to 
share the mentality and vocabulary of Beavis and 
Butthead. It takes a lot of resilience on the pan of new 
players to overcome this. 

The humiliation of newbies isn't unique to Battle.net 
and has long been recognised as a problem threatening 

I By providing free, high speed 
gameplayand chat services. Battle.net has been 
instrumental in building a huge, loyal ~n 
base around StarCraft and Diablo, ensunng I 
strong sales for the games -' 

Members: 1,5 million 

Fees: It'S free, although it does 
include links to games that charge 
either subscription fees, or charge on 
a pay-per-play basis. 
Importance: Mplayer is growing fast. 
and is soon to open a UK base in 
Wimbledon. More importantly, the 
company Is touting its proven 
expertise to games publishers who 
either don't have the resources or 
can't be bOthered with providing 
servers for their onl ine games. Eidos 
has al ready signed to Mplayer, with a 
channel dedicated to the giant UK 
publisher appearing on the Mplayer 
Website. The service will support 
Eidos' warzone 2100 wtlen It'S 
launched in February. psygnosis Is 
also negotiating with Mplayer, so it's 
likely that the Liverpool firm's 

upcoming batch of PC games will be 
hosted by the service, Among the 
80 games you can already play at 
the site is the recent hu 
Mechcommander, alongSide all the 
usual suspects such as Quake 11 and 
Command & conquer. 

MechCommander is one of about 
80 games currently available at the 
massive Mplayer site. A UK version 
is to launch very soon 



the growth of the online games market Certainly 
Battle,net will need better marshalling In the future if 
Blizzard expects to extend its user base beyond the 

Beavises and Buttheads of bedroom America. 
The problem is, thankfully, being addressed by at 

least some of the online game services. ""This is an 
important issue and one that could prevent online 
communities from growing.· says Richard Warren of 
Brs Wireplay. "VVe provide skill ratings and newbie or 
rookie servers for games. Wireplay Club Captains also 

I The real question is how can ~f1YOne make 
r11Of€Y from online ~m~? All sorts of 
schemes to this end are being suggested. 
Far fetched suggestions have included the Placemen~!: I 
advertising in the graphics of online gam~ 

Interactive Magic's second MEGAplayer game will be Dawn of Aces, a WWI flight 
sim. One day every game released by the company will have a multiplayer element 

Members: over 2 million 
Fees: It's free, though the DWANGO 
channel within MSN Gaming zone 
Charges $' per hour for the use of 
higher Quality servers. 
Importance: Formerly called the 
Internet Gaming Zone, the retitled 
MSN Gaming Zone is the second 
biggest free multiplayer gaming site 
after Battle.net. At any given time 
up to around 2O,ocx> people are 
logged on and taking part In games 
like Microsoft's own Age of Empires 
or Red Storm's Rainbow Six . 
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Rather than trying to make 

money from online gaming, It could 
be that Microsoft has put its muscle 
behind MSN Gaming Zone in order to 

highlight online gaming as a benefit 
to being connected to the Internet In 
general. Tlle company is far more 
interested in selling its windows 
operating system (WhIch has a Web 
browser built in) and expanding 
traffic and commerce at IS Website 
than in any margins to be had from 
online gamers. That is prObably wfly 
MSN Gaming Zone is free. 

organise game nights for particular 
games and these help introduce new 
players into the community.· 

Soon to set up operations in the 
UK after a successful start in the US, 
IMagic Online takes Cl similar 
approach. It offers dedicated training 
arenas for new players of its Wor8irds 
flight sim as well as arenas in which 
rookie pilots can fight against one 
another. According to Scot! 
Hawklns, marketing manager at 
IMagic. tuition is offered in fIVe 
languages, with experienced players 
teaching rookies the ins and outs of 
the game. "VVe want to offer an 
enjoyable experience to all players, 
especially newbies. That is a benefit 
few companies can offer. As for other 
gaming services, it becomes a 
resource issue. Companies losing a lot 
of money may neglect the newbie if 
resources are limited.· 

Both Wireplay and IMagic Online 
are premium services that charge 
more but promise higher quality 
multiplayer experiences, which pretty 
much accounts for their greater levels 
of attention to this issue. If they want 
online gaming to truly go massmarket 
then Sega and Its Dreamcasl 
developers will almost certainly have 
to come up with similar answers. 

Show me the money 
To those outside such training. 
ranking and marshalling of players 
would seem mere quality issues -
the real question is how can anyone 
make money from online games? 
All sorts of schemes to this end are 
being suggested, Wireplay and IMagic 

Age of Empires is the jewel in 
Microsoft's online gaming crown at 
MSN Gaming Zone 

Online charge users directly either 
througn subscnplions or pay-per-play 
charges, while Websites like Mplayer 
and MSN Gaming Zone offer free 
play sections that are funded by 
advertising. but also have paid 
services users can subscribe to in the 
hope of securing better services and 
faster connections. 

More far·fetched suggestions 
have included the placement of 
advertising in the graphics of online 
games. In racing games, for Irtstance, 
billboards and trackside boarding that 
contain paid·for display ads could 
prove profitable. A similar situation is 
imaginable for 3D blasters based, 
for instance, in cities. Ads on the 
routes most commonly used by 
Oeathmatch participants may even 
fetch bener rates. The most ViSited 
locations on the city map W01Jld 
draw the highest ad rates. 

Quake and Quake If (top and 
centre) have defined the on line 
scene for the Pc. It's thought 
Dreamcast will need a title of 
similar importance to make the 
required impact. Not entirely 
happy with the previous versions, 
id Software is working on Quake 
fII: Arena (above), a game 
desisned almost exclusively for 
multlplayer gaming 



Another idea is to set up online 

games where you have to buy 

your weapons, equipment and 

ammunition using you r credit card 

when you toin a game - a bit like 

paint-balling. 

A third and more complex way of 

making money wi thin games is to let 

players bring their own money into 

the game to pretty much gamble, 

with the online service acting like a 

casino and taking a cut of the 

winnings. In a space trading game, 

for instance, players could buy game 

currency for nominal amounts of real 

money - a few pence for a thousand 

credits, for instance. By building up 

their virtual businesses, or even 

stealing money from other players, 

competitors could eventually be 

allowed to convert their game money 

back into real cash, taking a few 

pounds from the game here and 

there as reward. Such games would 

require massive numbers of players 

to be profitable, however, and as 

Argonaut's Jez San points out, with 

real mooey involved if stealing were 

allowed legal issues might be raised. 

If you build It ... 
At the moment it seems as though 

the good online gaming experiences 

have the key benefit to the industry 

of helping sell more games. 

Advertising revenue, or subscnption 

or pay-per-play charges, are still 

I What Dreamcast may at first need is its 0\M1 Quake or Diablo-a 
gartlEJ~~~~~, ~oompelling reason to graduate from 

sir1gle p!ayef to multiplayer gall1ing With ().Jake I' becoming old I 
re.IIS, the PC v..aId similarly finds itself aavmg a new killer game 

generally secondary sources of 

income that can only be generated if 

the online element of games people 

go out and manage to attract players 

to Websltes and gaming servers. 

Eidos' John Kavanagh is 

optimistic about the profits that can 

be made through online gaming. -If 

you build It, they Will come: he 

claims. "I think that online gaming in 

the initial phase will largely be 
advertiser-supported for hybrid games 

- games with a retail component 

In the future there will be many 

onlin~nly titles as with UltIma 

On/ine. The profitability will increase 

as server prices lower and 

conne<:tivity improves." 

Richard Warren at Wireplay, 

however, stresses quality issues 

before all others. It's not good 

enough just to build it, you have to 

build it well. Online games and 

selVices need to improve, and more 

gaming genres are needed. "A lot 

needs to be done to understand what 

makes a really compelling online 

game and how the range of 

successful games can be increased: 

says Warren. "If you look at the few games that really 

matter onllne there tend to be one or two titles from a 

sma ll range of games - namely firstperson shooters, 

realtime strategy, role-playing. flight sims and traditional 

card and board games. 

'Some common features 01 successful onllne games 

are that they are always easy to understand, easy to join 

and you always have a strong feeling and knowledge 

that you are playing against other people. You have to 

be able to get to know and Interact with them through 

the game. This may be why tradlDonal card and board 

games are so successful onllne. They were designed to 

be SOCIal games." 

Considering the fact that Dreamcast will need its 

own Quak.e phenomenon to kick the multi player side 

of things off, what Warren is suggesting here is that 

Sega's nev.' wonderbox will probably need at least half a 
dozen new, genre--defining games capable of growing 

their own online communities. Dreamcast's games will 

need to spread their appeal far more widely than any PC 

game has hitherto managed. It's an audience of millions 

Sega will need if It wants to regain the number one 

POSlll00 In the games console market The Dreamcast 

concept may be right, but to be given any real meaning. 

strong. broad-based online genres and titles will be an 

absolute necesSity. There needs to be a lot more to 

Dreamcast than a high-powered box with a modem, 

a telephone jack and an online account. But then 

Sega probably knows that already. 

countmg tne costs 
The slow adoption of online gaming in the UK is usually put dO'Ml to the fact that. as you have to pay for local calls, onllne gaming services work: out to be too 

expensive for most players. After all, on top of any subscription fee and Internet service account you have to pay your phone bill. In fact, the charges you'll pay for 

online gaming measure up very well when compared with other leisure pursuits. Here's what the monthly charges are across variOUS services for players participating 

in three hours of multiplayer gaming each weekend, using normal 8T phone lines. Going to a football match just once a month can work out 10 be more expensive 

than spending each saturday afternoon playing aver the Net. 

Game IS' ISP monthly challe ~mlng service Gaming charge Call chall. Total monthly COSI 

Quake oemon Internet· £11.75 none none lp/minute £18.95 

Qual:.ell Demon Internet ['1.75 GamesZone [51month lp/minute [23.95 

MechCommander Demon Internet [11.75 Mplayer none lp/minute [18.95 

Rainbow 6 Demon Internet [11.75 M5NIOWango 59p/hour {SO.99/hour lp/minute [26.03 

WarBlrds Demon Internet [11.75 IMaglC Orl!ine [1.2OIhour (S2IhOOr) lp/minute [33.35 

Total Anmhllatlon none none Wlreplay (pay-per-play) none 2.Sp/mlOute £18 
Unreal none none Wlreplay (subscriber) £9.9S/month 1.Sp/minute [20.75 

·Demon Internet currently offers a flat rate \lnlimited Internet access charge at £11.75. Direct Connection Charges [13.95 while compu5erve Charges at £19.95. Dlxon's 

FreeServe service, for instance, levies no c-harge for Internet access but equally gives no guarantee of access or technical support. The quality of connections not only 

varies between service providers, but also depends a great deal on modem speeds and telephone line quality . 
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a great 
fires the questions at 

,anArc responsible for creating some 

rismatic characters that have helped 
lI'Ioleoli~aming into the 21 st century 



Pac-
Born: 1980 

Creator: Toru Iwatani, Nameo 

Leading roles: fIx-Man, M, fIx-Man, Baby fIx-Mcn, 
Poc-Man Jr. Professor Ax-Man, Poc-Man 

Plus, Super Poc-Mon, Mr and Mrs Poc

Man, Poc-Attad:, Poc-Land, Poc-Mamo 

What's the big deal? Theorig;",I,nd,""ny"","Uihebest 
character. Poc-Man was the r.st coin-op 

featuring a personality (desprte being 
Just a yeb blob), and he's the reason 

kids danced to 'Pac-Man Fem' and 
not the 'Space Inva~ Stomp'. Still 

one of the most recognisable game 
characters in existence 

Edge: Where did the idea for Pae-Man come from? 
TOfU Iwatani: As I was eating piua, I took a slice away and kloked at what was left. 
Edge: How did this idea evolve and change as Pac-Man developed? 
TI: It started \Vlth the action of eatlng as the initial idea. After that,. I decided to add the 
element of four ghosts as enemies. Just moving around an open field would be too much 
freedom and no fun, so , set up a maze environment In order to make a game that even 
girls who hadn't played many arcade games could play and enjoy, I made the entire game 
controlled with just one joystick. 
Edge: What do you see as Pile-M.n's defining charaderistics1 
n: 1 designed Pac-Man to be the simplest character possible, without any features such as 
f¥'5 or limbs. Rather than defining the image of Pac-Man for the player, I wanted to leave 
that to each players II'Tlagina:ion. Even the arcade cabinets in Japan did not feature any other 
representation of Pac-Man besides the pie-slice look. The more anthropomorphic look was 

designed and added later in the US. 

"Rather than defining the image of Pae-Man 
for the player, I wanted to leave that 

to each player's imagination" Ta ," Iw.",; 

Edge: What feelings is Pae-Man designed to evoke from the player? 
TI: I feel that it's Important not to just think of Pac-Man as the only main charaaer in the 
game - the ghosts play an equally important role. All of the ghosts have different AI 
algorithms that reflect their comical pe&>nalities. It's sort of flke asking ~ Tom or 

Jeny is the star of the 'Tom and .lerry' cartoons. 
Edge: To what extent is Pae-Man's form dictated by his function? 
11: His form simply represents the personification of 'eating.' 
Edge: Whillfs the secret of his sueees.sl 

T1 : Pac and the ghosts represent a cute (or playfuO image 
to players, instead of something scary or 

frightening. Then, by eating a power pellet, 

Pac transforms himself from being 
pursued to being the pursuer. This 

change in the flow of action makes the 
game much more dynamic. 

Wth Prx.-Man, the introduction of 
cut-scenes Ithe animation sequences 

that appear after a few rounds are cleared] 
gives players a chance to catch their breath 

and also keeps the pace of the game from becoming 

Throughout the late 1980s and well into the 199Os, 
Mario and Nintendo blazed a trail that eJefY other 
videogame company tried to follow. On the PC, Leisure 

Suit Lorry josded for po~tion with a slew ofaxe-wielding 
fantasy RPG heroes. On consoles, a plethora of perky 

mascots and goofy game heroes attempted to grab a 
slice of the limelight In the arcades. titles like Golden 
Are, Dooble Dragon and Shinobi introduced new 
heroes. But it wasn't until 1991 that any company 

came dose to matching the appeal of Shigeru 
Mryamoto's Italian plumber. That company was Sega, 

wrth the infamous Sonic the Hedgehog. 

compelling akemative - and fast Within all divisions of 
Sega, ~d spread that there would be a competition to 
come up with a game character to nval Mario. Artist 

Masato Oshima came up with the winning idea -
allegedly later confiding to a Sega colleague that he had 
started off by simply "crossing Felix the cat with Mickey 
Mouse" - and Sonic was born. 

Sonic was bom almost out of necessity. As·Sega's 
16blt Mega Drive attempted to make the most of ItS 

head start over Nintendo's Super NES, Sega was aware 
that it needed its own proprietary charaaer to aa as 
both game hero and corporate mascot. With Mario's 
16bl'( debut looming, Sega needed to offer garners a 

'Mth a firm garneplay foundation courtesy of Yuji 
Naka's superlative programming skills, Sonic never 



• Edge: Where did the idea for Cloud come from? 

Kenji Mimurao: For Goud's mental characteristics, I wanted to create a different main 

character, one that had never existed in games before. He is an ordinary young man 

who wants to be strong. but is still \lUlnerable and definitety not the hero type. As for 

Cloud's appearance, it was illustrated without anything in mind, so I can't ~ it came 

from anywhere in particular. Born: 1995 

Edge: How did this idea evolve and change as Cloud developed? 

KM: As I worked on the inner aspects of Cloud, the fragile elements of humans became 

more and more emphasised. The complex in doud's mind became far more realistic 

than originally intended, as becomes evident when he suckJenty starts to apologise. Initialty, 

he was not planned to be that weak. 

Creator: Kenji Mimurao, SquareSoft 

Leading roles: Final Fantasy VII 

Edge: What do you see as Cloud's defining characteristics? 

KM: His complex, his sword, and his Chocobo hairstyle. 

VVhat's the big deal? million in sales 

Edge: What feelings is he designed to evoke from the player? 

KM: Inner pain. The story is essent~ 1 1y about doud growing up. 

Edge: Whafs the secret of the character's success? 

KM: I believe it's because he has many things that everyone can Sympathise with. He 

"He experiences the path everybody takes, 
which is admiration, failure , 

parting and growing up" Keoii Mim,,,o 

experiences the path everybody takes, lNhich is admiration, failure, parting and growing up. 

I think the players probably see themsel"ves in Cloud. 

Edge: Which characters outside of Final Fantasy 
are your favourite, and wfly? 

KM: I like Sonic and Crash as I think they 

both possess characteristics that can be 

understood, even without the game 

pan of it. I also like the 

atmosphere of, how they flow 

within the entire game. 

Edge: Are there any 
common features to the 

popular characters in major 

blockbuster games? 

KM : I think it's as simple as being cute, 

cool, and attractive. In a game with a 

weH-written story, it's also very important to 

be able to sympathise with a character, to relate 

to rrs emotions. 

Edge: How do present technical limitations restrict the growth or development 
of game characters? 

KM: There are restrictions in many ways. HCl"YVeVer, I believe that these limitations 

will be able to be overcome sometime in the future - it's a secret By the time one 

development process becomes available or possible, we hope for the next, and the 

next, and so forth. That is ..mat I've experienced and what I believe leads to the 

advancement of technology. 

looked back. He spearheaded Sega's assautt on 

Nintendo's videogame empire and, for a while, the 

16bit console wars of the early '90s be<.ame personal. 

as Sonic and Mario fought for supremacy. But Sonic, 

like Sega, stumbled badly in the post-16bit 'NOrId 
(although Sonic Adventure on Dreamcast may change 

that), although Sega can always point to the 1993 Q 

Ralings, which indicated that Mario was sti ll ahead of 

Mickey Mouse, but that Sonic was ahead of them both. 

• 

After Sonic, the floodgates opened. A slew of 

copycat 'mascots with attitude' flooded the console 

marketplace. From f1.ero the Acrobat to Zool the Ninja 

An~ from Bubsy the Bobcat to Zero the ~mikaze 

Squirrel, it seemed as if every software company tried 

to create its own superstar. As graphics technology 

continued to advance, more and more genres found 

that induding strong. defined characters was not only 

possible but also a route to greater success. Fighting 

games never looked back after capcom scored big with 

the personality-led Screet Fighter series. Nintendo 

successfully introduced characters to the racing genre 

with the Mario Kort series. Tomb Raider, led by Lara 

Croft, broke through to be the biggest hit of the last few 

years. Bliuard blended reattime strategy gameplay with 
wonderful touches of personality to great success with 

ltthrCraft. Duke Nukem 3D - although it never boasted 

the genre's slickest graphics engine or even, ... 



(rash 
Bandicoot 

Bom: 

Creator: 

Leading roles: 

What's the big deal? 

January 1996 

Jason Rubin (with help from Naughty 
Dog and Universal Interactive Studios) 

Crash Bandicoot I, 2 and 3 

Crash's achievements in the west are 
impressive, but what elevates him to 
superstardom is his success in Japan. 
where he's the most popular westem
developed game hero of all time 

Edge: Where did the idea for Crash 
come from? 
Jason Rubin : Somewhere early in the 

process of making the first Clash game, 

I came up with the idea that we should 
'hijack' a vaguely familiar animal name 

and put our charactef's face on 

it So, for example, Vvilen we 
think of a roadrunner, we 

think of the Warner Bras 

character, not the scrawny, 
brownish reality. likewise, the real 

Tasmanian devil looks nothing like the 

'Tat we know from cartoons. The images 

of the rOCldrunner and Tasmanian devil 

are forever linked to the characters. So 

much so that off-hand, most people don't 
realise that the real creature has nearly no 

\lisual correlaton. If we have succeeded 

over the last three years, then all over the 
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planet bandicoots are described as meter-high, orange, spike-haired, tennis shoe- and blue 

pants......vearing, spinning, huge-smiled, and good-natured. 

Edge: How did the original idea evolve to bec:ome Crash Bandicoot? 

Jason Rubin: The character that ended up being Crash went through four months of 

intensive design. At one point he looked like a bulldog. at another he walked on all fours. 

He was blue, he was green, and at one point he had a large squirrel's tail. Crash's personality, 

on the other hand, has always been the same: quirky, clumsy, fun-loving, and excitable, with 

a touch of mischief shCMIn through a big, loothy grin. 

Edge: What do you see as Crash's defining characteristics? 

Jason Rubin: Crash is orange. It is hard to miss that There are few other orange characters 

out there. He is shaped like a light bulb, so he can't find many shirts that fit. He often 

chooses 10 go topless. He has huge feet, which he covers with tennis shoes, and he wears 

blue shorts that pass his knees. His face is typical bandicoot - ~ there is such a thing - with 

a long nose and pointy ears. The hair on the lop of his head he wears in a red spike, which 

annoys his parents no end. Also, he wears fingerless dark gloves on his large hands, perhaps 
for use on his Harley. large, expressive eyes with dark brows and an enormous, dentist

sponsored smile round off his features. But Crash Bandicoot is personality first. when asked 

about Crash, many children who played the first games will mention the eyebrows he 

waved at the beginning of the Hog round or his facial emotions, which was a first for a 

character in a 3D game. Crash is the type of character you want to spend time with. 
Edge: What feelings is Crash designed to evoke from the player? 

Jason Rubin: We always wanted Crash to be compatible .... $ all ages. As a twenty

something at that time, I didn't want a character thal l might describe as 'too cute' if the 

game wasn't good. At the same time, we wanted a character that would be attracttve to an 

eight-year-old. Crash is both 'cute' in a cartoon character kind of way, as well as 'real' in a 

more adult way. 

Young kids pick up on the slapstick expressions that he makes, the expressive ways in 

which he dies, and the beating he takes along the way. At that age, attitude matters less than 

action. Olildren like to smack Crash around. He is, if you ask them, "funn( But at the same 

time, Crash shovvs more adult attitudes as well. He is not so rounded and soft that we find 

him siddy cute. He acknowledges the player's existence, turning to the screen to chide the 

player for failing or to wink his excitemen~ and it is these moments, I believe, when the older 

player gets attached. He is struggling, as we do. 
Edge: How is Crash's appearance and the game wortd connected? 

Jason Rubin: We spent a good deal of time experimenting with the PlaySt:ltion game 

"The spin attack was mandated by the 
difficulty of judging In 3D space where 

exactly the enemy was" '''0' R,b;, 

console and the new 3D world in which Crash vvould be placed before designing the 

character. The spin attack was mandated by the difficulty of judging in 3D space where 

exactly the enemy was. A punch, for example, would not vvork as -..veIl. The belly-flop is also 

an imprecise attack that vvorl<s well. 

He has short legs, so the screen isn't filled with rapidly strobing leg motion, and he has 

a huge head, so you can see the facial animation thal -..ve gave him. If we were going to be 

the only 3D tide to have polygonal facial animation, we wanted to be sure the player s;m it 

Like-vvise, his hands are big so that you can see where they are. And in case you might lose 

the orange hands and orange arms as they cross his orange body, we gave Crash dark 

gloves so that the playe(s eyes could track his arm and hand motion. His colour, as well, 

is mandated by the game. Nothing in the background is allowed to be orange. It is always 

easy to track him. 

Edge: WIIafs the secret of his success? 
Jason Rubin: Certainly, the quality of titles, the incredible marketing that Sony has placed 

behind the character, and the success of the PlayStation have all played large parts in Oash's 

success. But I believe there is more to Crash's stardom than that Cert:linly there have been 

characters in good games, on good platforms, with massive marketing campaigns thal 

haven't done nearly as well as Crash has. 

I'm sure that it is Crash's personality that has propelled him. Why would thousands of 
Japanese children write in, begging to receive one of only 1,CXXl Crash dance instructional 

videos? After buying the game, the marketing is over. So why does the Naughty Dog Website 

get request after request, from all oyer the world, for toys and other Crash stuff? Crash ~ 

is bigger than just a game character. I believe people want more from him. L...=:J 
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Edle: Where did the Idea for Sarah come from? 
Eric Hammond: Brainstorming. just like all the other characters. 
Ed&e: How did this idea nOM and change as Sarah developed? 
EH: Sarah has been pretty consistent throughout the Viltua Fighter series. From the fighting 
game perspective, you can see her strengths come from her leg attacks, and that has 
evolved in the series. One of the goals for the game was to portray realistic combat while 
still making a game. And ooe of the ways to do this is to improve the graphics. f.s you can 
see, the Sarah Bryant model has changed dramaticalty from Viltua Fl9hter to Virtua Fighter 3. 
Edge: What do you see as her defining characteristics? 
Yu Suzuki: She is designed as a fighting machine, brainwashed by some evil organisation. 
Ed&e: What feelinls is Sarah designed to evoke from the player? 
EH: It's up to the player to decide.....-hat feelings Sarah is going to evoke. On one hand, she is 
a damsel In distress, being a college student braill'Nashed by a sinister consortium, and her 
brother Jad:ie is trying to rescue her. But on the other hand, Sarah can be thought of as the 
'bad' girl popular in comic. books. who kncms how to handle herself and take on alkomers. 
Ed&e: To what extent does Sarah's form follow her function? 
vs: Programming enables the character 0I""ISCI"ee'\ to show painful expressions v.hen attacked 
Ed&e: Whars the secret of Sarah's success? 
VS: A lot depends on the characteristics that she exhibits. but on a practical \eveI, Sarah is a 
character that can be played by either beginners or experiS. 

"In creating successful characters, there must 
be something that appeals to the masses, 

whether it's looks or personality" E,;, H.mmo,d 

Edge: Aside from Sarah, who are your favourite game characters, and why? 
EH: One favourite has been Shun Di, who uses a drunken style of Kung Fu. This style of 
fighting is not onty fun to play, but fun 10 watch as 'Nel!. Another reason why Shun Dj is 
popular is that Shun was the first truly unorthodox fighter to appear in a fighting game. 
Edge: Qm any common attributes be identified in all successful characters? 
EH: In creating successful characters. there must always be something that appeals to the 
masses, whether it's looks or personality. 
Edge: Do garners watch the lead character or take on the role of the lead 

character? 
VS: IMth Virnx:J Flf}hrer, I think players tend to talk about each character's role, 
lechnique, and ability, so yes, I believe they take on and identlfy....-ith the character. 
Edge: How does this affect a character's design? 
EH: You want to give the character special attributes that will make someone 

want to be on that character's team - something that W"ill make someone want to 

be assoc.iated Vvith that character. In Sarah's case, she's got an attractive, all-American 
Ic.cl; and some fierce kicks. 

Ed&e: How do different characters resonate mth different audiences? 
EH: The beauty of fighting games is that different players ha\le a \lariely of reasons for 
choosing a character, either for cool moves or combos, a partiCI.Jlar style, or even personality. 
Edge: How do today's technical limitations resbid a game charader's 

development? 
VS: In regard to home videogame consoles, the facial expressions are limited and 
therefore influenced by the number of polygons that the machine can cope with. 

-4lI arguably, the most compelling gameplay - int«XIuced 
an engaging personality and grabbed a cult following. 

Personalities and characters do I'M) things. First. 
they provide an extra appealing element to the game. 
Secood, they help anract the attention of people who 

otherMse may not have picked the game up.' "vVhat 
lara has managed to do is get into people's offices, get 

into people's homes. and spread the idea of 

videogames to an audience that normalty would never 

• 

enoounter them," says Core Design's Jereiny Smith. 
The lesson learned? Personalities work. No 'NOIlder 
Nintendo refers to i\o\ario and its pantheon of characters 
as its "crown jewels .• The question. then,is.....not makes 

a great videogame character? And hovv do you go 
about inventing ooe? 

·Oeating YOUI Cl'M1 Sonic. or Maria is incredibly 
difflCtJlt,· advises Kelly Flock, president of Sony's 
989 Studios, "and pulling it off is the game industry's 

B 
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Yu Suzuki, Eric Hammond, Sega's 

A strong female dlarecter in a 
p<eviousIy maie-<lomina1od genre 

home run - it's more than tha~ it's tlVO grand slams in 
the same inning." 

So what are the rules in creating a successful 

videogame character? And what makes the difference 
ber.veen a Sonic. the Hedgehog and a Jazz Jackrabbit? 

Clear1y, the number ooe requirement for any 
budding character is a great game. Even the most 

worthy and charming character will sink rt the game in 
which he or she stars is no fun 10 play. This sounds .. 

£DGE" 73 .. 

• 



Ma 
Born: 1981 

Creator: Shigeru Miyamoto, Nintendo 

Leading roles: Doni<eyKong,DonkeyKong}',Maoo 
Bros, Super Maria Bras 1,2, and 3, Super 
Moria Land I and 2, Or Moria, Super 

Moria ~,Super Moria Kart, Moria 

PoInt, Super Morio AJI Stars, Morio and 
Hoboo, Yoshls SafOll, Monas Across, 

Moria's Tennis, Super Moria World 2: 

Yoshi$ Island, Moria Gosh, Super Mario 

64, Moria Kart 64, YosI!i's StcYy 

What's the big deal? The """,popu.' g,me cho",,,,, of 
all time. As of 1995 (Nintendo gave 

up counting after then). 120 miUoo 

Mario game cartridges had been sold 

Edge: \¥here did the idea for Mariu 

come from? 

Shigeru Miyamoto: Mario first 
appeared in Nintendp's arcade 

game, Donkey Kong, in 1981.1 

wanted to make this an 

unprecedented game in the 
sense that the player's character 

could freely 1TIOV'e all around the 
screen. However, at that time, 
the ~mited graphics technology 

available prevented me from 
depicting tI1e movement of hairs 
while Mario was jumping. So I 

made him wear a cap to cover the 
hairs. Similarly, because the number 

of dots allotted for the character was 
limited, I made the big nose and put 

in the I11Ol.IStaChe so that people 

would notice he had a nose. I had him 

wear dungarees so as to make the 
mov~ntofh~arrns~ndout 

Edge: So Mario looks the way he 

does to cope with the limited 

graphics power of early coin-ops7 

SM: Yes. Mario's original character 
was completed as a result of all of our 

efforts to cope with limited technology. 

In other v.Qrds. Mano was born of 

rational design in the days of 

immature technology. 

Edge: How MS he evolved? 

SM: As graphics technologies continue to 

improve and advance, the WW'f Mario 

appears in his games is getting closer and 

doser to the original image I had in mind 

>Mlen he was first created . 
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Edge: What do you see as his defining charaderistics? 

SM: He is a 00wn. a middle-aged man, and full of a sense of justice. As I want him to 

appear in a variety of games, I refrain from defining his characteristics any more exactly. 'Mlat 
I emphasise in my game design is an attempt to evoke the actual past experiences of the 

players. For example, a desire to realise sorned'Iing exhilarating but impossible in real life 

(judging from the players own past experience), or something dreadful to do always lies at 

the basis of my game designing. 

We are designing Mario and all the surrounding characters so that players can feel the 

joy and tension to run and fly freely in the virtual fantasy worid. 

Edge: To what extent is Mariu defined by the gllme world in which he lives? 

SM: 'Mlen I start designing a game, I always begin by thinking of what I want players to do 
and experience. In other words, even when doing a sequel to a popular Mario game, I do not 

automatically have any specific ideas as to what it shoukl be like. Mario's characteristics are 

very l\exible, and his appearance is suited for very strong actions. ThIS is..,.my he has been 

able to act in so many different games. even though nearly 20 years have ~ and 

hardware technologies have rapidly evolved since his debut 

Having said that. I don't let Mario appear in just any kind of game. For example, he could 

"Mario was born of rational design in the 
days of immature technology" 5h;,,," M;y,molo 

not shcMt up in leIdo games. lhey are toM) distinct game v.orIds. 'Nhen I thlOk of defining a 

game world, I like to think of how the air of the game world would feel on the player's skin. 

Edge: Aside horn Mario, who is your fnourite lime character. and why? 

SM: I attach mysetf to all the characters I make. tf I have to choose one, it should be 

Donkey Kong, since ~ was the first game for.....nich I was assigned the responsibi lity of the 

major design. 
Edge: What do you think the seaet behind Mario's phenomenal success is? 

SM: I believe the primary reason for his success has been the fact that the games 

themselves are very fun to play, even though the basic game design has not been 
changed since the early '80s. 

"Marlo's appearance is a result of 1981's rudimentary 
graphics technology. There Simply weren't enough pixels to display him 
any other way. He wears a hat because his hair wouldn't look realistic" 

"Maria's moustache is used to help 
differentiate his nose and his mouth" 

"He wears dungarees because his arms 
needed to be a different colour from his body in order for players to 
see his arms moving" 

"Later, the 'M' was 
introduced to Mario's cap as an additional means of identification 
(and to help garners diHerentiate between Mario and Wano, who 
sports a 'w' on his flat cap)" 

... obvious, but all too many game developers - 'Nhether through bad judgment or 

lack of talent - spend too much time hyping the hero and not enou~ time 

~ing the gameplay. This ~nt is not lost on Shigeru Miyamoto, creator of 
Mario and the most plagiarised designer in the industry. -OUr games are often 

imitated: he acknowledges. "Unfortunately, our competitors simply try to imitate 

the surface and end up with badly balanced games. They never try to understand 

why and how we have done what we do to achieve each game's content' 

Assuming gameplay is in place, what is that 'extra something' that makes 

some characters stand out from the ar:mcP. "Number one, they've got to be 



Edge: Where did the idea for Lara come from? 

loby card: I suppose more direc&f the idea for Lara came from a mIXtUre of 'Indiana.!ones' 

films. Tank Girl, and images 01 Stroflg women like Neneh Cherry. 

Edge: How did this idea evolve and change as Lara developed? 

TC: Lara was pretty weU·defined from the beginning. Specifically, I wanted her to be a vefY 

British autocratic person, thus adding to her unattainable air: measure:!, cool, self-reliant 

Edge: What do you see as Lara's defining characteristics? 

TC: Athletic, attractive and dangerous. 

Edge: What feelings is lara designed to evoke from the player? 

TC: Well, it's hard to second-guess what people actually feel when playing Lara, but 

the idea was that both men and women would emote better with a woman 
character, for different reasons. Since you are external to Lara, I thought that men 

would feel that they were guiding this girl through these dangerous SltUatJOns and 
might get a feeling of 'protecting' her. I thought that women would relate better WIIh Lara 

than with the beefy meat-heads that generally are made for such games, smply because 

her character was oot being portrayed in a WiI'f that is degrading for women (even if she 
isn't exactly a feminist icon). 

Edge: How is La;a's appearance and the game world connected? 

lC: The v.hoIe Tomb Roider wOOd is utterly dependent on Lara's size and animations. The 

distances she can jump, reach. run forward, and fall are set variables. In this wwy, her world 
is designed for her to exist Kl. If It were any different. it wouldn't 'NOrit 
Edge: What's the sec;ret of lara's success? 

TC: It came primarily from the fact that the game was good at the {lme. AI the successful 
characters have the same thmg in common - a good game. You cannot have a good 

charaaer in a oap game because then everyone would perceIVe the character as oap, too. 

It's exactly the same as a character in a film. It's oot the costume they are wearing or what 
their face looks like, it's what they do and how they do it 

Edge: Not counting lara, who are your favourite game characters, and wily? 

TC: Mario is a funny little character, but liove him in Maria 64. Earthworm Jim is a great 

UThe Idea for Lara came from 'Indiana 
Janes' films, Tank Girl, and Images of 

strong women like Neneh Cherry" Tob, G"d 

charaaer, aM has bags of personality. I like Sonic because he's so fast and weird. I like the 

lead character from Nights because he moved so damn well. And finally, I love Ben from 

FuR Throttle for being the cooIest game charaaer ever. 
Edge: can any common attributes be identified in all successful characters? 

TC: A great game! 
Edge: Do you think gamers watch the fead character or actually take on that role? 

TC: I think it depends on the game. Generally speaking. if it's thlrdperson, then you're 

watching and cootrolling a character external to yourself. This allows us to give that 

charaaer more personality of their 0'Ml, and the player, suitably distanced, doesn't find it 

disconcerting 'IIttlen the character does things of its own accord. In a firstperson game you 
can't do that because you're meant to be taking on that role, and as a player you expect to 

put all the personality of that character in yourself. 

Edge: How doe~ this affect a character's design? 

IC: I'm not sure it does. except in so much as you might not make a character like Sonic the 

li keable: says Naughty Dog's Jason Rubin, a eator of 

Crash Bandicoot 'Vv'hether the character is human, 

animal or alien, if players don't like the charaaer, then 
they're not going to want to spend time..,...;m them. 
Personally, I fike PaRappa. who has a good deal of 
pefSOnality.and inspires the player to try to help him." 

Another rule 01 thumb is that game characters 
nee<! to be consistent 10 this end, most game 

publishers will create and constantly update a database 

• 

of information about their charader. 'We keep a very 

tight rein on Lara: reveals Core Design's Smith. 'VIle 

have a large bible of information at Core that kind of 
keeps track of her personality. We kroN v.4"Iat her 
favounte colour is, we knc:MI what kind of restaurant 

she'd ~ke to go to and what she'd probably order when 
she got there, and we kncMt what music she fikes." 
Nintendo has a similar dossier of information on Mario, 

and Sega has a 'Sonic bible: 

1996 

Toby Gard, formerly of Core Design 

Tomb Raider, Tomb Raider Gold, T9fTlb 
Raider 11, Tomb Raider 1/1 

Millions of games sold, a movie in the 

works for 1999, fashlOfl model. sex icon 

Hedgehog for a firstperson game. Then 

again, maybe you would. Alter all, there 

are no real rules, are there? 
Edge: How do lod_is tKhnical 

limitations restrict a game 
character's development? 

TC: To be honest With you, I don't think 

that we have much in the wiI'f of technical 
limitations when it comes to charaaer 

development Al this point in time we 
can pretty much make whatever we like. 

I think anyone .....no is griping about 

limitations at this point is too mudl of a 

stickler for realism. 

So long as we are still trying to make 
games rather than lifelike simulations, 

there's virtually nothing that the oment 

hardw-are can't handle in making the 

whole game! Charader development has 

been unhindered since the advent ~ 
of graphical adventure games. '1....::':J 

o,araders also have to be distinctive. "As the word 

'charaaer' implies: Miyamoto says, "it is very important 
that characters have distinguishable features.' In other 

words, characters have to stand out from the oOY.'d. 
'Nrtness that Sonic, a hedgehog. is blue. Crash Bandicoot 
is boght orange. Duke Nukem wears shades. And lara, 

~I, Lara's standout features are unmistakable. 
But as ~I as being likeable and distinctive, the 

best charaders resonate with players on a deeper IiJ> 



1988 

Creator: Manabu Takemura, capcom 

Leading roles: 5 ... tF'9h",,5 ... tF'9ht"lI,and.,.~ 
Street Ftghter game SInce 

What's the big dea 17 The ",,,nd def", play.,," one of the 

most successful fighbng game series 

ever. Of all the SF superstars, Ryu is 

everyman; .....eIl-rounded and efficient 

Edge: Where did the idea for 

Ryu come from? 

Manabu Takemura : In the first 

Street FKJhter game, Ryu was the 

only playable character, 50 we 

'M;en we were creaMg Street 

Ftghter 11, we had to come up 

Ryu and Ker1 were chosen 

because they were in the 

first game, and they match up 

v..ell as the main charader 

and the player-two character. Ryu symbolises a Japanese martial artist (Budoka), while 

Ken is a I'tPicaI young person who likes western culture and wants to be like an American. 

Edge; How did this idea evolve and change as Ryu developed? 

MT: In SA, Ryu was thinner and didn't look so strong. I made him more muscular, to look. 
like a real martial artist 

Edge: What do you see as Ryu's defining characteristics? 

MT: His white karate uniform. Players will know he is a karate master at first sight 

Edge: What feelings is Ryu designed to evoke from the player? 

MT: I(s up to the gamer what they feel. We don't expect particular feelings from them. 

But he has definitely become an essential part of the Street Fighter vvorId. If we were to 

make a Street Ftghter game without Ryu, qUite a few players would say 'no way: 
Edge: Whars the secret of his success? 

MT: He is successful because Street Ftghter 11 was a big hit and Ryu represented the game. 
Edge: Who an! your other favourite game characters, and why? 

MT: Chun U, Guile, Megaman. I like a character thallS recognisably beautiful. tough or simple. 

Edge: Can any common attributes be identified In all successful game characters? 

"I think the best character is the one that IS 

fun to play, or that players feel 
compelled to play with" M,",b, T,k. m,,, 

MT: BeIng 111 a game that makes a big hI! and taking a great part 10 making that game a 

hit I think the best character is the one that IS fun to play, or that players feel compelled to 

play with. I try to keep these goals in my mind while designing a character. 

Edge: How do different characters resonate with different audiences? 

MT: Ail gameplayers are not the same. This is why we created Street Fighter J/ with eight 

different player characters. 

Edge: How do today's technical limitations restrict a characte(s development? 

MT: There are no lechnicallimitations beyond our imagination. There are many things that I 

can thInk of and that couldn't be realised. But I don't think it's a limitation - it's a 

challenge. And rm very happy when I try to overcome these difficulties. 

"It shows his fighting spirit. Japanese people 
sometimes wear 'hachimaki' when they are facing a hardShip or are 
determined to do something difficult" 

"Ryu is a master of karate. The sharpness of 
his moves (kicks, punches, shoryuken, hadoken) is also shown by the 
movement of the belt" 

"At first sight, you can 
guess how hard his training was. He experienced quite a few fights 
before his uniform was torn·' 

"He Is a devoted fighter and does not care that 
he fIghts barefoot. AS you know, karate is an indoor sport. But devoted 
karate fighters train themselves in such severe conditions as fighting 
barefoot outdoors or swimming in winter"' 

level. "The player needs to understand the motives and 

personality of a character. Otherwise it's difficu~ for 

there to be a connection: Sc¥ 3D Realms' Scott 

Miller, the creator of Duke Nukem. 'And we believe 

thal character speech is a key way of communicating -

literally - a character's personalir(. The belief in the · 
need for the player to understand the game character is 

echoed I?i Naughty Dog's Rubin. "The reason \"\'hy I 

enjoy many of the characters from the Tekken series is 

because the authors seem to have gIVen them enough 

inner conflict to make them less shallow than characters 

from other fighting games," he Sc¥. Kenjl Mlmurao of 

SquareSoft. the creator of Fiool f(mtasy's Cbud, concurs: 

, think lsoccess can be] as simple as being cute, c.ooI, 

and attractive ... [but] it's also very important to be able 

to sympathise with a charader, to relate to its emotions.· 

rather than offering an escape from our own lives, in 

fact work because on a basic level, they resonate with 

our notion of ourselves. "If millions of children and 

adults meIded with Mario, it may not be Slmpty a matter 

of our shortening attention spans, our craving for 

f"ICNeity, or our susceptibility to expensive ad 
campaigns.· wrote Scotl Rosenberg in a 1991 issue 

of the San Francisco Examiner's Image magazine. ·It 

may be that in Mario's fate - stuck in a world not of his 

• 76 £DQ£" 

This raises an interesting possibility. Perhaps it's not 

too far-fetched to suggest that the very best characters, 
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• Edge: Where did the idea for Sonic come from? 

Yuji Naka: At first, we wanted to make an entire game running full speed, which we had 

never seen before, and the charader was born from there. Sonic the 
Hedgehog "Sonic is not only an honoured 

character, but is seen as a reliable 
friend to young people"' v";; N,k, 

Edge: How did this idea evolve as Sonic developed? 

YN: We managed to stir feelings with his speed. 

We improved his design to be able to run 

on a round-shaped ground as well as 

straight and flat ones. Furthermore, we 

succeeded in making him run on a loop. 

In order not to lose his speed and to attack, 

we made him curl himself up like a ball 

when he jumped.1 

Edge: What do you see as Sonic's 

defining characteristics? 

YN: He's cool and the fastest hedgehog in 

the world. 

Edge: What feelings is Sonic designed 

to evoke from the player? 
YN: He will make action as soon as he thinks 

of it He can't bear staying calm. 

Edge: To what extent does Sonic's form 

follow his function? 
YN: He can run fast He becomes irritated when the 

player leaves him alone. He can attack his enemies 

by rol ling in high-speed becouse OJrling his own 
body is his offensive preparation. 

Edge: Whafs the secret of Sonic's success? 

YN: He is not only an honoured character, 

but is seen as a reliable ~ 

friend to young people. 'l....::::J 

own choosin& charged with a nearly impossible 

mission, doomed to perish sooner Of later, yet free 

while he lives to grow, learn, slay demons, and stop to 

smell the Fire Flowers - people are catching a crude, 

bright, hypnotic reflection of their OV\IO lives." 

As n~ graphics technologies are applied to game 

characters, the relationship between player and 

~rader wil l become more complex. At the moment, 

garners cannot have conversations with game heroes, 

• 

Born: 1991 

Creator: Vu;; Naka, Sega 

Leading roles: Sock the Hedgehog, Sock the Hedgehog 

2, Sonic CD, Dr Robotnik's Mean Bron 

Machine, Sonic the Hedgehog 3, Sonic 

and Knucides, Sonic Drift, Sonic Chaos, 

Sonic the Hedgehog Tn"pie Trouble, Sonic 

Blast, Sonic Drift 2, Tails Sky FOtlO!, Tails 

Adventure, Sonic Labyrinth. Sonic 3D 

Blast, Sonic Jam, Sonic Spinbol/, Knuckles 

Chaotix, SegoSonic Arcade, Sonic the 
Fighters, Sonic R, Sonic Adventure 

What's the big deal? C"eM,rioanmfmh;smoney 
and was largely responsible for the 

success of the Mega Drive 

Worst failures 
Of course, not every charader finds its audience - in fact, some 'NOuld have 
trouble even finding their own, um, noses with both hands. These few stunning 
examples of total personality vacuums could all ki ll through sheer boredom. 

and interadion is limited to simply guiding them around 

physical terrain and getting them to shoot enemies or 

pick. up objects. But as technologies like speech 

recognition, superior artificial intelligence, and even 

artikiallrte technology are used in creating these 

characters, the rela~onship will deepen. 

This is an ongoing evolution, and the designers 

of today enjoy considerably more artistic freedom 

and a broader palette than in the past "There is much 

g 
z ..... ..... 
;; c..: .... ---l 

more freedom today than there was during the 16bit 

era: says Rubin. "Bad. then, you only had 16 colours 

and often just a 32x32 pixel sprite to create the 

charader image and personality." Nowadays, designers 

can let their imaginations run a little v-.ilder, and 

technology is enabling designers to realise their visions 

more fully. "People may think that sud1 characters as 

Mario and Link have been improved significantly thanks 

to the state-of-the-art graphics technology of N64," .. 

£DG£077 " 



Du ukem 
Born: 1990 

Creator: Scan Miller and Todd Replogle, 3D Realms 

Leading roles: Duke Nukem 1 "d 2, Duke Nukem 3D, 

Duke Nukem Forever 

VVhat's the big deal? Dukep"Nedthot fi~tpe,so"3Dshoote~ 
and personality can mix. And since he 

broke the mould, no one's done it better 

<411 argues Shigeru Miyamoto, "but the fact is that they are simpty- approaching my 

original concepts." 

The creators of some of gaming's most successful characters talk here about 

their experiences, and from their comments Edge ultimately concludes that 

character creation is no science. What links them together first and foremos~ 

though, is great gameplay, but also a sense of whb~ness imd truth. All 

these characters are loved - both by their creators and garners. After all, 

more than 500,000 years have been clocked up by garners around the 

world in the company of Maric. He must be doing something right 

• 

Edge: Where did the idea for Duke come from, and how has he evolved and 

changed since? 

Scott Miller: Duke was originally created by myself and Tood Replogle in 1990, and the first 

Duke Nukem [a side-scrolling shooter in EGA] was released as snareware in mid-1991. The 

game was the biggest sharev-Jare success until WoIfenstein 3D's release a year later. Duke 

Nukem 2 came out late in 1993 as another side-scrolier, and with VGA graphics. Almost 

immediately after that game's release, Tood began Duke Nukem 3D (a name I selected, 

since it was really the third in the series) earty in 1994 using our Build engine, which was sti ll 

a work in progress, and without many of the features illater came to have. Duke was 

originally conceived as a brash, never-say-die ac:tioo hero for our modem times. Bul it wasn't 

until Duke Nukem 3D that we were able to infuse him with attitude and ego, through his 

voice (mostly managed by George Broussard), through the game environments (including 

strip dubs), and by adding his shades (my idea). 

"He's patriotic. a chauvinist, and shoots 
first. Duke doesn't negotiate, 

except with big guns- ,<ott Mm" 

Edge: Whillt do you see illS Duke's defining chillrillcteristics? 

SM: Duke is a modern-day John Wayne. He's patriotic. a chauvinist. 

and shoots first Duke doesn't negotiate, except with big guns. He's 

short on words but long on action. 

Edge: Whillt feelings is Duke designed to evoke? 

SM: I don't think we've ever thought about rr in that w~. When you 

play a Duke Nukem game, it's a chance to be someone who's 

fearless and physically equipped to handle any conflict. Duke's a 

man's man, and for most of us, it's a fantasy to play a hero like that 

Edge: How is Duke's iIIppearillnce iIInd the gillme world connected? 

SM: To a big extent - especial ly in the coming Duke Nukem Forever - the 

environments are designed to take advantage of Duke's attributes. In Duke Nukem 3D, 

LA was the perfect backdrop for Duke, and in the next game, Las Vegas provides another 

playground for his adventure, with casinos, strip dubs, and plenty of material for gags. 

Edge: What's the secret of Duke's success? 

SM: Duke is maybe the first game that captures the essence and attitude of an 

Arnold Scl"rNarzenegger-style action movie. 



Ihe definitive monthlv assessment of the world's latest videogames 

Stirring up the gene pool 
.., ne day, all games will be cut of absurdly simi.lar 
Irr.!..I cloth. There may currently be many subdivISions 
of each genre, but the number is ultimately fi nite 

Gran Turismo pioneered production cars boasting 
realistic physics and environments with in a traditional 
game structure, and, as processing power increases 
with each generation of hardware, fitting ~II of the 
mathematical models required to accurately replicate 
a moving vehicle will become Just another step of the 
development process, bringing new racing games 
closer in line with what the technicians at Polyphony 
Digital Inc. have already achieved With GT. 

This scenario can be extended across all genres, of 
course, issuing a concern that the market will one day 
be filled With copycat titles offering little in terms of 
innovative gameplay over their nearest r;val. lt's 
already happening to a degree: walk into any 
videogame retailer and you'll face countless 
substandard clones rushed on to the shelves after 
pitifully brief development cycles by publishers eager 
to cash in on the popularity of established successes. 
The biggest concern here is the increasing number of 
also-ran type products that, while above average, fail 
to introduce new elements to a particular genre 

Which is why, in addition to their respective 
gameplay merits, this month'S Glover (p89) and Silicon 

Valley (p90), with their al ternative approaches to 
concepts that have been attempted in the past, 
represent a much-needed breath of fresh air. Similarly, 
although hardly revolutionary, thiS is something 
lucasArts' Grim Fandango also achieves. 

Rather than radical new concepts, though, it may 
be more realistic to expect the future of videogames 
to take on an adaptive approach, mixing varteties of 
genres to create successful hybrids. It'S an attitude 
certain developers seem k.een to adopt. and With GTA 

and now Body Harvest (p86), DMA Design is rapidly 
establishing itself as a Signi ficant player within this 
domain. Neither title can claim to have initiated a new 
genre in the way populous did, for example, but by 
taki ng elements from a variety of existing categories 
and fUSing them into carefully balanced, highly 
playable products, the Scottish development outfit has 
offered a glimpse of the way games may have to 
develop in forthcoming years. 

Sure, advances in areas such as AI (which has 
the potential to bring aspects such as emotion Into 
videogamesl offer myriad opportunities for talented 
developers to create gaming experiences unlike any 
that have gone before them. Until then, well, don't be 
too surprised to come across Gran Fandango at your 
loca l importer in the not-too-distant future. 

The success of GT (left) has instigated a wave of me-too racers, heightening the impact of alternative 
concepts such as Clover (centre). Body HONest (right) mixes the established and the new for success 

Videogames on the Edge 

This month Edge's failing eyesight is largely thanks to .. 

Half-life 1080· snowboardlng roCA. 2 Mediev!! 
(PC) Cendant (N64) Nintendo (PS) COdemasters (PS) SCEE 
A strong plot and stunfling NCl's great snowtxJarding Demo versions of this Ok.ay, it's not le/da, but 
visuals. Reviewed next Slm finally hits the UK, with highly promising SeQuel SOny Europe's arcade 
month, valve's firstperson a full-screen display and have been clogging up adventure is a wel l-crafted 
shooter is looking slight speed reduction . But Edge's debug PlayStations and attractive ~ if a little 
increasingly like the pc's you've probably already on a frighteningly regular easy - take on the current 
answer to GoldenEye. got the Aussie PAL import basis. Review next issue .. fad for RPG-style games 
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TESTSCREEN 

00 DY HARV[ST 

You' ll soon become familiar with the basic varieties of alien enemy - although 
occasionally something rather more substantial than usual enters the mix ... 

Body Harvest isn't 
ocean-deep, but there's 
a certain amount of 
character interaction 
(top). Constant use of 
the map (above) is 
absolutely essential 

... s part of the Nintendo 64 
IiI 'Dream Team', OMA Design 
originally presented Body Harvest to 
Nintendo and received an interesting 
response. 'Yes: the Japanese 
creatives reputedly responded, 'we 
love what you have, but how about 
adding in some RPG-style elements to 
complement the full-on action?' DMA 
eVidently agreed with the merits of 
such a treatment, and the finished 
game - categorisable only by the term 
'action adventure' - is a triumph of 
cooperative deSign (although the 
lion's share of the credit should 
unreservedly go to DMA). 

spread over five levels, each set in 
a different time period (Greece, 1914; 
Java, 1941; America, 1966; Siberia, 
1991; Comet, 2016), Body Harvest has 
'B movie' written all over it - but 
that's not a criticism. Quite the 
opposite, in fact, because the aliens
against-the-earth premise provides a 
spectacular foundation upon which 
DMA has fashioned a game with 

• 

'-

Military vehicles, such as this beefy tank. have their own weaponry. The 
tu"et obviously moves independently, allowing you to easily pick off foes 

atmosphere, tension and excitement 
by the lorryload. 

The ultimate objective on each 
level is destruction: a series of alien 
guardians/generators must be 

eliminated before progress can be 

made, while along the way the player 
must endeavour to prolect substantial 
human life from enemy threat (failure 
to do so means game over). 

But although the game presents a 
fairly Straightforward save-Ihe·day 
scenario, you must employ strategy 
and consideration rather than simply 

diving in to blow the living daylights 
out of the invading predators. 

DMA claims that each map 
represents nearly four square game 
miles, and, rather than giVIng players 
immediate access to the entire area 
from the outset, exploring further 
afield often requires players to think 
on their feet. (On its simplesllevel, 
this could mean locating a stash of 
TNT which can then be used to blow 
away an expanse of rOCk blocking 
your progress through a canyon.) 
While the puzzles never become 



The joypad's R button pulls up an over
the-shoulder view, which in turn allows 
you to fine-tune your targetting system 

outrageously complex (and there's 
usually a friendly NPC on hand to 
offer pointers anyway), their presence 
ensures that Body Harvest sits a notch 
or two above traditional action titles. 

Ironically, the only level set in the future comes as something of an 
anticlimax after the four terrifically atmospheric preceding time zones 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: Nlntendo 64 

Publisher: Gremlin Int. 

Developer: DMA Design 

Price : £40 

Release: November 

. 
- .. -... :;; . -,.: , .. _ .... ~~ -e,. _ .. 
, --) . " 

With over 60 vehicle 
types, Body Horvest 
is an enormous game 

The way Body Harvest gradually 
escalates the action is also laudable. 
You begin the game on foot, defended 
from alien attacks by a mere suit of 
armour. But it's not long before a 
mode of transport is encountered -
although you'll curse early-twentieth
century technology as you potter 
around the first level in lumbering 
trucks and cars more suited to Laurel 
and Hardy than a superhero charged 
with the task of saving the world 

A great deal of the game's appeal 
lies in the variety of vehicles it offers. 
Like Grand Theft Auto before it, Body 
Harvest goes overboard in attempting 
to deliver a digital playroom for 
grown-ups. Motorcycles and jeeps can 
be jumped over ravines, Evel Knievel 
style, while fully functioning fire 

lMotorCYCleS and jeeps can be jumped over ravines, Evel 
Knievel style, while fully functioning fire engines can be 

As the game progresses, travelling 
on foot is asking for trouble 

used to extinguish flame-ravaged village building~ 

engines can be used to extinguish 
flame-ravaged village buildings, and 
aircraft and water-based vehicles also 
become available as play progresses. 
While such an extravagant number of 
vehicles might lead you to expect a 
similar amount of control methods, 
though, this does not prove to be the 
case: each mode of transport is 
controlled in essentially the same 
manner (accelerate, brake, sharp turn, 

_ etc), which may come as something of 
a disappointment to some. Accessibility 
may be a key element of NM gaming, 
but the 'dum bed-down' nature of the 
game's aircraft behaviour, for 
example, is occasionally bewildering. 

• 

Graphically, Body Harvest isn't the 
strongest advertisement for the N64, 
with fogging that becomes especially 
evident (and annoying) when you take 

to the air, but the game does maintain 
a sense of atmosphere throughout, 
with subtle textures and convincing 
weather effects serving to create a 
memorable game world. 

So, was Body Harvest worth the 
three-year wait? Yes. Gameplay is its 
watchword, and it further underlines 
DMA'S stature as one of the 
UK's finest developers. 

Eiohl nlll of len 
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TESTSCREEN 

GRIM fANDANGO 

Format: PC 

Publisher: LucasArts 

Developer: In·house 

Price: £ 40 

Release: Out now 

A deliciously subtle gag 
(top) - the kind of 
visual humour that 
games so rarely offer. 
Manny in full ' reaping' 
gear (above). He 
changes his outfit at the 
start of every episode 

88 £DG£· 

Few games offer such varied. vibrant 
characters. While many of the cast 
adhere to stereotypes, the personalrty 
they exude is remarkab~. while the 
artwork is stunning (above and right) 

O n terms of aesthetic appeal, 
lUcasArts' adventure is a 

masterpiece. Its styl ised, prerendered 
3D locales and polygon·based cast are 
unique, serving up a distinct SOuth 
and Central American flavour. ItS 
seamless integration of cut-scenes 
and actual play create a genuine 
cinematic feel, richly rewarding 
SUCcessful participants. 

Grim Fandango's true strength, 
however, is the sheer depth of its 
characterisation, its Quirky yet 
accessible sloryline, irresistible black 
humour, and the high standard of 
dialogue. Based in the Netherworld, it 
tells the tale of Manuel calavera, a 
'travel guide' for the recently 
deceased and purveyor of trips 10 the 
underworld - the final resting place for 
souls. When Calavera discovers a plot 
to deny saintly individuals their 
'deathright' of safe passage to their 
deserved eternity, he becomes 
embroiled in a so-called Global 

cons~iracy of Death. 
surprisingly, perhaps, Grim 

Fandango SeeS LucasArts discard its 
signature point-and-click interface, 
favouring 'genuine' control via a 
joypad or keyboard. In order to avoid 

-' 

moments of Resident Evil-style 
madness - where players repeatedly 
walk the protagonist up to onscreen 
furniture while preSSing the acfion 
button hoping to find Objects - the 
intelligently animated Manny turns his 
head to face (and thus highlight) 
potentially useful_terns. It's hard to 
say whether or not this more 
immediate approach is preferable to a 
mouse-based system, but it serves to 
illustrate that the gap between 
mOdern·day graphic adventures and, 
say, capcom;s two tales of Raccoon 
City isn't as immense as might be at 
first imagined. 

lronica Iy, it's the puzzles in Grim 
Fandango - the bread and butter of ItS 
gameplay - that represent its least 
progressive aspect. In fact, while they 

offer the intended challenge, frustrating 
and faSCinating in equal measure, they 
are essentially no more sophisticated 
than rhose of Monkey Island or even 
the ancient Maniac Mansion. But as 
this is testament to the Quality of 
LucasArts' early adventures, it would 
seem spurious to criticise the game 
on this score. 

Ultimately, Grim Fandango'S 
largest contribution to this increasingly 
'unfashionable' genre is the stotY it 
relates and the imagination with which 
It does so. AS SUCh, it rates as one of 
the most complete, expertly produced 
and engrossing graphic 
adventures ever conceived 

Nine ut 01 ten 
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Although technically average, 
Gloller's gameplay differentiates 
it from the vast majority of titles 
currently on the market. It also 
represents a reasonable challenge 

11 he idea of designing a game 
based on controlling a 

magician's glove around a perilous, 
puzz le· filled land, combining bizarre 
inhabitants and treacherous moving 
platforms wou ld - for some people 
necessitate mild mind·altering
substance support, Yet, despite the 
efforts of several publishers, the 
videogames world remains one of 
the few markets still capable of 
embracing off-the-wall concepts. 

The novelty, however, won't be 
found in the plot: after mixing one too 
many magical ingredients into his 
melting pot, a cheerful wizard suffers 
a career-threaten ing explosive snag, 
which sees him plunging to the 
depths of his castle. AS Glover, the 
wizard's right-hand glove (separated 
from his body by the unexpected 
blast), you're left with the task of 
recovering the kingdom's crystals 
now dispersed amidst the game's 
differing worlds, as well as 
battling Cross-Stitch, the wizard's 
evil left-hand'miUen 

By intrOducing a glove as the 
game's"protagonist, Interactive 
Studios has created a truly versati le 
character. Indeed, while spyro runs 

around headbutting enemies, jumping 
and gliding from one platform to the 
next, Glover can wa lk around on two 
digits, hold on to ledges or change 
effortlessly into a fist with which to 
whack Objects, enemies and activate 
switches. Furthermore, he can grab, 
bounce, throw and slap a oall (the 
ball's status can be changed to help 
complete the puzzles, transforming 
into a cannonball or even a beach oal l) 
- find the right potion and he can even 
fly. Naturally, mastering all of his 
repertoire is crucial to negotiating the 

.levels and defeating the various bosses. 
It's a shame, then, that the control 

system is disappointing. Negotiating 
the hazardous environments can 
occasionally oecome a clumsy and 
unresponsive affair, TIle camera can 

• 

also complicate matters, although a 
qu ick tap of the C outtons should 
avoid any polygonal oostruction. 

It isn't the most original game 
around either. The overall concept 
may be ingenious, but the hub 
configuration of the levels has been 
seen before (Diddy Kong Racing, for 
example) and certain Mario-esque 
elements make casual cameo 
appearances. 

However, Glover does offer regular 
surprises ,(the bonus levels are particularly 
entertaining), and ultimately none of 
the above criticisms prove substantial 
enough to spoil what remains a 
refreshingly different title. 

Edge ntia,: -------- ------
Seven UI f len 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: Nlntendo 64 

Publisher: Hasbro 

Developer: 
Interactive Stud ios 

Price: £40 

Release: Out now 

»-" --

... 
One of Glollet's many 
pleasing touches: roll 
your ball in the snow 
and its radius gradually 
increases as it picks up 
fresh flakes, seriously 
affecting its handling 

£DQ£· S9 



TESTSCREEN 

SPACfSTATlON SIliCON VAllfY 

Format: Nintendo 64 

Publisher: Take 2 Interact ive 

Developer: DMA Design 

Price: £40 

Release: Out now 

A helpful briefing screen 
reveals the orifinal 
mission objectives (top). 
Expect to get a thorough 
lowdown on any new 
specimen whose body 
you possess (above) 

Each of the 40-plus creatures available has its own particular attributes - it's 
up to you to exploit them in order to successfully overcome the level's puules 

O f the amount of time a game 
spent in development dictated 

Its quality on release, Soacestatlon 
Silicon valley would be one of the 
finest games of recent times. But as 
anyone unfortunate enough to have 
actually paid for a copy of Heart of 

Darkness will testify, time and effort 
expended on a piece of software 
guarantees nothing, except an inflated 
sense of pllblic expectation and a 
huge amount of hype to live up to. 

Fortunately, Silicon valley IS one of 
the rare breed of much-delayed titles 
which doesn't disappoint when it 
finally sees the light of day. DMA 
DeSign has made excellent use of the 
three years since the project's 
Inception, and has come up with the 
first game to offer any radically 
different concepts to the 3D platform 
game genre since It was first defined 
by super Mario 64 Dsck in 1996. 

Silicon valley stands out from the 
crowd because it doesn't try to ape or 
better Mario. Graphically, it isn't up to 
the standard of a Nintendo in-house 
release (although there is a pleasing 
tack of fogging>, but to Judge the game 
purely on technical merits is to miss 
the point. Silicon valley is a Cleverly 
designed, original and enjoyable 
puzzle game which, while superficially 
similar to the current glut of Mafia 
clones, offers far more variety in 
terms of gameplay than the likes of 
Banjo-Kazooie. 

While unlikely to challenge NCL's or Rare's projects for the year's best 
visuals, Silicon Valleys graphics cannot be criticised for lacking colour 

The object of the game is to 
complete a serof mission Objectives 
by killing and 'posseSSing' a series of 
more than 40 bizarre roootic animals. 
Each animal has two unique abilities 
which determine whether It will be 
able to complete a particular task. The 
complex nature of some of the tasks 

• 
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Frustratingly, while able to 
loom to a Mario-style near
camera, ifs not possible to 
freely look around the level (top) 

means that the player is forced to 
switch between several animals to 
complete any of the game's 31 levels. 
For example, an anima l which can't 
jump Will have to kill an animal which 
can in order to hop up onto a ledge. If 
it's a weak animal, it will have to 
provoke two stronger animals into 
fighting each other to kill one of them. 

The game reqUIres as much lateral 
thinking as it does joystick skill, and 
the humour and ingenuity put into 
creating the puzzles makes it a joy to 
play, even when the occasionally 
unfriendly camera system thwarts 
your best attempts to make progress. 

If Silicon valley manages to spark 
a return to traditional game play 
values, then Edge welcomes 
it with open arms. 

fig~1 n I nf len 



'M 0 NACO GRAN D PR IX RACING SIMUlATION 2 

The cars are fictitious, but the circuits 
are based on their real counterparts 

n ormula one racing games 
... aficionados will undoubtedly 

frown at Monaco Grand Prix Simulalion 

2's loss of the FIA licence (the sport's 

regulatory body). Yet UbiSoft has gone to 

great lengths to compensate potential 
drivers: in addition to the normal 

practice, single race and championship 

there are also ten 'scenario' optIOns as 
well as an interesting opportunity to race 
a selection of 1950's F1 vehicles around 

a variety of tracks in the game's retre 
mode. Nevertheless, while F-l World 

Grand Prix boasts Jacques Villeneuve and 

Michael Schumacher, for example, the 

sequel to last year's popular Fl Grand 

Pr;x Simulation has to make do With J 

vouellete and M Schmidtl<e. 

Furthermore, none of the tracks 

(other than the PrinCipality of MOnte 

Carlo, naturally) are referred to by their 

proper titles. More importantly, none 

of the cars sport their team's authentic 

livery. All is nOt lOst, however, and 

spending a considerable amount of time 

on the game's traCk, team and driver 

editor should at least ensure the starting 

grid i~Ttates itS real-life counterpart. 

With the game's cosmetic aspect 

taken care of, then, it's reassuring to see 

The replay mode (left) enables you to watch your race from numerous 
angles. Without the driving aids irs all too easy to over-accelerate (right) 

that the Impressive attention to detail 

first demonstrated by ts predecessor is 

also present In this latest incarnation. It 

appears that every facet of taking part in 

F1 has been realistically recreated, from 

the 107 per cent Qualifying rule and pit 

lane speed IImlter, to the ability to 

tweak every handling aspect of the cars 

to extract more power from the already 

strained engine. Of course, in order to 

accommodate novices all of these 

aspects, along With the different 

levels of difficulty, are selectable. But 

out on the traCk, wlnn ng a race Ofl 

the highest setting Without the 

assistance of driving aids is unl ikely 

withOut an impressive catalogue of 

• previOUS non-finishes. 

Yet, given the developer's dedicatIOn 

rt's disappointing that all of the cars 

emit the same engine sound, 

particularly when this has nOI been 

overlooked in the retro option. 

• 

Furthermore, the level of graphlcal 

deta,l, so highly evident throughout the 

majOrity of the game. falls to extend 

to the inclUSion of polygonal arms 

WIthin the cockpit view - the resulting 

mechanical display is oddly Impersonal, 

faihng to draw players in as mUCh 

as GP LegendS does, WIth itS In-car 

perspecllve. And the chase cam Is 

not an option as vehicles appear 

to be floating several millimetres 

above the tarmac (a critiCism also 

levelled at FT Grand Pnx Simulation), 

unsettling the game's otherwise highly 

realistIC nature. 

Despite these niggles, however, 

Monaco Grand Pr;x S;mulation 2 

proves one of the most competent 

and technical recreations of 

modern Ft currently available. 

Seven UI l ien 

TESTSCREEN 

Format PC 

Publisher: UblSoft 

Developer: In-house 

Price: £40 

Release: Out now 

The retro option (top. 
centre). is a neat - if a 
little limited - addition. 
Given the attention to 
detail elsewhere. irs a 
shame the in -car view 
doesn't feature arms 

£DCI£- 91 
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TESTSCREEN 

R"IVfRWORlD 

Format: PC 

Publisher: Cryo Interactive 

Developer: In · house 

Price: £40 

Release: Out now 

You can switch to a less 
confusing overhead 
display (above), but 
(ryo should have ironed 
out the problems with 
the 3D viewpoint rather 
than offer this alternative 

The 3D engine ensures battles are 
spedacular. Whole armies run riot 

n !thOugh French developer 
Ii.I Cryo's past efforts have been a 
little hit and miss, the long-delayed 
Riverworld attempts to combine the 
sort of empire-building subtleties 
associated with Civilization or Settlers 
with accelerator-driven 3D visuals 
and realtime action. Even more 
challenging, though, the game is based 
on the 'Riverworld' bOOKS, penned by 
respected author Philip Jose Farmer. 

AS in the novel the game focuses 
on 19th Century figure Richard Burton, 
resurrected by aliens alongside 
leading figures of authority such as 
Attila the Hun and Albert Einstein. 
where the game deviates from the 
original plots is that. rather than use 
Riverworld as the backdrop for an 
adventure, it challenges you to use 
Burton to lead the primitive locals 
through 11 technological ages. From 
the Wood Age through to the Stellar 
Age, the key to advancement is - as 
usual- sensible use of resources and 
the discovery of new inventions,. 

AS well as creating new buildings 
and lab9ratories to expand the 
population, the explorers seek out 
other key characters, while military 
men handle the creation of 
barricades, watchtowers, and -
eventually - more ambitious weapons 

• 

There are 11 technological ages to progress through, from the Wood Age 
right through to the Stellar Age, when immortality becomes available 

of war But it eventually becomes 
necessary to face the opposing tribes 

What makes the game 
simultaneously innovative but off
putting, thOugh, is the fact that this 
formula has been built around a 3D 
engine and point-and-click system. A 
thirdperson viewpoint is employed for 
the most part, with the ability to zoom 
right out or even switch to a firstperson 
view of any character, And as intuitive 
as the menus are, the actual process 
of selecting and controlling characters 
is anything but straightforward, 
particularly when directing a group. 
The viewpoint may give the game a 
graphical edge over its peers, but the 
control system certainly suffers. 

Thorough play testing ought to have 
highlighted these shortcomings, as 
well as graphical glitches which 
include tears in the 3D display. 

There's much to admire here, 
though. Riverworld is innovative, it 
looks and feels very different from any 
other PC tit le, and the combination of 
linear technologica l development with 
freeform control of Burton's tribe strikes 
a good balance. But more time should 
have been invested in the method of 
control. Without a clea r way to view 
and control the action, it is a 
daunting proposition. 

• 



ADf'S fXOOOUS 

Exoddus makes the most of its 20 
visuals with some lavishly painted, 
hugely atmospheric backgrounds 

... be's OdcJysee was one of 

.-a the better platformers to 
appear on today's hardware; sloping 
in far behind Super Mafia 64 and 
Castlevania, but teaching Crash 
Bandicoot et al a thing or two about 
gameplay. Its combination of well
worn 20 design values with the 
thoughtful implementatiOn of 
language, and a dark adult humour 
created a truly interesting game; a 
game which - like PaRappa the Rappa 
- managed to bridge the gender 
divide and appeal to female players. 
A notable achievement. 

This time around. the designers 
have given Abe more to say - perhaps 
in a nod to that female contingent, 
impressed by Abe's ability to 
communicate, rather than 
exterminate. They've also fleshed 
out meatier roles for the Mudokon 
slaves he has to rescue, and added 
to the"menagerie of snarling baddies. 
However, by creating a sequel, they 
have perhaps soiled what made Abe's 

! 

... ". 

" 

Abe's new-found ability to possess his own farts provides an interesting 
gameplay diversion. And apparently the ladies find this endearing ... 

Oddysee SO likeable in the first place: 
the fact that there was nothing else 
like it around. 

For the less cyncal gamer, 
though, there are many pleasures to 
be found here. Abe is an incredibly 
flexible character, with a huge range 
of abilities - ta lking, possessing other 
creatures, becoming invisible - all of 
which are put to good use in the 
game. what's also interesting is the 
way the designers play on these 
abilities: It's rare that you only use 
a skill once - you often have to 
figure out how to re-use it in lateral, 
unrelated ways, which is a sure sign 
of sound game design. 

• 

Elsewhere. the eight Individual 
stages are expertly crafted, and 
that familiar black humour has 
returned, bolstered by the occasional 
fart jOke. The plot (Abe stops evil 
Glukkons from exploiting his fellow 
Mudokons), overall visual themes and 
general gameplay devices, hOwever, 
remain more or less identical to the 
first title. Exoddus is a polished sequel 
yet Oddworld should perhaps have 
conSidered what LucasArts did With 
MonKey Island 2, and turned 
the whole story upside down. 

Seven len 

I 

TESTSCREEN 

Format: PlayStatlon 

Publisher: GT Interactive 

Oeveloper: 
Oddworld Inhabitants 

Price: [40 

Release: Out now 

" . 
-, .. : 

• 0 

Those familiar with the 
first Oddworld title will 
find the creatures and 
gloomy level design 
depressingly familiar. 
Clever use of background 
lighting. though 
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d e v e I o p videogame creation under the microscope 

PROFILE: Llonhead Satellites. a leg-up for the undernourished developer 
people - and they thought they could 

bring ideas along and Lionhead would 

suddenly create a team to develop 

their game. They learned that it wasn't 

like that A few were very talented, 

and we thought it was a shame just 

to let them go. And that was the 

beginning of the whole scheme. 

publishers, so they knew they were 

getting top quality. From our point of 

view, we were using spare resources, 

and building up the company. 

Edge: Will the Satellites publish 

their games as lion head titles? 

SJ: They wit! have their own logo 

as well.. 

\.-=---

Mark Webley: VVhat we did when we 

put lionhead together was employ 

people like Andy Robson and Russell 

Shaw, people we knew we'd need if 

we were going to make Block and 

White really good. We got a full sound 

studio and a full testing department, 

which is quite a lot if you're only going 

to be producing one game every two 

years. So Steve came up vvith this idea 

to utilise all the extra resources that we 

needed and do something for these 

start-up groups as well. 

MW: They'll be their own company. 

We're trying to build up a Lionhead 

label similar to the record industry. 

Llonhead co-founders Steve 

Jackson and Mark WebJey 

Visit www.ne."mosoftware.com for more 
.:~~formation on NeMo Dev and Virtools 

r:t eter Molyneux's Lionhead 

LII co-founders, Steve Jackson 

and Mark Webley, are initiating 

Lionhead Satellites, a breakthrough 

scheme to aid new developers. 

30 or 40 of these teams must have 

approached us, and we've chosen two 

of them. Along with some of the skills 

we can give them, we're going to make 

some excettent games. 

Edge slipped away from Molyneux's 

exhaustive (and exhausting) Black and 

ltVhite demonstration to dtscovef more .. 

Edge: How did the Satellite 

scheme come about? 

Edge: So it all comes down to a 

financial saving for Llonhead .•. 

Edge: So what do you offer the 

chosen few. once the process begins? 

SJ: The overall thing they get is a 

certain security in being part of 

Lionhead, like members of staff, but 

they're entirely independent 

MW: Although it's a business 

relationship. it's really a lot closer than 

that. One important thing we do is help 

them with funding. and that can take 

about three or four months, Just to get 

Steve Jackson: It was almost by 

accident, really. When we first started 

Uonhead, there were a number of 

groups that came along to us - small 

developers, teams of two or three 

5J: That's part of it. But it was really a 

basis for forming a symbiotic 

relationship between Lionhead and 

these outside developers. It is tough to 

get publishing contracts these days, 

and Lionhead does attract attention. 

We did a lot of the vetting for the 

started. We allow them to get going 

and do what they do best, 

£ which is develop games. 

PRODUCT FOCUS: NeMo Dev. Virtools' cure-all solution for game developers 
r:I rench company Virtools has launched a new package 

.... aimed squarely at making game design easier and 

quicker for developers. The platform, entitled NeMo Oev 

(left), enables designers to swiftly build realtime 3D content, 

along with all of the necessary components of interactivity 

(behaviours, skills, etc). The results can be taken 

all the way to finished-game status using just 

NeMo Oev, or alternatively developers can 

import their own elements, such as custom 

3D engines, to create hybrid titles. 

Frederic Raynal, creative director at 

the Sega-owned French developer No Cliche, is 

one devotee of the system, which he currently 

uses to test ideas for upcoming projects. "From 

my point of view, the main attraction is the 

speed with which you can create something 

playable," he explains. "A few years ago, it was 

possible to test an idea in one or two days . 

• 

Nowadays, each time you want to start a project, even for a 

simple test, you need hours just to set up the core engine. 

With NeMo, everything is already there. After just a few clicks 

you can see something running. Then you can focus on the 

gamepli:ly~ 

The demo Edge witnessed certainly bore out this claim. 

The NeMo environment is super-friendly, allowing game logic 

to be pieced together in a very graphical fashion, negating the 

need to get your hands dirty with reams of instructional data. 

"You can go a long way without actually typing code," 

enthuses Raynal . "\oVhen you reach the limit of NeMo's 

behaviours - if you need very specific programming bricks -

you just have to enter the SDK and make your own. Actually, 

the strongest way to work is to build complex behaviours 

(in C or NeMo) according to the gameplay you want, and then 

give them to designers to allow them to easily build levels.w 

If NeMo Oev's powerful enabling capabilities attract 

enough developer interest, its effect on game design £ 



The trials of a start-up developer: part three 

After co-founding l ion head Studios with Peter Molyneux, Demis Hassabis set up his own development 

house, Elixir Studios. Now that the (ore team was in place it was time to secure some finandal backing 

Funding 

"The massive buildings of the 

Broadgate centre, the financial heart of 

london, towered imposingly in front of 

me. I was panicking as 1 realised that I was almost half an 

hour late for my first appointment with a big-shot venture 

capitalist The place was full of people in sharp suits and 

you could almost feel money seeping. from the walls. 

The idea was to approach venture capitalists first rather 

than publishers so we could complete the game and then 

approach publishers. If the game was as stunning as we 

hoped, in theory at least. we would get a much better 

financial package. If we gol a good deal from a VC then the 

cost, in terms of equity exchanged for the initial 

investment, would easily be worth the extra royalty 

percentages we would gain. 

their boss who, as it happened, was in a pub round the 

corner. t could see a pattern emerging. The real business 

of the Oty is done in restaurants and bars. Your relative 

importance ...... 'Quld seem to be measured by the number 

of spare tyres you have. 

t was drunk, knackered and hot. Five pints of lager later, 

the meeting was going very well. I'd told them about my 

chess-playing exploits (t was the world's highest ranked 

chess player of my age when t was 12) and it seemed to 

have done the trick. To my amazement, the boss turned 

round and offered me a job as a currency trader. 1he 

starting salary would be f200K plus bonuses totalling ten 

per cent of whatever I made for the company. Of course I 

turned it down, saying that creating games was what I 

wanted to do. Nonetheless. on the tube ride home I did 

some soul searching to make sure that I was doing the 

"I was drunk, knackered and hot. Five pints of lager later, the meeting was going 
very well . To my amazement, the boss turned round and offered me a job" 

In theOl), the plan was simple: blow them away with 

impressive stats on Theme Pork, talk through the detailed 

business plan, enthuse about the backgrounds and records 

of the core team and then ask them for £2 million. I'd 

been advised that it was simply about having confidence. 

Any sign of weakness and they would be scared off. 

Having found the right building. I got into the glass turbo 

lift and went to the 14th floor. The hot weather and my 

suit made me incredibly hot. Unfortunately, like the 

business plan, a suit is a necessary evil. The lift opened, 

and I walked into the reception with false confidence. 

A couple of well-dressed and assured yuppie types 

greeted me. After a brief meeting they suggested that, 

as I was late, we should go for lunch to talk through the 

proposal. I took this as auspicious - I must have made a 

good first impression. This thought quickly evaporated as I 

then realised that it was in fact probably an excuse for 

them to have lunch on expenses! 

When three bottles of wine 

were ordered during the first 

course I knew that this was 

going to be a long day. Alcohol 

consumption at lunchtime has 

never been one of my 

strengths. Of course I didn't 

want to seem rude, so I went 

along with it (ah, the sacrifices 

I've made). Over lunch I 

explained the proposal in depth. 

Several hours and plenty of 

al;ohol later, they seemed 

enthusiastic. In fact. so much SO 

that they suggested we meet 

• 

right thing. But there could be no turning back now. 

Several days later, they sent me an offer of funding to 

the tune of £2 miUion. My initial elation faded as I read 

that they wanted 50 per cent of the company for it This 

was way too much as it would mean losing control of the 

company, a situation I wanted to avoid at all costs. It also 

meant that there would be fewer shares to distribute to 

the other founders and I wasn't prepared to accept that 

I arranged a further meeting to try and thrash this point 

out, as I was thinking more along the lines of 20 per cent. 

In the end an agreement could not be reached. It all came 

down to a question of valuation and of course agreeing on 

the value of air and potennal isn't easy. 

I had meetings with a dozen ves, and they all ended in 

much the same way. They liked us, but they wanted our 

soul in exchange for the money. Much to my 

disappointment, it became dear that if I wanted to 

maintain control of £ilxir, I would 

have to go the publisher route. 

The World Entertainment 

fair, E3, held every year in 

Atlanta, was approaching. It 

'NOuld be the perfed 

opportunity to meet with 

publishers. However, it was a 

mere two weeks away and I 

hadn't booked a hotel or even a 

flight Worse still I'd been funding 

Elixir with my savings and I was 

almost broke. Nobody said it 

was going to be easy, but I'd 

never dreamed it would 

be as tough as this.- £ 
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an audience with .. . 

lan Livi ng;tone 
I 

an Uvingstone smokes mU-ups - a strangely 

endearing feature of a man heading up Eidos, one 

of Europe's biggest software companies. Rallies 

usually go WIth students and bedsits and anyone who wanlS 
to make their tobacco fund stretch a bit further. Games 

industry executNes - they're more your restaurant account 

and fridge full of Don Perignon types. But then lan livingstone 

is 00 ordinary executive. He is a game designer extraordinaire 

(he has ten board games to his credit, plus an interactive 

telephone game and too many Fighting Fantasy books to 

mention), was a pioneer of pencil-and-paper roleplaying in the 

UK (he was consequential in bringing T$R's Dungeons & 

Dragons 10 these shores). and, ever the competitor, he 

currently sits proudly atop Eidos' Fantasy Football League. 

Kicking off with his earliest videogame dabblings, Edge 

attempted to unearth the truth behind the suit.. 

Edge: Your first videosame was Eureka, in 1985 

lan livingstone: Well. as you may k.nooN, I started Games 

Workshop with an old school friend. Steve Jackson, in 1975 

and launched Dungeons & Dragons. Then 1 wrote all those 

'Frghtlng Fantasy' gamebooks so 1 was pretty high profile by 

the mi<f.'SOS and Domark - then a start-up company - came 

and asked if 1 would front this game for them. There's the 

poster there [points to wall behind him). 

Edge: It was a very strange adventure with a real-life 

prize, wasn't it? 

Il: Yeah, it was £25,000. 

Edge: And did someone win it in the end? 

Il: Yeah, they did. I presented the cheque on TV to the lucky 

winner. It was a very, very difficult game and was programmed 

in Hungary for secrecy. It was very funny be<ause in those 

days - with the old Iron Curtain - we'd go over there and 

they'd say ladopts strong Hungarian accent), MOh, it very 

difficult but.....-e do it okay." 

Edge : Was that your first experience in videogames? 

IL: Well, no, it wasn't actually because .....-e'd already licensed 

some of our Fighting Fantasy gamebooks. Adventure 

International did a couple, and Penguin but they wefe Just text 

adventures with a few boring line drawings. 

Edge: After you'd fronted Eureka, did the management 

at Domark want you to work for them? 

From Dungeons & Dragons to Lara Croft, lan 

Livingstone's credentials are peerless. So 

what fuels this lifelong passion for games? 

IL: Well, no. I was still very much 

running Games Workshop while writing 

books in the evening. but I was aware of 

the computer games market taking off. 

Actually, I made a small inveslmenl in 

Domark at the time be<ause I thought 

this is going to be the gaming medium of 

the future when people gel 10 the stage 

where they were sick and tired of huge 

rulebooks and painting huge armies. It's 

just a question of Ilming. isn't it? 

IMlen I used to play D&D and 

wargames m the '60s, people seemed to 

have a lot more time on their hands 

- you could qutte easily get six people 

around fOf the weekend to play 0&0 Of 

the old Avalon Hill or SPI wargames, or 

long sessions of Diplomacy. That's what I 

used to do when I was a bored student -

play games. 

Edge: So you've always been into 

games, then. 

IL: Games have always featured heavily 

in my life. I've got three rooms devoted 

to games in my house [pictured right]: 

one with 600 board games which I've 

collected from around the world, another 

With pinball machines and jukeboxes and 

mechanical machines from the '30s, and 

then I've got computer games as well. 

Edge: So, what sort of v;deogames 

do you like? 

Il: Well, I'm not SO good at action 

games. At my ripe old age, my manual 

dexterity is not as keen as it used to be. I 

tend to play PC games rather than 

consoles. The game that I probably play 

the most is Championship Manager. 

I've been a great fan of it for years. 

Again, it's just pure gameplay. You've got 

a great backstory, you maN exactly the 

world you're In and you enJOY it I was 

born lI"l Manchester and, sadly, quite 

dose to Man City's ground, and have 

been burdened With that cross fOf many 

years now. I usually try to get Man Gty 

into the Premier" league and win 

somethll"lg. though I normally get sacked 

along the way. But it's great fun trying to 

lure a big-name player to sign on at poor 

old Maine Road. 

Edge: Does all your experience 

mean you've got an inside track 

on what a good game is? 

Il: Well, I'm a big gameplayer but that 

doesn't necessarily mean that you're a 

designer as well - just because you can 

read a book. it doesn't mean that you 
can write DOe - but I believe , 

understand, as much as anyone, what 

makes a good game. 

Edge: And do you feel there is a 

common currency between board 

games, RPGs and videogames? 

"When people ask what are the three most 
important things in a computer game for 

you, I say, 'Gameplay, gameplay, gameplay'" 
) 

IL: \'\o11at you do leam from playing RPGs 

and board games IS that the key feature 

often forgotten by computer games is 

gameplay. When people ask what are 

the three most important things in a 

computer game for you, I say, 

"Gameplay, gameplay, gameplay.· 

Obviously, you've got to have great 

• 
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technology and graphics but they shoukl always play a 

supporting role to the gameplay. If the gameplay itself is 

rubbish, great technology alone is not going to sell it 

Consumers are a lot more aware these days than they ever 

were, whether it's via the Internet, magazines or word of 

mouth It's virtua lly impossible for a bad game to get through 

and sell m any great numbers. 

Edge: Are videogames in a way more limited than RPGs 

and board games? Do you think more could be 

achieved by relying on players' imaginations? 

IL: The thing about RPGs and board games is that you get that 

. social interaction, the joy of stabbing somebody in the back. 

watching the pain on their face as you double-<;ross them. 

That's often missing in computer games, although it's 

somewhat replicated with local area network play. But there's 

nothing better than beating a human opponent so, therefore, if 

you can get the computer game to behave like humans then 

it's going to be a more enjoyable experience. The more 

progress that's made wilh AI, the better the gaming 

e)(perience will be. 

Edge: Some of the biggest PC titles of recent years, like 

Civilization and Command & Conquer, are doing almost 

exactly what wargames were doing 20 years ago. 

IL: Yeah. I think the key 10 success, certamly m PC games, is 

that you've got to have a very strong badstory, something 

which the player can relate to. I think that a lot of developers 

moved into abstract games or cutesy games, or Just too much 

science fictKln with alien races that you can't relate to. So. one 

of the reasons I think those games you mennoned were 

successful, and Commandos more recently, is that you've 

played the game in your head before you even load it up. 

There's all that imagery that's running in your head that is 

triggered by playing the game. You're already off to a good 

start because the player can relate to what's going to happen. 

A lot of developers get carried away with the graphics 

and forget about the backstory and the gameplay. It's 

always, We must do 3D at all costs: but Commandos has 

fantastically beautiful bitmaps and rendered imagery - it's like 

a tabletop battle running on your computer. 

Edge: So how does this philosophy of yours permeate 

through into Eidos' products? 

IL: My title here is executive chairman, whatever that means. 

We're a publicly quoted company and as chairman of the 

board I have duties to perform to the City and to shareholders 

and all that But my real role, the role I enjoy the most, is 

working with development studios, finding new games, signing 

them up and being chairman of our publishing committee. My 

role. as the games guru or whatever you like to call it. is to talk 

with and establish relationships with new development 

people. These developers tend to trust me 

because I can talk their language. I've 

been on the other side of the fence and 

can understand the idiosyncrasies of the 

creative process. We've also got a great 

management team in Charles Cornwall 

and Mike McGarvey, who run a great 

business and are able to ma)(imise the 

potential of the games. I think we've got a 

unique management team that works very 

successfully with development studios. 

Edge: So is this the reason Eidos has 

grown so quickly, or are you simply 

the house that Lara built? 

IL: Obviously, Lara has been very kind to 

us all and I think she'll continue to be kind 

to us all in the future. Tomb Raider 11/ is 

looking amazing but I think it's very easy, 

for the press in particular, to want to see 

Lara fail - it's that British disease of 'build 

it up and knock it down: But I think they'll 

have a lot of trouble trying to criticise Tomb 

Raider 11/ because it is a superb game. 

Edge: But what do you say to those 

people who argue that ifs just a 

second sequel and ifs still doing 

roughly the same things as before? 

IL: Yeah, but people, especially in the 

mass market, want more of the same. And 

if it's done better than before and is as 

enjoyable as before, that's exactly what 

they want. Let's be realistic about this, 

Tomb Raider is now a mass-market 

product The combined sales of I and 11 are 

above seven million units. That's certainly 

not the hardcore gaming fraternity and it's 

certainly helped drive the sales of the 

PiayStation. Core has realised, as Lara is a 

mass-market franchise, that people don't 

want too much change - it's rnore of an 

"If we thought Lara Croft was going to be a 
short-term phenomenon, you'd have seen a 
lot more licensed merchandise out there" ) 

• 

evolution than a revolution. Techno freaks 

might say that it's got to have an incredibly 

quick engine that'1I only run on a P400 

with a Voodoo 11 card, but look at the 

installed base. It doesn't happen. 

Edge: Do you not see an end in sight 

to the Tomb Raiderfranchise? 

Il: I can't see it ending in the foreseeable 

future. Tomb Raider IV is already being 

worked on and that will be a step up in 

technology as we'll be talking about 

running on next generation consoles as 

well as high-end PCs. Then, there's the 

film which is coming out through 

Paramount. The producer is Larry Gordon 

~ who did 'Die Hard: '48 Hours' and 

'Boogie Nights' - and we have an 

executive producer role, with a veto on 

cast and script. so it's unlikely to devalue 

the integrity of the product We're not 

looking to make a quick buck. If we 

thought Lara Croft was going to be a 

short-term phenomenon, you'd have seen 

a lot more licensed merchandise out 

there, whether it was Lara wallpaper or 

underwear or whatever. But we haven't 

cashed in quickly because we do think 

Lara has got long term prospects. 

Edge: Does that hold true if the 

market dries up next year and goes 

into one of its cyclical declines? The 

PlayStation is starting to look its age .. 

IL: I think this down turn, this cydical 

nature of the business is just not going to 

be as big as it was in previous times. 

when first Bbit then 16bit came and went. 

INith 32bit. the Play5tation's been around 

a lot longer than any previous iteration of 

hardware, and there's getting on for a 

50 million installed base worldwide. 

Also, the fact that now you've got 

games-capable PCs, in volume. in the 

marketplace. means that if there's a slight 

down turn in console software sales, it's 

likely to be made up in PC sales. That just 

wasn't there in the old days. 

Edge: But. as you said earlier, Tomb 

Raider is a mass market game_ Won't 

it be harmed if the mass market does 

go away and you're left with the less 

faddy PC market? 

IL: I cannot see how the massmaltet will 
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ever disappear from gaming. It is the new entertainment 

industry. Sony in particular has made gaming cool through 

associations with dance and music and their ads. I've been in 

games over 20 years. lNhen I started Games Workshop, 

people \'VOuld say, "'VIrhat d'you do?" I'd say, "I make games" 

and they just used to laugh out loud - they wouldn't even try 

to hide ~. Ten years ago, they'd go, ' Oh, that's a bit odd: but it 

wasn't derision. Now, they say, ·Oh, wow. That's amazing. 

W'hat a great job to have,' So, the perception of gaming's 

"We've built Eidos as a quality brand and ) we don't want to tarnish that brand with 
something that's a sub-optimal product" 

changed. Add to that the fact that the image you see onscreen 

is near video quality and the mass-market is attracted 10 that. 

Edge: What about one of your olher big trtles, 

Doikotano? Won't that suffer from being up against a 

real mas5-market product in Quake? 

IL: I don', think so. John Romero has got such a fantastic 

reputation and rightly so, having designed QU(Jke and Doom. 

He's got an amazing following and people will be prepared to 

wait for his output 

Edge: Aren't you wo"ied by the delays for Doikatana? 

IL: Obviously, part of the delay was porting it from the Quake I 

engine 10 the Quake 11 engine - people thought it would be 

easy, it wasn't But the recent advances made in Daikotana 

have proved it's worth the wait People say, "What about 

slippage?" but to my mind there are two kinds of slippage. 

One, Ihere's gross incompetence where they don't know wIlat 

the hell they're doing and everything's oul of control. Two, 

there's positive slippage, where we and the developer agree 

that if we allow another few- months, that will be the difference 

between success and failure. 

A great game is worth waiting for. There's no point 

putting it out early because it's only going to get bad reviev.-s 

and simply not sell. That's no good for anybody. So, if you can 

afford the wait and the public are willing to wait, then you 

should wait. I don't think anybody in the world knows how 

long a game is going to take to develop these days, it's just too 

big. It's an ethereal process wIlich is not like building a brick 

wall where you know a brickie will lay 12 

bricks a minute. We are only interested in 

putting out quality titles now. We've built 

Eidos as a quality brand and we don't 

want to tarnish that brand with something 

that's a sub-oplimal produd. 

Edge: tf thars the case, how many 

tides are you looking to put out a year? 

IL: We develop CNer 30 games a year. 

Whether we publish all those is another 

matter. We have a very strong publishing 

committee which meets every six weeks 

and reviev.-s everything that is in 

development We'd rather can a product 

than try and take it that extra mile if we 
feel it's not got a chance. lNhy publish 

something that's no good? 

We tell that to €!Very developer that 

we take on, Just because we fund their 

development, it doesn't necessarily mean 

we're going 10 publish their game. They 

have a duty to make a great game. So, we 

take a long hard look and we WIll can a 

game. There's no point shipping it and 

incurring a tot of extra costs when it's all 

going to come back on the publisher and 

we'll lose even more money. 

Edge: How many games have you 

canned recently? Irs got to be 

expensive to do that. 

IL: We've probably canned about ten 

games over the last six months, each of 

which has cost varying amounts. Some 

we'll just do a prototype deal up to about 

E 100,000, while others have gone quite a 

long way down the track, maybe up to 

E4oo,000. But that is not a problem as 

long as your hit titles are hits, because the 

revenue generaled'by a hil or a super hit 

like Tomb Raider more than covers the 

write-offs you've made. It's better for the 
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publisher, better for the consumer. It's just 

sound business sense. 

Edge: On the business side of things, 

are we going to see more consolKtation 

on the part of Eidos? Are you looking 

for takeover opportunities? 

IL: We're always looking for opportunities. 

Obviously, we've just completed the 

purchase of Crystal Dynamics and 

Legacy of Kain: Soul Reaver is, to my 

mind, one of the most exciting console 

games that's been developed in recent 

times. And we did look at Psygnosis but at 

the end of the day we couldn't agree a 

value. There was a timing issue too, as 

coming into the busiest season of the year 

was not the best timing. 

But there's a lot of consolidation in. 

the business, very much like the record 

industry and the movie industry before us. 

In the old days, there used to be loads of 

publishers and loads of developers, not 

necessarity linked in any way. But as it's 

becoming more of a hit-driven industry, 

people want security. Publishers want to 

own content going forward, and the best 

developers want relationships with the best 

publishers on a long term basis so they've 

got their business for the next few

years without worrying about it 

• 



















THE VIDEOGoAMIHG VAULT 

CJIIIIooIJ_1 ,I • .. ....... AoIIao .... st...-_ ... _ .. _ .............. sfIIS,... ...... __ 
...... ).tIIe ... 1111 11 DJ ...... way for the ... of Ch. cL_ 

T he_',deoo_fromlhe 
garrnng ma~ was both 

"""""" and ;g.>obIe, yet its 
~1D1he_ 

~ is COI_ Among its 

many ~ UK <odesI'q> I!uIIfros _1ho_.1heo 
Uidoc cc#. Ideas a Irainina IJOUnd 
for future tonsoIe ¥XI PC programming 

taIenf_ Aknost d decade on from its 

inalJsurdl release for Commodore's 
madline - and with !he _ now 

foddooforalljQ;and IhoEulo'_ 

- .... ~, -""""'" 
""'"....-"""""",!he 
__ ......,...-akldeliFbrioI 

behnd Ells ""'''''''.''*''_ 
~A_III!pinng_ 

.......... ,,"""', .... pjIIohem 
genuinely __ . _ poedeoess<w. 

with CHef We million combined sales. 

YeI. SInIngeIy, "'" IIedg;ng Bulllrog .... 
Populous reje<:Ied by • oumbe< 01 
__ befo!e Electronic Ms ""'" 

an ioreresf in the ptOfI!Cl With EA's 

growinS maJketing ~ married 10 

~, ....... !hefrst·god' ... 

graced 0\/eJ a dozen foImIts. 

1naedobIy, Populous """""'" 
comrnerOaI success in JapiIn. a m.wket 
notoriou~ for its apathy towards most 

_' __ "'" 
_ _ many other_oI U. .., .... ~irI_ 
_ irllhoMWld's most 

o ,..! 'IIiIiqame ITiIbl1It 

............. achiMsncn\ 

...... """' ..... -
....... , IS~ flIIir 
~_IhI_ 
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and ___ CoIMfseIy. 

~ WC5 '(If ahead of Its time 

in its: usage of an ef18ine that ~ 

piojers !he _ ID "'" and oil« 
!he scaIool;o, __ 

SimIody. it; eIT(Ihosi$ on ._ 

.. ~ .. ''''''''''''-IiIIe_ 
Sin 0Iy - ""8Ied « out .. . ....-.. 011 ..... ..-. ... _ 
_the ...... JCl\'5CiG1hI ~ twidI ....,.....,_ '\.5 

Developer : Bullfrog 

b h 0 since shed the '70s-foci reputation it once hod as a gaming activity, 
yet Microsoft is about to repockage the silver ball's history in digital form for the '90s 

~lastmonlh·._oIP1nbo1J_ . ..... _,....,.. 
F _. "" . ..-. for the PC (........,) has """" 10 IWt< 0IIeIint-
-. in total. aII_ -Ief!ndort _-ball """""""" GcoIiob.!he podogt! 

.......... "".-.pIe _.".., _from Ihe .9305uplOlhe '990s.&IIIo BaI 

(_ 1932);' the frst table" Ihepod<. ,, ;III its gfotiouS _ o;p\eIIdouJ. and is 
_ by .9<\7', Hump<y lJunyJ/y (the frst modIineIC""" fiippero). _ Knoci 

Out. Slid C/wf, _ 0/ 76. _ House (the frst table ID _ """" """'" 01 ploy) 

and C .. 8a/II\!zord Pinball -. should """'" • " _. 
__ """""has _!heneeds 01 ___ wihlhe_ 

01_ AnIIdagy 2. sIoaweosirc"'-IV. from "'" """"""" bid cotaIogIJe. 
_,--.Itt_"""""'Qosoi:",_d~andKingd 

KWtgs. ~' ~ lIowh" .. _ as '""""""" .... pnMouo_....... g 

• 
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(out there) CONSUMER TECH 

Nokia 8810 GSM mobile phone 
ApprOX £400 with nel\WI1( connection contact Nokia 01480 434343 

Mobile phones are no longer simply a way to stay in loud'! 

-M-.en you're iffl<ry from home Of the office - flOW, they're 

fashion accessories. The!ast 12 months has seen a slew of SI1lcJI 

beautifully designed and colourful mobiles that are as amaZIng 

to see or be seen vvith, as they are to use. 

Enter the Nokia 8810. Slimmer than a cigarette packet and 

we~ing just 152g. the chrome-covered 8810 has been 

designed to slip into a shirt pocket, yet still boosts more GSM 

tricks than couk! be found on phones twice the size a year ago. 

Lurking be!1ind the protective key IXN€f is a surprisingly 

simple user interface which can be used to store up to 300 

I1dmes and numbers - each with its own user profile - as well 

as a calendar, calculator, and text message service (SMS). Nokia'~ 

even induded three simple games with infrared linking so it's 

possible to play against another Nokia CM'f'IeI". (The recommended 

range from one infrared port to another is three to four inches.) 

The phone's no slouch when it comes to battery life either, 

offering three to five hours talktime or 100 hours on standby 

between recharges. In fact, the only thing WfOflg with the 8810 

are its buttons.. They're too sman for fat-fngered fashioo ~ 

• 

Pioneer N5-S mini system 
contact: Pioneer 01753 789789 

Last year Pioneer blew awcry the competition with a starding little hi-fi 

called the N5-7. It was small, silver and chic, sounded impossibly good 

for its size and 'Hent on to become the best-selling mini system of the 

year. lM:Jl/paper-reading urban modernists loved it. 

NM that system's little brother, the N5-5, is about to hit the Stofes. 

Not Oflly is this system cheaper, but against all the odds it actually 

sounds bettef, thanks to a pair of 25W speakefS that can handle almost 

any kind of music you thfCM' at them. A CD player, RDS radio (the kind 

that gives the station name instead of a series of obscure numbers) are 

fearured and, in the version Edge 5iffl at least, a MiniDisc recorder. The 

sy.>tem's USP is an enormous LED display v...nich glides from horizontal 

to vertical......tlenever you S'Nitch the N5-5 on. It's gimmicky as hell, but 

"";11 WON visitOlS and enables the listener to see what the system's up to 

from the othef side of the room. If only all hi-fis were made this way. 

New govemmefl! rules mean that rnanuf~urers are no longer obliged to prO'llide recommended ret~il prices on certain consumer eiedJonlC> produd5. 



samsung CW-30A90SD Super Hi-Tron Television 
£IBA contact: samsung 0181 391 0168 

The arrival of digital TV means a lot more Vv'idesaeen broadcasts from 

OON on, but since it's going to be a long time befOfe everyone buys a 

vvidesaeen box. you're going 10 se€ a lot more conventional 4:3 

broac:lc.3sts as well. The resu~? Neither 4:3 or W'idesaeen TVs will truly 

be able to sho,.v both types of programme to their best advantage. 

Solution 7 A telly that offers the best of both WJrkls. 

The 30-1nch Super Hi-Tron has an aspect ratio of 12.8:9, which not 

only enables it to sho.v a whole extra inch of picture on 4:3 broadcasts 

than ordinary tellies can, but also shows lNidescreen broadcasts ~ 

shrinking them do.Nn to nothing. Of course, nooe of this is worth a tin of 

beans if the pdure isn't up to scratch, so it's just as well the Super 

Hi-lron does a decent pb in that department as well. The only slight 

disappointment is revealed with the sound, the speakers sounding a little 

unhinged with bass beked out by the set's DoIby Pro-togic decoder. 

Music Maestro MM-1 CD Management System 
Total Package £1,600 contact: Music Maestro 01635 48413 

The Music Maestro CD management system enables disc devotees to 

catalogue eIefI/ single CO in their collection right do.Nn to individual 

trads, then play them ad infinitum using up to 24 100-disc CD 

muttichangers daisy-dlained together. The key to all this? Music 

Maestro's 0M1 PC software. 

The system Edge tried out proved remarkably simple to set up and 

use. Comprising tv.u Pioneer PD-F CD muttichangers, a Music Maestro 

V-4/1 mixer and a PC interface card, whm enables players and ~r PC 

to talk to each other, simply load up the discs and catalogue like crazy . 

• 

Thankfully the MusK: Maestro package has 5,CXXJ of the v.orId's 

most popular albums preprogrammed in, but it's ~ enough to add 

your CM'fl. The best bit happens when the system's ~ and running - it 

can be programmed to play tracks by musical genre, artist or from 

keyMxds in the title, and can be set to play certain kinds of music at 

certain times of the day or iust play one trod:. after another forever 

The only dooMlers, of course, are that it's irTljXlSSble to play COs v.1thout 

tuming on the PC. and constantly having to run the software wastes 

valuable processor power. Still, ff music be the food of love .. 

Edge hil'i attempted to state pr~es wherever possible, bullor up-Io-me..mioule information, wed:. <l~ in the fl<lIioMI press or contact your local conMJmer electronics dealer. 



(out there) REPORTAGE 

Japanese crew bust winning moves 

UI<.: The third amual PlayStation UK Breakdance Q\a~

mentioned briefly In last IT'IOI'1th's Out There - was apparently a storming 

success. The event held at the end of September in the caYeITIOUS BMon 

Academy, attracted S,CKX) &boys and &girls, many of v.hom spent the 

afternoon queuing three times round the building. ~ a dub-style 

atmosphere was elq)e(ted, what materialised was more of a shoN (think 

A controller with balls 

UK: lMli~ it's hardly the most attractive PlayStatioo peripheral wrrently 

available. Asc:iI~s Sphere 360" nevertheless is the only pypad on the malkef 

to offer you true 360-degrees of movement via its patented Pcmer5ef1sor 

ball techooIogy. And it's pretty gcxxl, too, prOYided your head doesn't 

explode during the period ~ will take you to adapt to controlling 'six axes 

of ful~freedom ~ as stated on the side of the 

rather large box it's packaged in. You wouldn't 

necessa.vy want to play .11 of your games 

with this. but as a highly specialised 

COrltroler, ~, for InCotnitg or RC 

Stunt Coptef; it sef'o6 its 

purpose admirably. 

(Contact your local 

store for detdils.) 

• '38 £DG£ 

,. .. -.. -

• 
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The Japanese crew (above) 'NOn PlayStation gear. And £SOO cash 

RNerdance. but moI). with the aoolence watchi1g il ~ 

v.ooder as ~ 10CliI to the stage and perlooned an edecDc 

combination of robotics, 00dy !XlPPing and breaIang. Ikteran competrtor 

"'" walked off """ 1he IndMduaI """ b1Ie, ..... J.lpanese _ 

Spartanic Rod<efs V\eI"e voted best afYl E500 pounds and a pile of 

PIayStation gaxfies went to both sets of wmers. Er, respec' was rue. 

Hollywor1d: Abe's 05carrus 

US: Although he may not have shouted It from ~ rooftop of the 'IoOI1d's 

lallest skysaapers. Abe knew !hat he was cIestned to conquer more screens 

than just those displa'ying his P\ayStatIon and PC acNentures. lMrich is .....tly, 

after having set his ~ on HoIyv.ood. the ~bIe Mudokon is nc:rvv II1tent 

00 makmg it on to the silver screen. 

Pware of Abe's steely detemWIation, developer ~ Inhabitants 

has du~ agreed to his WIShes and entered 'OcJd.I.oOd: ,Ahe's Exoddus The 

MoIie: an animated slut ciemel from videogame footage, fOf Academy 

Award consideration. Ths mafk:s an unprecedented OCQ.JrT€flCe in the 

f>adem{' """"'"' '-Y. 
Naturally, Abe secured the lead role, and his struggle to shut dc7Nn the 

SouISlorm brev.ey ....nere so many of his fellow Mudokons 'M)I'k as slaves. 
mining the bones of the.- aocestors to be used in an addictille dnnk, is 

related in ~ CCI form 

Abe prepares his acceptanc.e speech en route to the Academy ltNards 

DataStream 
Nurrber of issues siru IasI: 
OdtaStream: 11 -'" """"-""" ~ cannabis: l~ 
Amooot paid bof Hasbro 10 acqJire 

MIcroprose: nOm 
Amount paid by Marm~e 10 

sponsor !he CMs Evans rt'IOfTWlg 

shcm on Sky One: £500,000 

NI.JI1'ber of copies 01 TIXOk 2 

expected 10 sea in Euope: 600---Arnot.rlt us Govefrrneot spends 
on ~-reIated goods and 
seNices aMJaIIy: SlOb 

""""""'" """""'" Ix>< office takings of 'X Files: right the 
F!me': SI50m 

~ 01 us console m..'!fket 
acx:ou-rted for by software 
deYeIoped in UK 15 

Money lost to ptrates by UK 

sdtwive inc1JsIIy In 1997· 

Approx. fll4m 

Nurrber of pjracy anests In 

IasI: 12 months: 76 

Average length d sentence: 
• month. 

Average line: £250 

Number of titles rated under 
B.SPA seIf~ scheme 
beMoeen Feb '9410 Apt" '98: ,.... 
Nurrbef gi¥en 11 BSFC ratJng: 181 

NumbeJ re<:eMn8 an 'IS' 
certmcate: 20 

Sega net loss for the Iisca! year 

......,. '""'" '98' 
¥4l.300m (S306.8m) 

Namco 00 profit !of year ending 
March '98: 4,6S1rn ~ (Snm) 
Konami net profit !of same period: 
5,GOlm Yen (139.4lm) 

POCe cl a used Sega Raft ~ 
cabinet f4,lOO 

Esmnated flIJ1lber cllntemel 

user.> v.OOdwide: 9O.75m 

Sou.",. , 



Game school: part one 
Setting up a videogame 

sa.pone deveiopmer1t studio can be 

a klgistical and finan<ial nightmare. Dark 
Luckity, though. Edge is here 

to help IIIIit!1 a new series of Cheeky 
hints and ti ps for prospective 

Broken 
software companies. 

Plastic 
Part 1: Naming the company 

Polygon 
Choosing a name for your 

company can be one of the most Interactive 
dfficuk endeilVOUlS you'll lace. It 

Lubricated shoukl encapsulate both your 

image and your approach to DelphiC 
videogame development Here 

a~ three columns of 'prospective' Morbid 
words to mix and match as you Glossy 
see fit Hey, by using this guide, 

you can come up with a name in Pink 
ten minutes rather than after two Frisky 
weeks of intense arguments! 

The Hunter returns 

Follcwving on from the surprising and dramatic success of Deer Hunter, 

the mid-price marksmanship sim aimed at casual garners with 

kM'-spec machines, Wzarlfflorks has recently rompleled a sequel, 

OJnningly named Deer Hunter 11. Obviously expecting a sell-out, 

publisher GT Interactive has shipped 500,000 units ;0 shops in the 

States, suggesting a retail price of $20 a pop. The ~ game comes 

complete with improved 3D graphics, ukra-realistic deer behaviour, 

enha~ed weather effects and, most v.orryingty, 'many powerful new 

-...veapons'. Rumours that GT has brought over the grenade launcher 

and chaingun from Quake have yet to be confirmed. 

• 

SteplWo 

Digits 

Underworld 

Monkey 

Necropolis 

Sepulchre 

Chalice 

Lampstand 

Design 

Package 

Cuckoo 

Interactive 

Universe 

-I don't suppose 

you've ever considered 

vegetarianism?" 

sa.p11ne 
Interactive 

Ine. 

Collective 

Software 

Brothers 

Design 

Studios 

Clan 

Corporation 

Unlimited 

Inhabitants 

Entertainment 

MUSIC 
OS CodemasI<!rs 

OJt in the shops this month, 

CodemastefS' dedicated dance 

music and video creation tool 

should appease alllJl.lho felt Sony's 

Auid pr~ a little ~mited. Indeed, 

other than the inability to import 

new sounds via a sampler, this 

musici!1 release behaves very 

much like professional music

making packages. albeit-.vith 

prerecorded sounds. Even the 

most musically challenged 

individual should be able to put 

together a basic tune with ease. 



Infonnatioo can be exchanged 
via reversible VMS data ports 

.... 140 EDG£-

(out there) REPORTAGE 

He has your eyes, dar1ing! 

Japan: Ovite hI::m.$onC AdI.ellIJn!o was going 

to interact >Mth Sega's Visual MemOIy Sy.item 

for Dreamcast has been somed'Iing of a rT1'fSI:er(. 

Until r\O'I"o', that is. 

M demonstrated by Sonic Team leader Yuji 

Naka at the Tokyo Game SOoN, player.; must gather 

those _ing blob """"'" "'""'"'" fo< • spa! " 
extra<urricular activity. The results can be saved to 

the VMS for rearing by hapless players as yet anod1er 

surrogate Tamagotchi. 

\M"lether the creatures -.MII form an integral part 

of.$onC AdI.elture's CNeraII game system, ex merety 

eJaS( as a pleasant ~ to it. isn't knooMl. Judgilg 

by their appearance, the watety little .....erdos are 111 

some w~ related to the aqua\IC Olaos beast which 

CIf Robotnik has created to defeat Sonic:. 

"";< """"""'" """ dNemglrideov to the """""''''''I! fold. ' .... _ fo<w,,,d to the day 

v.hen the VMS is used for somett-lIng more Irlf"ICMltive 

than replicating Bandai's Ofiglf"lal pocket pet. 

Stuck in Japan 

e~~ ... a. _ ... _'" .. ... .. "'ft.- ... ~ . .. ... ....... --
g m ~. g __ :.-... ' . '. .~. '. '. .. ... .. , - ~. 

The technological difference between Dreamcast and VMS is purely cosmetic, really .. 

Japan: fts Edge's Big In Japan seaion may have hinted at OYer the last 12 months, f'CIt fNf!fY 

ooe of !he dozens of videogames released in Nippon ~ week. is suitable for v-.estem 

consumption. dleck out the following examples ... 

1 . ............ SpedaI(1<onomll PloyS ...... 

A "kld-t<><he-brim """"""" " three • .-1>tIes - 5upff Bi;h Bash. Honde Chomp and 

Bishi Boshi Champ. Distributed among these delightfully named treats are 46 rrini-gdmes, 

designed to be played between up to eight competitors. These range from simple shoot 'em ups 

and tank battle games 10 school room-based competrtJons. One of the latter II1VOIves each player 

taking it in turns to poo1p the lead out of a retractable penci; ....noever runs out of lead first is the 

loser (much fike life, then). Each game is based arOI..I'"Id tunorous, snappy concepts and the 

visuals are suitably a:mic. Incidef1talty, the term 'Btshi Bashi' refefs k:l a mu~ COIT"Ipe1Jtion. If 

ooly the phrase was universal - 'Quake Bishi Bashi Deathmatch' sounds so much more inviting. 
2. _ ........... [t.pnd of ... __ I (JoIea» ............ 

For centuries a fao.oJrrte Sl.mI1ler hdiday actJvdy for .Japanese schooIIx>ys has been ~ng out 

I1to the forest., finci1g a beetle and then prmng 11: 11 roortaI COO"tlaI against insects nurtured by 

his friends. (Thnk. d n as a more violent version d oonkers.) Now. however, they don't need to 

bother WIth a long walk l'lto the WiXlds; .laleco's Battle Kmshu Den is an insea battle R~ that 

simulates the ~ business. Here, players take on the role 01 a schoolboy who ventures into a 

nearby forest to look for fighting beetles. There are a variety to be found. each with their CW1 

skills, and once they've been picked, the game fo/b.vs the dassic Fbkemon recipe: ie, raise and 

feed the six~ pugilist befexe pitting it against a friend's equivalent. Apparentty, a sequel is 

due in whidl the player puis the leg; off crane flies and burns ants under a magnifying glass. 

3. _I Medkol(1<onomij PloyS ...... 

IAdeogame players looking for a career in medcne shook! pemaps consider buying this on 

import MogicaI Me&coI is an R~ set inside the body of a hospital patient. Using a simple and 

familiar R~ interface, the player has to guide the main cNractefS around the patient's body. 

fighting bacteria. Along the w<I(, you also have to discrM!r varioos medicines and combine them 

to p«XIuce antibodies to defeat the different inlec\lCflS. Ludily, it's also possible to consort >Mth a 

OJle nurse character lex help during the game. There's probably some way the Dual Shock 

Prpad cook! be put to use here, altOOugh Edge doesn't really want to ct.veIl 00 it too much .. 



commercial nightmare 
Japan: Sega manager Yukawa Htdekazu is last becoming a legend in his 

C1Ml tie-rcrl. thanks to a series of off-beat adverts that seek 10 ~ 

5ega's rte\N, friendly image. lMlile the company's profile hasn't suffered in 

quite the same w~ as In the wes~ a public showing of humility (...mid; is 

essentially...mat these commercials are about) will bring 5ega closer to its 

market Other a<t.oerts have been more Dredmcast specific, but Edge 

favours the ooe below, in v.tJid"l Hidekazu-san suffers a particulafty nasty 

nightmare. 11 makes Sega's target dear crystal dear CPlaySta' is Japanese 

slang for PiayStation, in case you didn't twig it), and confirms that this 

Christmas is going to witness an especially competitive market in Japan. 

1. Hideka:cu-san meets a group of 

seemingly innocent children 
2. "$ega has changed," they ay in unison. 3. "Reallyr replies Hidekazu. 

"Yes. it's really changed: comes the reply. 
4. Suddenly the children's f!Ye5 are ringed 
vvith black. Cl sign of 'bad spirits' in Japan. 

5. Oh no! lhe affable Hidekazu-san has 

been duped. 

9 • ... 0111 the way into his office .. 

Monster beats Snake 

Japan: It seems Metal Gea Solid has not 

made quite the catadysmlC IITIpaCt In Japan 

as some predicted. Indeed, in a recent issue 

of Fomitsu iI: was revealed that the Konami 

epic is o.mently being outsold 2: 1 by none 

other than Nintendo's latest Pocket MonstE!fS 

venture, featuring Pikachu (right).lM1idl 

just goes to show tha~ even in this era of 

supero 3b VISUals and spectacular virtual 

environments, at! gamers realry want is a 

pcl\Nerful little monster in their trooser pocket 

6. "It's a joker the kids laugh in chorus. 7. Luckily for the manager, the ground 
'We don't need Sega, 'Ne want PlayStar opens up at this point and swallows him. 

10 . ... where he's been caught napping by 11. "Yes." he ponders, HI broke my nail." 
his secreta!)', who exclaims, "Are you okay?" 

• 

Solid Snake has met 
his match. it seems 

8. He falls .. 

12. And Hidekazu lives to fight again - cue 

logo and lots of trendy media kudos .. 
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CREATING THE DIGITAL FUTURE 
Bet.veen CID fvxt.t Groves' 'Only The Paranoid 5u~' and 

Tim Jackson's 'Inside Intel' comes Albert Yu's sl im 
con6ibuti6n to the Inlel story. 'Creating The Digital Future' is 
a very different book. however. lMlereas Grove and Jac:I<soo 
stoke up excitement v.ith boardroom 'Dust-ups and plans to 

WIpe out the competitia1, Vu's goal is Quieter and more 
radical: to explain the management stl\.lC!ure that propelled 

Inte! to become the v.u.id's biggest chip manufaaurer. 
It's a subject VU is well qualffied to cover having been 
with Inte!, on and off, SInce 1972. Now a senior vice 

president, he recalls the dark. days of the early '80s, battles 
against RISC chIPS and the Pentium fIoating-point civIde aisis. 

As he lXlints out, ~ was Inlel co-founder Cordon Moore 
who stated that the amount of transistors on a chip doubles 
~ 18 10 24 months: the legendary Moores Law, and the 

fundamental reason for Inlet's rise. Yet chip manufacturers 
such as MotoroIa nave fa~ered ...-..1thin this envirorvnent. The 

new economy is pragmatic. ....tlefe high volume runs are 
king. This can only happen......nen chips meet their technical 
speci6caoon and are produced on time. It may make for a 
boring v.<lfId, but with Vu predicting a binlOfl transistors per 

chip tJy the year 20 11 , it seems foolish to argue. 

PIXEL JUICE 
Jeff Noon is an author who has I! aIL He satrsfies the 

appetite of the underground with the cyber-dub Sl')-ie of 
best-sellers ~ke \-\Jrt, as well as v.inning serious writing 

awards and the prcIise of cntx:s. He eYen sets his 
books in his IlometCM'l1 of Manchester. Small....onder 

that four novels into his career he is Britain's cooIest sci-fi 
wnter. 'Pi;(eI Juice', his first coIection of short stones. 

only strengthens that reputation. 
He IS at his best sketching the details of a wider and 

menacing technological erMrOnment that is only hinted at 
In particular '5omev.-"here the Shada.v: with its terrifying take 

on mind-body separation, has more atmosphere r, a couple 
of pages than in the v.t1OIe of some of this yea~s cyberprint 

Elsev.ilefe, Noon continues worong CNef his favourtte 
subjects; dlbs, drugs. pimps and DJing. He subsumes remix 

OJlture lOO, chancing his hand with the occasional rub 
version of a story thal has gone before. And considering 

the range of the collection, fifty chapterS n all! is ~ 
how skillfully he ties everything together within the same 

distqlia. Noon's gift is to maintain our belief that we 
stand on the brink of a brave new worid. It is an 

imaginatlOfl Y'tOrtt1 getting involved with. 
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INTERNET 
Site: Camers EXtreme 
URL: http://www.gamers.com 
There are a seemingly infinite number of PC
related Sites on the Web, but few boast the 
intOCate nature of Camers EXtreme. ~ 
dealing superficially with most things PC, the site 
foruses partiOJlarly on lirstperson sh.:xn 'em ups 
and strategy titles. Naturally, Quake and its sequel 
feature prominentty, but much Virtual space is 
also devoted to Stmuoh and its brain-taxing pals. 

In addition to the news and str.It~ guides. 
the site offers input from regular columnISts. One 
such indMdual is none other than 21-year«l 
US Quake champion Thresh In London to attend 
WrePIay UK's Qvakeadelica ~ at the 
time of 'NIitin& the young Quake master......auld 
"""""'ft busy hOnseif by ~ son-. po<>< 
soul at his favoume game before publishing an 
e.xcrucia\Jng detailed account of said confrontation 
on this highly specialised site. 

• 

-' 

TOMMYGEE 

VOrtex Phenomenon 

(R&S) 

Mote familia. under his ToumesoI 
gorse. Gee IS at the forefront cl R&S's 
current rostef, blencing the ted1no 
know-how the label is famed for with 
a oorrmeroal edge tha(s hard to 
re5ISt. The vocal cut-ups recaI Fatboy 
Slim's recent efforts,....t.ile the nip hop, 

.... bog ".,. - """ to "'"" 
80mb the Bass at their best But Gee 
isn't content to S'NIm in such familiar 

waters v.t1en there's also the 
possbiities of drum'nbass, acid,)dZZ 
itnd EM!n free.f¥ng funk to e-.:pIore, 
and he makes fM!fY so.nd t.s (JMl. 

TRACK 
Furthet' Funk 
(Hydrogen DukeboX) 
One year old 1lON, the quir1l;y dub 

,..;rt ... """"'" """"" """" 
funk monstef, teaSSU~ padcing in 
all the regulars of the scene. The set 

kids off WIh Cln"vlMlre "vS Gadget 
Girfs 'RetroTechnoAcid Electra', a track. 
title that tells you just aboul all you 
need to know about the na:ure of 
Track. mgnts. Kraltwerlt by >mf of 
Funkadelic, the offerings fro-n Al 
People. GrI Eats Boy, et alllliIY be 

~ oId-5chooI '11 the use of 
eIearonica, but come Iooded with 
beaIs !abed ID the tastes of the 
rurent dbbng aONd.. 

TWO LONE SWORDSMEN 
Stay Down 

(Warp Records) 
Th@dayscl 'Haunted D.1ncehalt are 
long gone fof the Swordsmen, a 
Tenniswcxxl1lnd Weilthera1 
ooIabcraoon. The p.W are OON far 
keener to play around with the sort. of 
ghostly samples and squektres more 
famliar to Warp fans. But >Mlile the 
~ 'Ink Cloud' is 11 world 
<may from the pop production 
Anc:kew \'Vealhefal is more famous 
for, that IoYe of dub is evident on 
several infectious trads; the likes of 
The BIg Oapper' suggesting a space 
age Lee Peny. 1\', JUS! a shame not aI 
of the 12 arts make use of the styie. 

FlJTURE LOOP FOUNDATION 
COnditions For Uvlng 
(Planet Dog/Ultlmate) 

Once a home for spliffed-out vbes. 
Planet D:lg is now a centre for 
drum'nbass. This second effort from 
producer Ma~ Barron (with ~ 
from. among others, MichaeI D:lg 
twnseII) derronstrati'lg hoN dynamic: 
tfWlgs can get. The title tr.rl, ~ lIS 
dubby ItOCilIIoops 1Ind rod< steady 

stream 01 ~ beats, ~ has 
chart p!XefIbal. Ye! that style could 
never sustain 11 whole album, so I(S 

JU5t as vd the sound also proffers 
acoustic guit&, desdate arrbience, 
and the wonderiully brooding 'MOOS 
Road'. A~and ~ab.m 



VIEWPOINT 
EXPRESS YOURSELF IN EDGE - WRITE TO: LETTERS, EDGE, 30 MONMOUTH STREET, BATH, BA I 2BW (email: ""''''","''"",00_"') 

n her reading Richard Miller's 

W comments about Project X in 

E64 it reminded me of something 

that happened at Mucky Foot some 

time ago when we received a 

Project X development kit 

After seeing Project X's realtime 

raytracing demo there was heated 

debate at Mucky Foot. The question 

was, 'Could the PC do realtime 

raytracing?' The argument dragged 

on until at the end of the day I bet 

Mike [DiskeHl that. by midnight that 

night,. I could code up a reattime 

raytracer on my P300 that looked 

as good as the Project X demo. 

After hours of manic typing I 

managed to win the bet and 

collected my prize of a book! 

(Incidentally, this letter doesn't 

mean M~cky Foot is going to 

support Project X and it doesn't 

mean we're not going to support 

Project X either!) 

Ma rk zarb-Adami, 

via ema il 

This mail was supported by a 

version of Mark's realtime raytracer 

demo, and it's mighty impressive. 

Hmmm. What else should Edge 

know about Project X's purported 

capabilities? Letters, please. 

rr.n hen will these innovative 

l!&!j hardware manufacturers, 

such as VM Labs with its Project X 

format, come to realise that letting 

Jeff Minter program their first 

masterpiece is an extremely bad 

move, if not in fact ultimately fatal? 

I don't know why, but that man 

seems to be jinxed. Just cast 

yourself back to his involvement 

with Atari on the Jaguar (Tempest 

2(00), and also Atari's attempt at 

releasing PC; CD·ROMs (Tempest 

. ',again), and way back in times gone 

by, with the do-it-all Konix Multi 
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System, the console that allowed 

you to transform your console/ 

controller into five amazing shapes: 

a steering wheel, a handlebar and 

also a fighter pilot's joystick, to 

name only three that I can be 

bothered to remember. 

DC. 

via email 

Don't be too hard on Jeff. He's got a 

goat. a sheep and a dog to support. 

them as geeks, and yet greed seems 

to be what drives the industry, not 

integrity, ingenuity and passion 

for games. I could be wrong. and 

accumulation of wealth and 

stagnation of imagination is 

mankind's ultimate goal and the 

reason why we exist Also, as an 

artist, musician and gamer I 

demand choice and variety in 

what I see, hear and play. I 

'Everyone IS crying out for Dreamcast, but I was wondenng 

if we haven't forgotten that it's Windows based. 
I've realised that I won't be happy With my Dreamcast 

breaking down at least once per session' 

O 
used to find the games 

industry interesting. Now I 

find it greedy, cynical and self 

serving. There are several instances 

ofthis in E64, the most blatant 

being the 'Darling. I Love You' story 

on p 129. This man has £ lOOm and 

what does he spend it on? A Ferrari. 

That must have taken an incredible 

amo:unt of imagination and taste. In 

the same issue at least one other 

developer dreams of owning a 

sports car. 

This is sad, and is what defines 

• 

dictate to you game developers, 

the opposite of what you have 

dictated to me the last four years: 

• No more 'Blade Runner' -inspired 

visions of the future. 

• No more H R Giger visual rip-offs. 

• No more dance soundtracks as a 

given fact in games. 

• No Tarzan types/Lara Crofts/ 

cyberdemons with skull faces. 

• No more reliance on 3D to 

communicate games ideas. 

This has all been said before, 

many times, and will be repeated 

ad nauseum until a) you vomit 

yourself out of existence, or b) 

you do something about it 

The above is all for nought, I 

suppose, because sales are up, 

aren't they? 

Jill A Piper, 

via email 

r:I iven that the whole world is 

~ crying out for the new 128bit 

Dreamcast, I was wondering if we 

haven't forgotten that it's Windows 

based. In the first place this 

sounded cool (there would be a lot 

of PC conversions worth playing. it 

would be an easy system to work 

on, especially when compared to 

the Saturn), but then I realised I 

wouldn't be happy with my 

Dreamcast crashing at least once 

per session. Can you imagine, aher 

two hours fighting to kill a bad guy, 

the TV screen turns blue and the 

following message appears: 'An 

irreversible error has occurred, All 

data will be lost'? 

Not to mention trying to install 

any add-on, or even load a previous 

saved game, when the closest file to 

the one we'll be looking for will be 

for some other stored game. 

Jeez ... 

Simone Doneda. 

via email 

Edge readers: such a cynical breed. 

O was very interested in y~ur 

comments on cameras In 3D 

platform games (E63, What Has 

Super Mario 64 Ever Done For 

Videogames?), and I thought I 

would share some of my own. 

The camera is one of the most 

important things to get right in a 

3D game. Every element of the 

gameplay is affected by the camera, 

from the instant the game is first 
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switched on. For this reason it is 

immediately obvious when a game 

gets it wrong. In the case of 

Banjo-Kazooie it was the camera 

that first hinted that the game might 

not be as good as Morio. There 

were times when one was forced to 

use the camera buttons more than 

any other controls. but without this 

ability the game would have been 

impossible to play. 

It is not just 30 platform games 

that stand to benefit from improved 

cameras. As an example, the 

engineer responsible for the 

cameras in Colin MeRae Rally spent 

many, many hours developing and 

testing variants. There are many 

subtle effects being used to give a 

greater sense of drama and/or 

realism - witness the camera's 

slight bounce as the car goes over 

a jump. I have no doubt that it 

would be a lesser game had this 

effort not been expended. 

There is an endless supply of 

examples of the importance of a 

good camera. If all developers put 

the amount of effort into it that 

Miyamoto-san and the team at 

Codemasters seem to have then 

games can only benefit. Having 

recently seen Spyro and Sonic 

Adventure I can say that there are 

still mistakes being made. Will the 

future be one of endless 

exploration, or of periodical 

motion sickness? 

Chris Preston, 

yia email 

O t seems to me that a good 

proportion of developers 

appear to be neglecting one 

particular aspect of interactive 

entertainment which has the 

potential in many cases to greatly 

enhance the gameplaying 

experience: plot. Not only should 

the plot be original and interesting. 

but also engaging. To achieve the 

latter, it is necessary to continually 

return to the plot elements 

throughout the game. 

All too many games appear to 

simply set the scene, leave the 

player to get on with it, and then 

return to a continuation of the 

introduction at the end. Mario 64, 

for all its supposed greatness, is 

certainly guilty of this, as well as 

having a weak 'damsel in distress' 

storyiine to start with. Mario arrives 

at the Princess's castle, finds that 

Bowser has kidnapped her, and 

subsequently goes around collecting 

stars in order to gain access to 

upper chambers of the castle to 

rescue her. That's it. Finished. 

However, at least Moria has 

an ingame introduction (of sorts). 

Confining the introduction to the 

instruction booklet is something 

Quake-style games appear to be 

particulariy guilty of. Of course, it 

courd be argued that the point of 

me, the prospect of squaring up 

against lack the Ripper (for reasons 

outlined in the plot) is almost 

reason alone to buy it. 

I'm not attacking every action 

game for not being an RPG, but I 

believe that all games (save the 

sports genre) have room for a 

decent plot to be integrated into the 

action. It can only serve to add to 

the gameplaying experience. 

Julian Scott Warren, 

Cardiff 

Well, some games suit extensive 

plots and backstories, some don't. 

Plus, it's often a case of personal 

taste (Edge is certainly unaware of 

many Moria 64 players unhappy 

with its lack of plot). 

Regardless, in the right context, 

plot content is moving forward as 

developers make strides with non

action content (and that doesn't just 

mean longer FMV sequences, 

happily). Expect a feature soon. 

O n response to Chris Van 

Graas's email in Viewpoint, 

'The PlayStatlon IS a poorly designed piece of equipment; 
the first two models rarely lasted 12 months of 

normal use due to overheating and a recurnng problem 
With the CD drive not spinning diSCS' 

these games is fast and frenetic 

blasting. in which the addition of a 

plot element would be superfluous, 

but if done properly (ie, made 

relevant to the action by accounting 

for changes in scenery and enemies 

at the very least, for example), the 

game would be greatly enhanced. 

. GofdenEye is a good example of 

this, although it does not take it 

quite far enough. 

The Shadowman article in E63 

certainly aroused my interest. For 

E64, regarding the reliability of 

the PlayStation, I felt compelled to 

write in concerning the issue. 

As a manager for one of the 

country's largest specialist games 

retailers for over two years I have 

more experience of faulty 

PlayStations than most . 

The company I worked for has 

long had a policy which dictates 

that managers cannot talk to the 

press about any issues concerning 

the business, but now I have left I 

feel I am able to talk freely. 

Quite simply, the PlayStation 

should never have been released for 

sale. It is quite obviously a poorly 

designed piece of equipment; the 

first two models rarely lasted J2 

months of normal use due to 

overheating and a recurring problem 

with the CD drive not spinning discs 

- hence games not loading or 

regular crashes during gameplay. 

In two years at my store alone 

over 100 PlayStations were returned 

with genuine faults. Yes, it could be 

argued that any machine which sells 

so well is bound to have a higher 

percentage of returns, but even so I 

found the situation quite unreal. 

As a comparison, the Saturn, 

itself obviously CD based, had next 

to no returns, and I can honestly say 

that I have never heard of any 

regular faults with that hardware. 

The N64 is even more reliable -

in fact it's almost bullet-proof. 

The fact that a company as large 

as Sony, renowned for the quality of 

its electrical goods, has produced 

such a lemon in terms of reliability 

is astounding. That the PlayStation 

has sold so well amazes me, too. 

But. worst of all, the press has 

been so quiet on this issue, when it 

was a well-known fact within the 

industry. Maybe it was for fear of 

spoiling a good thing? I put it to 

you: if a less successful console 

suffered so many problems, it 

would have been shouted from the 

rooftops of every gaming 

publication. Shame on all of you 

mags out there for selling out - the 

public deserves better! 

Mike 0 ' Shaughnessy, 

Tamworth, Staffs 

Edge can't report on someth ing that 

hasn't been brought to its attention. 

Anyway: Sony, it's over to you 
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ISSUE 66 OVER EDGE 

~ TH~ REAllY THE BEST VlDEOGAME EVER CREATED? 

FIND Ollf NEXT MONTH. 

ISSUE SIXTY-SIX 
ON SALE NOVEMBER 26 
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